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Hard To Buy For? 
The American male has been accused 

of being very hard to shop for at Christmas. 
Most shooters are individualists who can 
take care of themselves and are in fact 
guilty of being "hard to buy for. " It's no 
wonder that our wives, sweethearts and 
Santas have a hard time figuring out what 
we want or need. Often as not, we wind 
up with a new pair of socks, a necktie and 
some other gizmo. 

This year make it easy for them and tell 
them what you want. Tear out this ad and 
leave it somewhere your Santa will find 1t. 
Be inventive- try the refrigerator, the front 
seat of her car, her lingerie drawer. Let her 
see what you really want for Christmas. A 
new RL550 Dillon Reloader would be really 
nice but there are many other quality Dillon 
reloading accessories that are priced 
about the same as that necktie she was 
going to buy. Don't be bashful. Just check 
the boxes in the ad, and don't worry, we'll 
help her with the ordering to make sure 
you get the right caliber. Try it , if you don't 
you will wind up with another damn pair of 
socks! • 

0The New Dillon RL 550 
Based on the RL 450, the best sel ling 

progressive reloader in history. The .ne~ 
. RL 550 fills the demands of the nation s 

top shooters. The new automatic powder 
and primer systems, combined with inter
changeable die holders, make the Dillon 
RL 550 incredibly simple to operate for a 
beginner, as well as quickly producing 
match grade ammo for the professional. 
The Dillon RL 550 is available in over 115 
different Rifle and Pistol calibers. Priced at 
$234.95, the Dillon RL 550 is complete to 
load one caliber, less dies. 

DDillon Progressive 
Reloading Die Sets 

Dillon 's tapered carbide sizing die guar
antees that your bullets will always be tight. 
Our super seating dies have a large "open 
radius " entrance. Starting bullets has 
never been easier. Accu-crimping takes 
the mystery out of how much crimp is 
enough. $39.95 in 38/357, 45ACP, 9MM 
and 44 Mag. 

DDillon Super Swage 600 
Until now, re-using military brass with its 

crimped in primers has been a slow and 

Factory 
Direct 

S234.9 

Complete 
(Less Dies) 

uncertain task. 'The Dillon solution is a re
markably simple device that allows you to 
swage the primer pocket with speed and 
ease. $39.95 complete for large and small 
primers. 

DDillon Electric Case Trimmer 
Case trimming has always been the 

most unpleasant part of reloading. The RT 
1200 takes the work out by simultaneous 
sizing and trimming cases. Available in 
223, 308, or 30/06 $98.50. 

D You Can't Do Without Em 
Dillon 's High Quality Alloy Primer Flip 

Tray $10.50. 
Precision Primer Pick Up Tubes 

4 for $10.00. 
Dillon Caliber Conversion Kits $23.00. 
RL 550 Interchangeable Die Holders 

3 for $25.00. 

w 
Ion 
·550 

DDress Like Rob Leatham 
World Champion Rob Leatham proudly 

wears Dillon Blue, so should you . Caps 
$4.50. Tee Shirts $6.50. Golf Shirts $18.50. 
Shooters' Jackets $34.95. 

Christmas Rush - Order Now 
All Dillon products are sold factory di

rect and backed by a simple sales pol
icy. Try our products for 30 days; 1f you 
are not completely satisfied , simply re
turn for a full refund. Ordering from Dillon 
Precision is simple. Call us TOLL FREE. 
A member of our staff will be glad to take 
your order. Please have your Visa or 
Master Card ready when you call. .If you 
prefer, we will ship C.O.D. cash with no 
extra C.O.D. charge. All RL 550 presses 
are shipped freight paid , all .other orders 
are subject to a $4.00 sh1pp1ng/handl1ng 
fee. Call toll free 1-800-421-7632. In Ari
zona 602-948-8009. 

• • rec1s1on 
Products, Inc. 

7442 E Butherus Drive 
Scottsdale. Az 85260 



"Our destinies are sometimes focused 
on the sharp point of a bayonet." 

President John F. Kennedy 

T hey lost no major battle, though they fought in a 
strange land, against a ruthless, often unseen 
enemy in America's longest war. 

Now, in this, the 10th anniversary year of the close of the 
Vietnam War, The American Historical Foundation is proud 
to help draw national attention to these unheralded Amer
icans and provide a truly individual memorial to them, 
through the world's first limited edition Bayonets, "The 
Vietnam War Bayonets of Honor!' 

A ~ Vietnam War Bayonet of Honor has been 
created to honor each of the four service branches - the 
Army, Marine Corps, Navy and Air Force. The first Bayo
net in the series-now available-honors the U.S. Army. 

Whether or not you or a member of your family served 
in Vietnam, each of these specially made bayonets will 
give you a renewed sense of pride in the Americans who 
answered the call to duty. 

A Bayonet Cannot Be Ignored 
The bayonet is the symbol of combat - the willingness 

to clOSe""with the enemy and fight ")'eball to eyeball. It is 
representative of the courage of the individual trooper 
who fought the many small actions that characterized the 
warfare in Southeast Asia. 

For this tribute we selected the identical bayonet issued 
. to combat troops for use on the M16 Rifle. 

Each is first and foremost a combat-worthy Bayonet, 
made of the identical original materials to full G.I. specifi
cations. With a total of 16 parts, including two working 
spring loaded releases, each Bayonet is tested to fit the M16. 

Each re-issue Bayonet for this Collection is made in the 
U.S.A. by the Imperial Knife Company using the same 
original tooling that they used during the Vietnam War. 

However, that's where all similarity ends . .. 
• The 65/8 " blade is heat treated, high carbon steel, pol

ished to a mirror finish and deeply acid etched with a 
tribute inscription and a jungle scene designed by Viet
nam combat veteran B. J. Weber. The blade is hard flash 
chromed to assure lasting beauty and gold-gilt and black 
enamel infilled for contrast. 

• The grips are specially made of highly polished black 
phenolic, checkered to the authentic G.I. pattern and in
set with a full color cloisonne medallion of the service 
branch insignia. 

• 24-karat gold is thickly plated on the crossguard, two 
releases, butt, two grip screws and two grip nuts- after 
they are polished to a mirror finish. 

• After the craftsman carefully files, fits and peens together 
the 16 components that make up this bayonet, he inspects 
it in all particulars and tests it for fit on the M16. Then 
the individual limited edition serial number is engraved 
on the blade reverse. 

• Finally, the numbered Certificate of Authenticity is 
matched with the bayonet, ready to deliver to you. 

Limited Edition Of 2500 
Although more than 2,500,000 Americans served in Viet

nam, only 2500 of each Vietnam War Bayonet of Honor 
will ever be made, to further assure each Bayonet of Honor 
rarity, respect and value as a collectible. Serial No. 1 of 
each Bayonet will be presented to the Vietnam Veterans 
Memorial Fund for the recognition they have given to all 
Vietnam veterans. 

Contributions will also be made by the Foundation to 
Vietnam veterans organizations, to help them perpetuate 
the memory of those who served and to help establish a 
Vietnam War Exhibit in The American Historical Founda
tion Museum. 

First Option, Without Obligation 
As an added advantage, you will be guaranteed the 

opportunity, without obligation, to reserve subsequent 
Bayonets of Honor in this series with the same serial 
number-so you can systematically acquire a complete 
matched set. These tributes - one to the Marine Corps, 
one to the Air Force and one to the Navy - can be reserved 
by you, one bayonet at a time, in the months ahead. Each 
will have different blade etchings and grip medallions 
bearing the symbol of the service branch. 

You may also reserve the optional display case, which 
is covered and lined with velvet, with actual ribbon from 
the Vietnam Service Medal mounted across the inner lid. 
It is fitted with two closure clasps to store and display 
your bayonet. The cases are color coordinated for each 
service branch. 

How To Reserve: Satisfaction Guaranteed. 
You may easily place your reservation with a small 

deposit, and credit cards are accepted. You may call toll 
free (800-368-8080), use the reservation on this page or 
personally visit. Satisfaction is guaranteed, or return with
in 30 days for a full refund. There are no shipping charges. 
For an additional 515 we will personalize your bayonet 
by engraving your name, rank and serial number on the 

blade reverse. When you place your reservation, you will 
also be made a Member of The American Historical 
Foundation, joining men such as yourself in 29 countries 
around the world who share an interest in - and who 
helped make - America's great military history. You will 
also receive special information concerning the care and 
collecting of military arms and advance notice of all 
Foundation military projects. 

RESERVATION 
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Return in 30 Days for Full Refund 

To: The American Historical Foundation 
1142 Wesl Grace Slreel, Oepl. AU9 
Richmond, Virginia 23220 
Telephone: (804) 353-1812 
24-hour loll free reservations: (800) 368-8080 

Yes, I wish to reserve each of the following limited edition 
Vi-am War Bayonets of Honor with 24-karat gold plating. 
No shipping charges. Satisfaction guaranteed. 

__ Entire Series ___ Army ___ Navy 

___ Marine Corps ___ Air Force 

D Please also send the velvet display case, at $24 each, for 
each Bayonet reserved. 

D My deposit (or credit card authorization) of $39 is en
closed. Please D charge or D invoice the balance due 
per Bayonet ... 

D in two equal monthly payments. 
O infull. 

0 My payment in full is enclosed ( S189 per Bayonet; display 
case, add 524 ). 

Name ............•...••................... 

Address ........ ....... ... ... .... ..... .... . . 

For Visa, MasterCard or American Express, please send account 
number, expiration date and signature. Virgin ia residents add tax. 
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UNCLE 
MIKE:S ®SIDEKICK® 

by Michaels of Oregon 

Holsters with a Memory 
• One of the virtues of a fine leather holster is the way it fits 
every contour of the specific handgun it was designed to hold. 
• When Michaels of Oregon pioneered the nylon holster a 
couple years back, we wanted each holster to fit every gun 
precisely and securely. But at the same time, a relatively 
few sizes of holsters had to fit a great number of guns. 
• The SIDEKICK series of hip holsters was born with 
a new, sandwich-type laminate with a memory that 
would deliver the best of both worlds ... a 
snug fit for individual guns and the 
ability to fit many different guns in a 
size range. 
• Now patented by Michaels, 
this laminate of Cordura nylon, 
closed-cell foam padding and 
nylon lining has the ability to 

CORDURA® NYLON 
OUTER SHELL 
Michaels chose the practically 
indestructible Cordura nylon 
material for the outer shell of 
SIDEKICK holsters because of its 
incredible toughness and resis
tance to wear. Totally unaffected 
by heat, cold, moisture or mildew, 
Cordura has been shown in labora
tory tests to have twice the abrasion 
resistance as ballistic nylon, and ten 
times the scuff resistance of leather. 

LIGHTWEIGHT 
The lightweight construction of SIDEKICK 
holsters means more comfort and less 
fatigue in the field. 

WATER DRAINAGE ~;:-:::::-:::;::::::;-::-;:-:.;;=m----~ 
Even though most models are closed end, they 
never fill up with rain since the water can run 
easily through the stitching at the bottom. 

Hip Vertical Shoulder Horizontal Shoulder 

form around the gun when you holster it. It will keep that shape 
during normal use, but the laminate's memory will 

::::;;;;;:::=::~;::-..... gradually return the holster to its original 

NEW Super Belt Slide 

profile to accept other guns equally well. 
• Since the first SIDEKICK hip holsters 

were introduced, "Uncle Mike's" has 
continually improved and refined the 

design, and has added many other 
styles. Today, SIDEKICK holsters 

are the most innovative and 
highest quality nylon holsters 

on the market. Look for 
them and the new line of 

SIDEKICK belts and acces
sories at your gun dealer 
or sporting goods store. 

NEW BUCKLE 
All SIDEKICK hip and vertical 
shoulder holsters now employ 
a new combination safety strap 
buckle and snap that puts the 
adjustment on the front of the 
holster. The strap is sewn 
permanently to the back of 
the holster. 

COVERED SNAPS 
No metal is exposed inside the holster that 
might scratch a handgun . All snaps are 
covered on the inside. 

BELT LOOPS 
Models that are suspended from a belt , or 
those that are secured by a belt, have 
heavy nylon web belt loops sewn to the 
holster. 

PATENTED SIGHT CHANNEL 
A special , heavy-duty strap of polymer
coated nylon web forms a channel inside 
the holster to prevent handgun sights from 
catching on the inside of the holster. 

i-------------------------
: WANT TO KNOW MORE? 

Send $1.00 for "Uncle Mike's" 1985 full-color 
catalog to Michaels of Oregon, Dept. AHG-9, 
Box 13010, Portland, OR 97213. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY/STATE/ZIP , _________________________ J 

Ankle Inside-the-Pant 



HANDGUN 1EATHER 
BOB ARGANBRIGHT 

COLORFUL COWBOY TOM THREEPERSONS 
HOLSTER OFFERED BY SEVERAL MAKERS 

Tom Threepersons, a full"blooded Cher
okee Indian, was a legendary gunfighter 

and lawman throughout the Southwest dur
ing the early part of this century. A natural 
athlete, Tom won the title of World's Best All
Round Cowboy at the Pendleton Roundup in 
1912. In 1916, Tom was selected as a civilian 
scout to accompany General "Black Jack" 
Pershing's Punitive Expedition into Mexico 
chasing Pancho Villa and his men. 

A few years later, after hunting down and 
killing his father's murderers, Threepersons 
joined the Royal Canadian Mounted Police 
where he was involved in a number of gun
fights. Returning to the sunny Southwest, 
Threepersons served on the El Paso Police 
Deparment off and on from 1920 until he 
resigned in 1927. Newspaper articles in 1922 
and 1925 identified him as a Federal Prohibi
tion Agent and a U.S. Customs officer, 
respectively. 

It was only natural that such a well known 
guntoter would go to "Tio" (Uncle) Sam 
Myres, of S. D. Myres Saddlery in El Paso, 
for his holster needs. Sam Myres made a 

holster to Threepersons specifications for his 
4 3A inch Colt Single Action .44, and the 
classic Threepersons holster was born. The 
original holster and Colt sixgun are a part of 
the Bianchi Frontier Museum. 

The Threepersons holster set the pattern 
for the high-ride, strong-side hip holster for 
some 30 years and is still available from a 
number of makers. Made to Threepersons 
specs, Myres trimmed the holster of all 
unnecessary leather, setting the holster high 
on the belt with hammer and trigger guard 
clear of leather and above the belt. The gun 
butt was tipped slightly forward for a faster 
draw (the FBI cant). Myres cataloged the 
Threepersons holster for many years in its 

· original form and with an optional retaining 
strap. 

El Paso Saddlery (PO. Box 27194, Dept. 
AH, El Paso, Texas 79926) produces what 
may be the most authentic Threepersons hol
ster. Availabl for Single Action (SA) or 
Double Action (DA) revolvers, the El Paso 
Saddlery version is available unlined or 
lined , in plain, basket weave or full hand-

carved finish. It very closely duplicates the 
contours of the Myres Threepersons holster 
and is also available in a unique cross draw 
version. 

Don Hume Leathergoods (PO. Box 351, 
Dept. AH, Miami, Oklahoma 74355) well 
known for their extensive line of police 
leather such as the classic Jordan holster and 
gunbelt, offers their version of the Threeper
sons holster for DA revolvers only. Cataloged 
as the "Tom Threepesons," it is available in 
plain or basket weave black or brown finish 
and differs from Tom's personal Myres hol
ster only in the addition of a safety strap. 
Hume also makes an updated version which 
includes a thumbreak safety strap. 

The George Lawrence Company (306 
S. W. lst Avenue, Dept. AH, Portland , 
Oregon 97204) has been producing top qual
ity holsters since before the turn of the cen
tury. The Lawrence version of the 
Threepersons holster is cataloged as the 
"Keith" model , named for handgunning leg
end Elmer Keith . When asked to design the 
perfect revolver holster for Lawrence, Elmer 
took the state-of-the-art Threepersons and 
added a long tab safety strap. Keith felt that 
this long tab safety strap was quicker and 
easier to release than the usual short tab strap. 
The longer strap could also be tucked behind 
the gunbelt, where it was out of the way when 
not needed. I have had a number of Keith 
holsters over the years and they have proven 
to be excellent. Lawrence is the only major 
holster manufacturer who still offers full 
handcarving as an option. Now that I have 
added a four inch S&W Model 29 to my 
collection of shooters, I plan on carrying it in 
a full carved George Lawrence Co. "Keith" 
holster. 

Considered by many to be the leading 
holster maker in the world, Bianchi Interna
tional (100 Calle Cortez , Dept. AH , 
Temecula, California 92390) also offers a 
version of the Threepersons holster. Cata
loged as the #1 "Lawman," it was one of John 
Bianchi's first commercial holsters and he has 
produced well over one million #l's. Avail
able for SA revolvers only, early samples had 
a hammer spur thong retainer, while current 
#l's have a snap fastener safety strap and are 
available with or without silicone suede lin
ing. The same basic holster is available for 
DA revolvers as the #10 "Outdoorsman" and 
for the Colt .45 as the #2 ".45 Speed 
Scabbard." 

Roy's Custom Leather Goods (P 0. Box G, 
Dept. AH , Rawhide Road, Magnolia , 
Arkansas 71753) offers Threepersons style 
holsters for SA and DA revolvers and large 
frame autos. With optional suede lining, 
these are the models #030/031/032 for small, 
medium and large frame DA revolvers ; 
#040/041/042/049 for small, medium, large 
frame and .22 autos; #081/082 for SA 
revolvers. All models include a safety strap 
and the auto versions cover the trigger guard 
for safety. 

Regardless of which of these holsters you 
choose, the classic Threepersons ~ 
pattern remains a winner. ~ 
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Im.age and Accuracy. 

Aimpoint let's you see what you can get. 
SEE IT. That's why so many of the top finishers at 
SIGHT IT. Camp Perry, the Bianchi Cup and else
HIT IT. where have 

-open field to woodline, for example. Our variable 
l .5-4X or fixed 3X screw-in attachments allow for the 

long shot when needed. 
Airnpoint sights on their 
guns. 

Slug shooters and rifle 
shooters use Airnpoint as 
well! With Airnpoint you 
eliminate the negative as
pects of rnagnification
lirnited field of view, eye 
relief, cross-hair align
rn~nt. Simply put the red 
dot on the target and 
that's point-of-impact. 

Versatility is another 
advantage. Available 
mounts let you switch our 
sight from handgun to rifle 
to shotgun or even a bow. 
It can also compensate for 
changing light conditions 

Aimpeint 
Aimpoint USA, Inc. 
203 Elden St. , Suite 302 

Herndon, VA 22070 • (703) 471 -6828 

in Canada: 
Aimpoint Canada, Inc. 
31 A Passmore Ave. , Unit 12 

Scarborough, Ontario 
Conodo M 1V3H3 • (416) 293-8292 

Wild turkey never 
looked better when you 
see them through the 
Airnpoint on your shot
gun or cornbi. You know 
how tough it is to get that 
wily, old Torn in range. 
Improve your chances by 
using the red dot to center 
your pellet pattern and/or 
your rifle barrel. 

The versatile, afforda
ble Airnpoint-we make 
it so good that it sets stan
dards for shooting accu
racy. That's why it is 
said-with AIMPOINT 
the advantage goes to the 
shooter. 



CUSTER DIDN'T HAVE 
A SUBSCRIPTION TO 
GUNS MAGAZINE. 

If General Custer had subscribed to 
GUNS Magazine, he would have known 
more about custom guns and benchrest
ing - information which could have been 
useful at Little Big Horn. 

Each issue Custer would have received 
the latest on : 

• Handguns 
• Handloading 
• Competitive shooting 
• Gunsmithing and much more! 

He would have also had a chance to 
win a custom gun in the "Gun of the 
Month" giveaway. 

Custer probably realized what he was 
missing when he met Sitting Bull and 
2500 other Indians at Little Big Horn. 

Turns out Custer could have used a 
subscription to GUNS Magazine ... 
How about you? 

FREE! 
REDBOOK OF USED 

GUN VALUES 
with your paid 
subscription. 

(A $4.95 value) 

mvf!'P I QIT!ON 

RED BOOK 

,-----------------------------------------------
Yes! I could use a subscription to GUNS Magazine. Please start 
my subscription for the term indicated below. I also under
stand that I will receive a Free REDBOOK with my paid 
subscription. 

D 1 year $14.95 D 2 years $24.85 D 3 years $33.45 
Outside U.S. add $6. 00 per year postage. 

Amount enclosed $ D Bill me 
Charge my Visa/MC No. I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Exp. Date Initial ______ _ 

Name _________________ _ 
Address _________________ _ 
City ________________ _ 
State _____ Zip ___________ _ 

Mail to: GUNS Magazine Dept. 94 
P.O. Box 85201 , San Diego, CA 92138 
or use the adjoining postage paid order card. 

(Allow 4- 6 weeks for delivery.) 



THE GUILD SPEAKS 
GEORGE WESSINGER 

NRA SUMMER GUNSMITHING PROGRAM 
OFFERS YOU TOP QUALITY INSTRUCTION 

Approximately eight years ago, Wayne 
J-\.Sheets, Director of the Education and 
Training Division of the National Rifle Asso
ciation, had the idea of holding a series of 
summer courses for NRA members covering 
gunsmithing and related crafts. He contacted 
Warren Key at Trinidad State Junior College 
in Trinidad, Colo. Warren was conducting 
one of the finest full-time gunsrnithing pro
grams in the country. That meeting really got 
things started and the NEA Summer 
Gunsrnithing Program began. 

The first couple of years there were a few 
courses held in basic machine tool operation, 
stockmaking and engraving. Each course ran 
two weeks. There was little publicity for the 
courses but the word got around and enroll
ment grew each year. Many students 
returned for different courses each year. 

In 1980, I was asked by the NRA to con
duct a two-week Police Armorers Course at 
Trinidad. I was somewhat skeptical about 
how much I could really teach in just two 

• 111 
#33 5" length 
#35 6 " length 

#6 

weeks, but I agreed. After all, a trip to Colo
rado would be a welcome experience. When 
I began my class the first day I was pleased to 
find a well-equipped facility with a large sup
ply of hand-out material on the guns we 
would study and a reasonable supply of parts. 
Most importantly, I found a very friendly and 
knowledgeable staff and a group of students 
whose enthusiasm knew no bounds. 

As the class progressed, I was amazed at 
how much knowledge these students could 
absorb and how hard they were willing to 
work. It was a pleasant situation for someone 
with as much teaching experience as I've had, 
generally under less than ideal conditions. I 
also found a little time to look around the 
other classes and was amazed at what was 
being accomplished. The students ranged 
from beginners to full-time gunsmiths. Each 
was instructed at his own pace and all were 
most vocal jn the praise they heaped upon the 
program and staff. 

One of the most amazing classes I saw was 

#2 
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the beginning engravers. The instructor was 
Master Engraver Neil Hartliep from Ari
zona. He took people who had never touched 
an engraver's hammer and chisel and in only 
a few days had them cutting some very nice 
scrolls and animals in steel. At the end of the 
two-week course, many students had pro
duced some fine art work. 

. I was so pleased with what I was able to 
accomplish with my Police Armorers Class 
and with what I observed in the other classes 
that I have continued to teach each year. My 
wife, Sam, has completed four years of 
engraving. I continue to be amazed at what 
these students accomplish. 

When Wayne first conceived the idea of 
the NRA Summer Gunsmithing Program, he 
hoped it would grow to include schools on 
each coast as well as a central location. In 
1983, the growth was large enough for this 
expansion to begin. Rochester Institute of 
Technology in Western New York was 
selected as the eastern facility. RIT's College 
of Fine and Applied Arts, under the direction 
of Dr. Robert Johnston, Dean, is one of the 
finest in the country. In 1983, four summer 
gunsrnithing courses were held at RIT. In 
1985, the courses have grown tremendously 
and now number twelve. In 1984, the growth 
was again large enough to add Lassen Col
lege in Susanville, Calif., as the western 
school. Lassen is a fine school with a full
time winter gunsrnithing course. In tlie two 
years of the NRA Summer Gunsrnithing Pro
gram, the growth has been very good. 

Continued on paKe 72 
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INSIGH'TS IN'TO IPSC 
CAMERON HOPKINS 

MURRAY GARDNER WINS CANADIAN 
IPSC CROWN FOR EIGHTH TIME IN A ROW 

A mericans topped the field in the 1985 
J-\JPSC Canadian National Champion
ships finishing One-Two. J. Michael Plaxco, 
the affable pistolsmith from Arkansas, domi
nated the tournament and took top honors 
followed by runner-up Californian J. Bartell. 
Both Americans were ineligible for the honor 
of Canadian National Champion, a title 
earned for the eighth time in a row by Murray 
Gardner ofBritish Columbia. Murray placed 
third overall making him top Canadian, thus 
National Champ. 

J (his first name is simply the initial "J") 
fired the most unique pistol of the Canadian 
Championship, a modified Colt Gov't Model 
from Jim Boland in 9mm Parabellum. Noth
ing unusual about a 9mm, eh? No, but J's nine 
was handloaded to make "major" caliber in 
IPSC - 160 grain lead bullet at a sizzling 
velocity of 1,100 fps! For obvious safety rea
sons, J refused to reveal his powder charge 
other than to say it is a duplex (two different 
powders) load . Months and months of 
research , not to mention four dangerous 
blown cases, led J and gunsmith Boland to the 
load. DO NOT ATTEMPT TO DUPLI
CATE THIS LOAD! 

Amid the field of 107 shooters, only Amer
icans fired guns in .38 Super, the current rage 
among top IPSC shooters. Texans Tommy 
Weston and Phil Davis found that precious 

"Super edge'' with their Wilson Accu-Comps 
as did Californian Don Hamilton. Arizonian 
Jake Kempton shot his Hammond modified 
Super into a respectable ninth place. All had 
no problem making the increased Interna
tional power factor of 175. 

Mike also shot a .38 Super Colt Gov't 
Model that he customized featuring his excel
lent Plaxco Compensator System. Murray, 
the undisputed King ofIPSC in Canada, also 
fired a Plaxco compensated Colt in .45 ACP. 
They had more in common than pistols -
both approached the 16 stage match with sim
ilar strategies. 

The 16 stages of the match (actually 15 as 
one was simply for the chronograph test of 
ammunition) forced leading contenders to 
shoot conservatively. With that much shoot
ing, the "disaster factor" was high because of 
the increased chances for mistakes. Those 
who shot with reckless abandon did indeed 
win some stages, but their "blow outs" on 
other stages dropped them from contention. 
Solid shooting, but nothing to write home 
about, proved to be the winning approach . 

Held in beautiful Regina, Saskatchewan, 
home of the Royal Canadian Mounted 
Police, the match featured the course design 
of Section Coordinator Dave Anderson. 
Dave understands well the roots of IPSC 
shooting and the current feud between "mar-

Don Hamilton e ngages targets in stage simulating actual shoot-out. 

tial artists" and "gamesmen." His courses 
pleased both factions by drawing on real life 
scenarios, actual shoot-out situations, while 
allowing freestyle approaches. 

One such course of fire was baseQ on an 
event that took place in the neighboring town 
of Saskatoon. The shooter began the stage 
astride a parked motorcycle and then 
engaged four partial targets, cut to present the 
view of people riding in a car. Apparently a 
motorcyclist was shot while stopped at a traf
fic light when a car full of hoodlums pulled 
along side and opened fire without provoca
tion. In keeping with the actual event, the 
course set the targets at ranges of from two to 
five meters. 

Another course came from the famous 
shoot-out of New York City stake-out cop 
Jim Cirillo. Known as the "Cirillo Drill ," the 
course featured two targets at five yards 
obscured by a "no-shoot" (hostage) and a 
6x6-inch steel plate off to the right slightly at 
eight yards. The small steel plate represented 
the head shot Cirillo made when he inter
rupted an armed robbery in progress. Unlike 
some of the shooters in the match , Cirillo 
dispatched all three "bad guys" and left the 
hostage unscathed . 

Perhaps my favorite of the "realist's" 
courses was an assault course. But it wasn't 
an "assault ," it was an "evasion" course. Real
izing that only a moron would assault multi
ple assailants armed only with a handgun, 
Anderson designed an "evasion" scenario in 
·which the competitor sought to gain higher 
ground , better cover and (in the imagination) 
a better weapon like a shotgun. The course 
scenario postulated that you are quietly relax
ing in your living room with a good book 
when you suddenly notice you are the target 
of a home invasion. You see two attackers 
outside your front window, thus beginning 
the ·'evasion." From seated in a chair with a 
book, the shooter engaged the two partial 
targets in a window at three meters. Heading 
upstairs to the sanctuary of higher ground 
(and perhaps your assault rifle) , the shooter 
then dashed down a facsimile of a hallway 
engaging targets along the way through other 
windows (shooting ports) . Finally, the 
shooter charged up a flight of stairs and 
engaged three Pepper Poppers, a partial tar
get and a stop plate from an upstairs window. 

The Canadian National Championship, 
thanks in no small part to the excellent course 
of fire, stands as one of the best, most enjoy
able IPSC matches I've ever shot. But next 
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Murray Gardner point-shoots from two yards. Stage rules mandated that bundle be carried under weak-arm. 

year promises to be even better because the 
match will be held in conjunction with the 
World's Fair in Vancouver, B.C. The match 
will consist of at least 12 stages shot in three 
days with a two day break to allow shooters 
and their wives/hubbies to attend the Fair. 
The dates are Aug. 2-9 and further informa
tion can be obtained from 1986 Canadian 
IPSC Championships, PO. Box 1126, Fort 
Langley, B.C. VOX UO. Or call Randy Fisher 
at (604) 521-4474. ...... 

See ya there, eh? ~ 

READERS QUESTION RESPONSES 
The Readers Question posed in the Sept/ 

Oct 85 issue was: ''What is your reaction to 
the Crossfire debate devoted to martial artist 
vs. gan1esmen." Here are a few representa
tive responses. 

If a minority can't or won~ adapt to make 
themselves competitive, they should go else
where and do it their way rather than make 
themselves an unpopular nuisance. Who 
knows, maybe with enough hard work and 
innovation, a 'new rear-view mirror" will 
come out of IPSC competition. 

Ralph Zimmerman 
Tonopah, Nev. 

I agree with Mr. Hipes' views. I view /PSC 
as both a sport and training, but, more 
importantly, as a research tool. I welcome 
the gamesmen, for they usually come up with 
advances in equipment and technique (but) I 
do not welcome their influence on the rules 
and course design. 

I disagree with the following: 
1. A .35 caliber l{J() gr. bullet at 1063 fps 

(power factor - 170) is not a fight stopper. 
What we have here is DvC, not DVC. 

Concerning the Pro-Con article, Mickey 
Fowler said it all: 'Voes anyone seriously 
doubt Rob Leatham or Brian Enos' ability to 
defend themselves?" 

2. You may find a locale where you could 
carry a weapon sticking out in front of your 
abdomen with spare magazines bristling out 

Billy Bruton from all over, but I have yet to see this in the 
Myrtle Beach, SC real world. 

Amen! 

3. Any string of fire that requires more 
I think Mickey Fowler won this debate than three or four seconds while the shooter 

hands-down. i:, exposed is academic - even an amateur 
Mickey re/.ated IPSC to auto racing. In will take you out in that time. 

NASCAR Smokey Yunick and Andy Gran- For a brief time, under the guidance of Jeff 
atelli in USAC spent a lot of time and money Cooper, it looked like we were going to have a 
trying to "bend" the system to fit their concept prominent sport we could take seriously. 
of racing. Has anyone heard from them Messrs. Fowler, Dalton, Shaw, Enos et al 
l.ately? may very well be able to defend themselves, 
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but their performance in IPSC matches does 
not prove it for the loads, the equipment and 
the tactics have very little to do with real life. 

Jim Higginbotham 
Falls of Rough, Ky. 

I personally side with Mickey Fowler. Our 
''sport" is just that, and it cannot survive on 
the basis of a few realists running around in 
camo T-shirts pretending to be in Condition 
Orange. 

If the self-defense/realist group feels that 
they are somehow being cheated out of fame 
and fortune, let them organize a series of 
competitions tailored to their ideals. Maybe 
Mark Hipes and his friends can get Uncle Jeff 
to layoutasetof rules for "Real World Urban 
Survival Olympics." 

I must add that I have no axe to grind with 
Jeff Cooper or the ''realist" types. They have a 
pl.ace in things, but they should not keep 
trying to uncouple a train that is passing them 

Ted Carder 
Montrose, Colo. 

READERS QUESTION 
Should there be a ''stock" gun category in 

IPSC, and, if so, how would you define 
"stock?" 

Send your answers to 'Insights Into IPSC', Suite 
200, 591 Camino de la Reina, San Diego, CA 92108. 
Limit your response to 250 words. Answers must be 
either typewritten or dearty handwritten. lbe editor 
reserves the right to edit published answers for clarity 
or length. 

II 



Finally there is a 

BRASS CATCHER 
that works! 

Catch ejected casings from auto
matic handguns with the CATCH
ALL brass catcher. 
• no weapon alteration necessary 
• will not obstruct sight picture 
• allows flexibility of movement 
• adapts to any shooting style 
• 5 oz. durable, space age plastic 
• Velcro ' strap adjusts to any hand 

CATCH-ALL 
Place your order today! 

Call Department 200 TOLL FREE 
1-800-824-6853 or (503) 686-9844 in 

Oregon. Visa and MasterCard accepted. 
Moneyback Guarantee: If not completely 
sahshed, return the CATCH-ALL prepaid 
within 30 days of receipt for a full refund . 

Catch All Products 
P.O. Box 2522, Eugene, OR 97402 

LEARN EVERYTHING YOU'LL NEED TO KNO W TO 
GET YOU STARTED IN THE CAREER YOU WANT/ 
LIFETIME CONSULTATION SERVICE A T NO COST. 

BE A SUCCESSFUL GUN PRO! 

OVER 40,000 STUDENTS SINCE 1946 

Send for FREE FACTS or call 602-990-8346 

Please RUSH FREE facts on how I can become a professional gunsmith 
the QUI CK easy home study way No Obligation No salesman will call 
CHECK FOR VA°' GI O ACTIVE 0 RETIRED 

NAME _ _ AGE _ 

ADDRESS 

CITY __ STATE __ ZIP 

MODERN GUN REPAIR SCHOOL dept.MF16 
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COPTAUC 
MASSAD AYOOB 

AYOOB FIELDS QUESTIONS: COPS AND 
.44 MAGNUMS; LIFE SAYING BACKUPS 

M assad Ayoob receives hundreds of let
ters from across country both in the 

form of "fan mail" praising his witty and 
informative writing and also in the form of 
intelligent questions from law enforcement 
personnel. Ayoob cannot possibly send a per
sonal response to all these letters, but he's 
compiled several of the more provocative 
questions to share with you in Cop Talk. 

.44 MAGNUMS FOR COPS 
fin toying with the idea of buying one of 

those cut down versions of the S& W model 29 
as an off duty revolver. What do you think of 
them, and who makes the best conversion? 
Also, do you know of any seasoned police 
officers who carry the . 44 Magnum on or off 
duty? 

Under Gunned In Norwalk 
Many good gunsmiths make "chopped and 

channelled" 29s with shortened barrel and 
K-frame-size round butts with Pachmayr 
Compac grips. As good as any and better 
than most is the one I use, a Second Chance 
Commemorative beautifully worked by 
MagNaPort Custom. 

Jim Baynes, an upstate New York career 
cop and one of the finest shots on the profes
sional circuit, carries a similar gun superbly 
built by Dick Crawford of Florida, off duty. 
A handful of extremely competent officers 
carry .44 Magnums when allowed; the most 
famous is Addison Clark of the Kalispell , 
MT, Police, the first of the great professional 
shooting champions. His service revolver is a 
MagN aPorted 4-inch 29, carried in a Bianchi 
#27 breakfront and equipped with a Magna
Trigger conversion so it can only be fired by 
someone wearing a special, magnetic ring. 

BACKUP GUN INCIDENTS? 
After an incident where an officer's backup 

S& W model 39 went off in a public place 
when dropped, the city council wants to ban 
our officers from carrying second weapons. 
Can youfa.rnish us,for the hearing, with any 
actual cases in which policemen's lives were 
saved by their backup guns? Also, do any 
major departments actually have anything in 
writing advocating their use? 

Under Fire In Michigan 
A few classic incidents are as follows. 
Two Indiana State Troopers were dis

armed by a pair of prison escapees. A third 
trooper pulled in to the scene and was told at 
gunpoint not to touch his service revolver or 
radio, or the hostage brother officers would 
be killed. The third trooper surrendered his 
Combat Magnum, and when the suspects 
dropped their guard, the officer drew his 
backup snubby .38 from his right hip pocket. 
The first suspect surrendered instantly, and 

when the second attempted to murder the 
hostage officers, wounding one, the trooper 
with the backup gun shot him. Both hostage 
officers credit their survival to the brother 
with the second gun. 

In Atlanta, not long ago, a young officer 
was involved in a struggle for his service 
weapon with an extremely powerful homi
cidal opponent. As he felt the gun being torn 
from his hands, the patrolman drew a 2-inch 
.38 from his ankle holster and shot the assail
ant, killing him instantly. 

In Miami some years ago, a Metro-Dade 
officer was surprised and disarmed at gun
point by two armed robbers. He was ordered 
to kneel, and one perpetrator put a gun to his 
head. "Please," said the officer, "let me pray 
first." 

The man with the gun turned to his partner 
to laugh , and the officer drew a .38 snubby 
from his ankle holster and shot both suspects 
in the head , neutralizing the situation 
instantly. 

As far as policies, NYPD's formal outline 
of their summer, 1984, Firearms and Tactics 
Training Cycle discusses appropriate post
shooting tactics for an officer involved in a 
gun battle and notes, "Police Officer's backup 
revolver ... consider its use instead of 
reloading." (Page 12, item d ., available 
through NYPD Firearms & Tactics Section, 
City Island Post Office, Bronx, NY 10464.) 

GUNS OF THE PROS 
I enjoy the work of people like yourself and 

Evan Marshall. I notice that several of you 
work fa.II or part time as sworn officers as 
well as writing and lecturing. I'm curious as 
to what you guys actually carry on duty. 

Framingham Cop 

What we carry depends largely on depart
mental regulation. John Farnam works part
time with the Juneau County, Wisc., Sheriff's 
Office, and has special permission to carry a 
cocked and locked .45 auto on duty, usually a 
Devel Custom. Evan Marshall is a full-time 
sergeant on Detroit PD, where officers are 
allowed to carry about anything that's .38 
caliber or larger and double action; this cuts 
out his favorite Colt .45 auto, so he presently 
wears an S&W model 459 9mm. 

I work part-time with the Deerfield, NH, 
police department as lieutenant in charge of 
training. Our regs allow carrying an auto
loader only if one qualifies as master, so 
when working alone I carry a Colt .45 auto. 
When in field training with young, revolver
armed officers, however, I carry an S& W 4" 
Combat Magnum service-tuned ..... 
by Andy Cannon. ~ 
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~~' 1986 ~~N me Est ,~~ :r~ussf NrlEo 
!~~ b~~~t~~er 18th Edition 

#GD86 

$1595 

#HA86 

$1295 

#RFS2 

$1195 

The World 's Greatest Gun Book is 
greater than ever, with a wealth of 
articles on all facets of firearms. The 
M16A2: new world standard for infantry 
rifles , eight myths of self defense, the 
legendary French 75, the Model 94 and 
30-30 cartridge, the ever-faithful pump 
gun, picking your go-along gun . How 
the British Cavalryman coped with his 
kit. Big boring the 12-gauge for tighter 
patterns. Taking Cape buffalo from a 
wheelchair. Twenty years of gun leather. 
Much more. Plus regular departments. 
The special Gundex®, new product 
reviews and testlire reports . Expanded 
and revised catalog section with 
the most current prices available. 
492 8 '12'' x 11 " pages. 

1986 GUN DIGEST 
HUNTING ANNUAL 
3rd Edition Edited by Robert S. L. Anderson 
Understanding scent and how it affects 
hunting success/failure. Practical track
ing. Boning deer. Bagging great African 
cats. Selecting the proper shotgun action. 
The basics of turkey hunting. Big game 
bowshooting techniques. Handgunning 
Western whitetails and handgunning 
woodchucks. Caribou hunting. Field test 
on Remington's 1100/870 special field 
shotguns. Articles on the versatile 458, 
the 25 caliber centeriire rifles, why 
Pennsylvania is the hunter's state, and 
a historical perspective of man as 
hunter. Another popular Gene Hlll story. 
Plus a complete hunting license direc
tory, new loads and reloads, and more. 
256 8 '12'' x 11 " pages. 

RELOADING FOR 
SHOTGUNNERS 
2nd Edition Edited by Robert S. L. Anderson 
Greatly expanded and fully updated 
reloading tables and bushing charts 
covering every major press and 
component manufacturer. Step-by-step 
operation of three of the most popular 
reloading presses. Reloading shells with 
slugs or buckshot. Steel-shot update. 
Black powder shotgun reloading. 
Patterning. Semi-auto loading. Handgun 
shotshell loads and reloads. Making 
shot at home including a field report on 
the Shotmaster. Cutting reloading costs. 
Penis of component swapping. Extensive 
Question & Answer section. Complete 
catalog section of presses, components 
and accessories. 256 8'12'' x 11" pages. 

#Gl86 

$1395 

#COWS 

$1595 

#GC4 

$1295 

Edited by Harold A. Murtz 
The Heym SR-20, an excellent shooter 
with quality written all over it. Small-caliber 
shooting with big-caliber guns. Best gun, 
gauge and load combos for dove. The 
"snub-nose" - surprising power and 
accuracy in practiced hands. Bullet cast
ing at home ... the rewards are worth 
the time and effort. Shooting obsolete 
guns and gun cartridges. Round-up of 
today's double action 45s. H&R's new 
mild mannered magnum and the new 
guns chambered for it. Flanders Fields ... 
70 years later, they're still digging up 
remnants of that bloody WWI battle. 
Much, much more. Plus extensive cata
log section of U.S. and imported firearms 
and accessories. 320 8'12'' x 11" pages. 

CARTRIDGES 
OF THE WORLD 
5th Edition By Frank C. Barnes 
It's a basic book, setting down the 
dimensions, performance parameters 
and physical characteristics for over 
1000 different cartridges, all in a single, 
well-organized volume. With Barnes' 
commentaries on each cartridge listed, 
it's more than a catalog. It's an encyclo
pedic reference work, completely 
updated with special attention given to 
wildcats and British sporting cartridges. 
In addition, due to changes in both 
NATO and Eastern block attitudes 
toward small arms, this edition re
institutes a special discussion of 
modern military cartridges. 
416 8 '12'' x 11" pages. 

GUN COLLECTOR'S 
DIGEST, 4th Edition 
Edited by Joseph J. Schroeder 
In-depth examination of Nagant 
revolvers by two of Europe's foremost 
experts. The history of the modern 
bayonet. Arms of the Birmingham Small 
Arms Company (BSA). The original 
Mauser KAR 98. Discussion of fakes 
and a photo essay on restoration. Gun 
photography. Collecting Luger literature. 
Problems involved with importing guns 
for collections. German target ri fles. 
Collecting muzzleloading cannons. 
How important is condition? Are gun 
shows becoming flea markets? U.S. 
General Officer's holsters. General 
Burnside and his carbine, and such 
rarities as the Spanish charola anitua 
and the pilon. 224 8'12'' x 11" pages. 

SEE DETAILS ON FOLLOWING PAGES--~ 
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#K86 

$)) 95 

#MGV5 

$14 95 

#ABC3 

$)195 

KNIVES '86 
Edited by Ken Warner 

More information than ever before on 
over 6000 custom knifemakers ... more 
on their specialties and descriptions of 
their work. The photo index. very popu
lar 1n the '85 edition. has also been 
expanded. The State of Sharp features 
new edge types. State of the Art covers 
the new steels and some of the old 
favorites (rust, they may, but they're very 
satisfactory). Then the new world of 
high-tech knives. Modern renditions of 
traditional designs from the Scots and 
the Vikings. Coverage of the Damascus 
steel controversy and an interesting 
piece on the impact that WWI had on 
the cutlers of Sheffield which resulted 
in dramatic changes in the knife trade. 
Plus our comprehensive directory of 
knife and accessory sources. 
256 8'12'' x 11" pages. 

Gun Digest Book Of 

MODERN GUN 
VALUES, 5th Editioo 
By Jack Lewis 
All-new expanded edition covers the 
current values of all non-military guns 
introduced from 1 900-1983. Nearly 
2000 photos and drawings supplied -
including data on three hundred new 
guns entered since the last issue. Gives 
complete specs, original manufacturing/ 
importat1on/d1scontinuat1on dates, and 
detailed descriptions of thousands of 
domestic and imported firearms; hand
guns, rifles , shotguns and commemora
tive alike. All values have been fully 
updated since the last edition. Highly 
accurate, hard-to-get information that can 
help determine the true value of your 
firearms today. 432 8'12'' x 11" pages. 

·#LGKV 

$) Q95 

#MSA5 

ABC'S OF RELOADING ~\t~\ 
3rd Edition ~ 
By Dean A. Grennell 
An all-new book with every1hing from 
discussion of the basic basics up 
through and including advanced tech
niques and procedures. Topics include 
reloading safety, constructing a loading 
bench, homemade equipment, primers, 
powders, bullets. Plus: the lowdown on 
dispensing powder, seating bullets, 
bullet casting and lube/sizing; bullet 
swaging, shotshell reloading ; unsafe 
gun/cartridge combinations; J. D. Jones 
Wildcats , and bonded-core bullets. 
Mathematical tables and equations for 
reloaders, suggested references and 
notes on moving the reloading operation 
to the shooting site. Contains no load 
data, explains instead how to benefit from 
books that do. 288 8'12'' x 11" pages. 

#DOG 

$1195 

LEVINE'S GUIDE 
TO KNIVES AND 
THEIR VALUES 
By Bernard R. Levine 
Revolutionary guide to knife identifica
tion, pricing and collecting. Over 2000 
photos and illustrations. Identifies and 
prices folding knives by cross refer
encing brand lists and pictures, fixed 
blades directly by pictures. Pictorial 
keys to patterns, histories. glossary, 
foreign words. Covers foreign, exotic, 
primitive, commemorative, limited 
edition, contemporary custom and 
hand-made knives. Bowies, military, 
Indian, butcher, table and industrial. 
You name it, it's here. How to buy and 
sell. Preservation. Organizing and 
displaying a collection. Spotting fakes. 
Much more. 480 8 '12'' x 11" pages. 

MILITARY SMALL 
ARMSOFTHE20TH 
CENTURY, 5th Edition 
By Ian V. Hogg & John Weeks 
Fully revised and updated edition of the 
standard reference in its field. Hundreds 
of military firearms of 60 caliber or less, 
used and to be used by the world 's 
armies throughout the 20th century: 
New pistols , submachine guns, bolt
action rifles , automatic rifles, anti-tank 
rifles and machine guns, including the 
Browning DA Compact pistol , USSR 
AKR SMG, the Walther WA 2000 Sniping 
rifle, FN BGM-15 heavy machine guns. 
Spots new trends and developments 1n 
the small arms field with detailed 
descriptions. Specs. Fully illustrated. 
304 8'12'' x 11" pages. 

Gun Digest Book Of 

SPORTING DOGS 
By Carl P. Wood 
From a man who's owned and hunted 
'most every popular breed of sporting 
dog and even some exotics comes a 
book devoted to bringing out the best 
in each breed. He investigates the 
various training philosophies, such as 
coaxing and rewarding versus the force 
breaking style. How to deal with problem 
dogs. How to train a dog for versatility. 
Kenneling. Yard breaking. The strengths 
and weaknesses of pointers and setters. 
Training the pointer and setter. He 
coverafoxhounds,coonhoundsand 
other treeing breeds. beagles, retrievers, 
flushing breeds and squirrel dogs. Plus 
care and feeding. tips and techniques 
on owning the hunter's best friend. 
256 8 '12'' x 11 " pages. 

USE COUPON ON OPPOSITE PAGE TO ORDER NOW! --~ 
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THE COMPLETE SHOOTER 
By Sam Fadala 

Truly the comple te book of 
shooting. Whether your in 
terest is mild or fierce. this is 
the one book vou must have 
in your shooter"s book case. 
448 812 " x I I " pages. 

#SHOOT ...... $17. 95 
FLAYDERMAN 'S GUIDE 
TO ANTIQUE AMERICAN 
FIREARMS And Their Values 
3rd Edition 

By Norm Flayderman 
Completely updated prices & 
specs with over 3500 models 
and 1450 photos. How to 
identify, value and collect. 
624 8W' x 11 " pages. 

#FLA3 ....... $19.95 
HANDLOADER'S DIGEST 
10th Edition 

Edited by Ken Warner 
Dozens of helpful "ho" to" 
features. including tools. mate
rials. tips and techniques. by 
the top "rite rs in the field. 
Extensive catalog of compo
nents. equipment and acces
sories for reloading. 320 8 12" 
x 11 " pages . 

#HDIO ....... $12.95 

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF 
COMBAT HANDGUN NERY 
By Jack Lewis& Jack Mitchell 
From the basics to compe
tition training and exercises. 
Coverage of the Bianchi Cup. 
the Steel Challenge and World 
Championships with diagrams 
and how to shoot courses. 
288 8\'z" x 11 " pages. 

#COMB ....... $11.95 
BOLT ACTION RIFLES 
Revised Edition 

By Frank de Haas 
Defin1t1ve work covering all 
maJordesigns since the Mauser 
of 1871 . Detailed coverage 
of ove r I I 0 turnbolt actions 
- how they function. take 
down/ assembly, strengths & 
weaknesses. dimensional 
specs. 448 8 1~" x 11 " pages. 

#BAR ......... $14.95 
POPULAR SPORTING 
RIFLE CARTRIDGES 

By Clay Harvey 
Examines almost 50 metallic 
cartridges, their history and 
handloading quirks . Com
bines hard data with Author's 
interesting and informative 
analysis . Factory and hand
load data furnished with each 
cartridge. 320 8\'z" x 11" pages. 

' #PSRC ........ $13.95 

() 

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF 
TRAP & SKEET SHOOTING 

By Art Blatt 
Understanding the game. How 
to shoot and win. A look at 
today's competition shotguns. 
How to improve scores thru 
proper tournament prep. Com
plete rules for American trap 
& Skeet. Full,Y illustrated. 
288 8\'z " x 11 ' pages. 

#SKEE ....... $11 .95 
THE TRAPPER'S 
HANDBOOK 

By Rick Jamison 
All the ins and outs of suc
cessful trapping from making 
scent to marketing the!elts. 
Covers coyote. red an grey 
fox. skunk. opposum, badge1, 
muskrat, mink. beaver and 
raccoon. 224 8'-'2" x 11 " pages. 

#THB ... $11.95 

METALLIC CARTRIDGE 
~-"ffr:liilll RELOADING Edited by 

Robert S.L. Anderson 
How-to articles by experts. 
plus over 200 pages of load 
table data on approx. 70 rifle 
and pistol calibers. Emphasis 
on modern rifle & handgun 
cartridges, se lected obsolete 
ones. 320 8\.'z' ' x 11 " pages. 

#MCR ....... $13.95 
f--------------------+-------------------<-- ---- - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .., 

HOME GUNSMITHING 
DIGEST, 3rd Edition . 

By Tommy L. Bish 
Repair . restoration. remodel
ing for every gun owner. Metal : 
plating. inlaying, soldering. 
Wood: gluing. coloring. filling. 
finishing. Tools : choosing. 
sharpening. care. 256 80, " x 
I I " pages. 

#HG3 ......... $11.95 

GUNSMITH ING: THE 
TRICKS OF THE TRADE 

byJ. B. Wood 
Using ordinary workshop 
tools, Wood explains how to 
replace and repair broken parts 
without welding; repoint firing 
pins I auto pistol strikers; 
tighten shotguns/ revolvers: 
more. 256 81.2 " x 11 " pages. 

#TRIX ....... $11 .95 
GUN DIGEST BOOK OF 
GUN CARE, CLEANING 
AND REFINISHING 

ByJ. B. Wood 
Two separate volumes des 
cribing correct care in detail 

one on pistols and revolvers: 
the other. rifles and shotguns. 
Covers dry firing. cleaning 
equipment. chemicals. lubri 
cants. Explains cleaning meth
ods for all guns even black 

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF 
EXPLODED FIREARMS 
DRAWINGS, 3rd Edition 

Edited by Harold A. Murtz 
Expanded to over 400 fire 
rums. Newdrawing_sfrom Mar
lin, lnterarm~ Weatherby, 
Savage; the Lharter AR-7: 
UZI's submachine gun. 448 
8\.'z''x 11" pages. 

#EFD3 ........ $14.95 
GUN DIGEST BOOK OF 
PISTOLSMITHING 

By Jack Mitchell 
Covers smoothing, tuning, 
timing, joining, metal temper
ing, rebarrelling, troubleshoot
ing, accurizing, installinWal
tering sights;, making repface
ment parts. J<..its for a 45 auto 
rebuilding a junker pistol. 28S 
8W' x 11 " pages . 

#PIST ..... . .. $11.95 
powder arms. Explores the 
art of refinishing. many carry · 
ing cases. theft protection . 
evaluation and insurance. 
Each book contains 160 8 12 " 

x I I " pages. 

Book I: HANDGUNS 
#GCH ............. $8.95 
Book II : LONG GUNS 
#GCL . . .. $8 .95 

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF PART I: AUTOMATIC PISTOLS 
FIREARMS ASSEMBLY/ #ASS!.... .. .. . .... $12.95 
DISASSEMBLY PART II : REVOLVERS 

By J B Wood #ASS2....... . . $12.95 
Field-stripping and complete PART Ill: RIM FIRE RIFLES 
takedown and reassembly of #ASS3 ..................... $12.95 
20 I popular firearms with PART IV: CENTERFIRE RIFLES 
photos and text describing #ASS4. . . $12.95 
each step. Each book con PART V: SHOTGUNS 
tains 288- 320 8 1

-, ' x 11 " #ASS5. . ............ $12.95 
pages. PART VI : LAW ENFORCEMENT 

TWO BOOKS FOR PRICE OF ONE! 
POSTPAID! HERE'S HOW! 

Buy one of the DBI books shown 1n this ad 
and get another DBI book FREE! 
(a) Buy any book(s) 1n this ad at retail price. 
(b) For each book you buy. you may select a 

second book from this ad of the same price 
or less FREE! 

(c) We pay all postage and handling costs. 
(d) This offer 1s restricted to purchases made by 

mail order from this ad only. 

A B 
I'm Buying Retail 

These Price 

$ 

Book# 
$ 

Book# 
$ 

Book# 
$ 

Book# 

c 
Send These 

FREE! 

Book# 

Book# 

Book# 

Book# 

Please send the DBI books listed above. 
TOTAL ENCLOSED$ ________ _ 

10-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. 
ALLOW 4-5 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY. 

DBI BOOKS, INC. Dept. N569 
4092 Commercial Ave .. Northbrook. IL 60062 

C1~---------------

Stat~ _______ Z1p ______ _ 

Offer expires February 28, 1986. 
U.S. & Canada only. Sorry. no APO-s or FPO's. 
Check or money order must accompany order. 
Please do not send cash. 

ORDER INDIVIDUALLY WEAPONS #ASS6.. . . $12.95 
'----------"--'--"-"--'---'--"-""-~'-'-----'-'-='-'"-=~=------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _.,. 

HAVE YOU SEEN ALL 3 PAGES? 



The Choice of Champions 
The PACT ™Championship Timer™is the finest 
shooting timer in the world. That's 
why the top shooters in the world 
choose it over other shoooting 
timers to train with. People like 
Rob Leatham, Brian Enos, Mike 
Plaxco, Mickey Fowler, and 
Ross Seyfried as well as the U.S. 
Shooting team, who represented 
us at the '84 Olympics. 

WHY DO I NEED A SHOOTING TIMER? 
Whether you are practicing for competition or to 

save your life; if you are going to improve, you must 
keep track of the two elements of markmanship that 
you are striving to master: accuracy and speed. 

Would you consider practicing without a target? 
Of course not, because without a target you have 
no measure of your accuracy. By the same token, 
if you practice without a timer, you have no accurate 
measurement of your speed. 

The PACT MKll Championship Timer and 
CHRONO·MOD were designed for the shooter who 
Is serious about Improving his shooting and will 
accept no less than the best equipment for the Job. 

"If you combined every other shooting timer 
on the market into one it would still not con
tain all the features of the PACT Champion
ship Timer. Working with the PACT timer has 
measurably improved my basic shooting 
skills" .. . Brian Enos 

WHAT DOES THE CHAMPIONSHIP TIMER DD? 
In addition to providing you with an instant or 

delayed start signal [the length of delay is adjustable], 
the MKll Championship Timer records the time of 
each shot fired, "par times" and up to two "stop" 
plates. When you fire , the sound of your pistol trig
gers the unit which will simultaneously display the 
number of the last shot fired , the time since your 
previous shot or "par time", if you are using one, 
and your total time. 

EASY TO USE 
The Championship Timer is as about as easy to 

use as your pocket calculator. For example , to enter 
a time limlt of 1.5 seconds, you would push " limlt" , 
"1.5", "set". Want to change it to 2.56? Push 
"limit" , " 2.56" , " set" ... it's that simple. 

GIVE ME AN EXAMPLE: 
Let's say you fire six shots, reload and fire six 

more shots. Here is an example of what the Timer 
will display: 

.... ·.·-:i 
n L ( 

,-.H,-1 .,... n 
.:. 11_ I u 

• You have fired 12 shots. 
• Your twelfth shot came .27 seconds after your 
eleventh shot. 
• Your total time was 6.67 seconds. 

New MKll Championship Timer, 
same great features in a smaller, 
lighter package, 5" • 5114' ' • 21/4" • 23 oz! 

Now you are curious about how long your reload 
took, so you tell the Timer to "FIND SHOT #7" and 
you see that your reload took you 1.54 seconds. [The 
timer between your sixth and seventh shot.] 

:iH:H'.1? 1. !'5..:l 4 
. 11..J .,:. -!U 

"The PACT Championship Timer adds a 
whole new dimension to practice sessions. 
It's like having your own shooting coach. I 
recommend it without hesitation." 
... Mickey Fowler 

" The PACT Championship Timer is the most 
versatile timer on the market. Not only is it an 
excellent training tool, it's also extremely 
useful for running matches. I think it's an ex
cellent value for the money. " .. . Mike Plaxco 

$49.00 CHRONOGRAPH 
Whether you shoot reloads or factory ammuni

tion, you need to know how fast the ammunition 
you use is going when it leaves your gun. 

.. -.£::"; ..,. 
1:1 ._! .L a • .:,1 ·- F ... 1·- .-. 

By having the $49 CHRONO-MODTM installed in 
your Timer, you enable it to double as the best por
table chronograph on the market. When you fire , 
your Timer will display the shot number and veloci
ty of the last shot fired , as well as your current 
average velocity. When you finish your string, push 
" review" , the Timer will display high velocity, low 
velocity and their corresponding shot numbers. Push 
" review" again and the timer will display the ex
treme variation and average deviation. In addition , 
each shot may be reviewed individually. The 
CHRONO-MOD uses standard Ohler skyscreens [not 
included]. 

"The PACT Championship Timer is the only 
timer you will ever need. It provides you with 
a number of important details from a given 
string of fire, while its audible start, bench 
mark and stop signals allow it to time all kinds 
of shooting events from l.P.S.C. to N.R.A. 

*Patent Pending 

" action " shooting. These.Jeatures combine 
to eliminate human timing error and allow the 
convenience of practicing alone for any con
ceivable match situation. I never go to the 
range without it and neither should you." 
... Rob Leatham l.P.S.C. World Champion 

30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
Try the MKll Championship Timer for 30 days and 

if you don 't find that training with it improves your 
shooting skill, send it back undamaged [no fair driv
ing over it] and we will refund your money. 

DD IT TODAY 
Ordering a PACT Championship Timer is 
simple! 

BY MAIL: We 'll need to know your name, 
address, and daytime phone number. Please 
enclose a personal check, bank check, 
money order or card number and expiration 
date from your Visa or MasterCard. C.O.D. 
orders welcome . 

PACT MKll CHAMPIONSHIP TIMER - $329 
PACT CHROND·MOD · $49 

(less skyscreens) 
Shipping & Insurance - $5 UPS Ground, $10 
UPS Air. 4% charge for Visa or MasterCard. 
Texas residents add 5% sales tax. 

NDTE:This $329 price includes the Timer 
with belt clip, battery charger and manual. 
The CHRONO-MOD can be purchased with 
your Timer or it can be installed at a later 
date. 

BROCHURE AVAILABLE covering the 
PACT product line. $1 .0Q refundable with 
first purchase. 

One year limited warranty. 

P.O. Box 531525 
Grand Prairie , TX 75053 

1·800-PACT INC 
(214) 641 -0049 

PACT, MKll Championship Timer and CHRONO-MOD are Trademarks of Practical Applied Computer Technology, Inc. 



PIST01SMITHING 
JOHN G. LAWSON 

HIGH VISIBILITY SIGHTS OFFER QUICK 
SIGHT ALIGNMENT, BUT AT WHAT PRICE? 

A common, almost universal, pistol 
alteration is the addition of high 

visibility aftermarket open sights. 
While the wider, better defined sight pic

ture is faster to align under almost any range 
condition, a growing number of shooters 
have found that apparent accuracy drops off 
steeply, as evidenced by much larger shothole 
groups on 50 yard targets, compared to 
groups they had fired with the original nar
row sights. 

Too many repetitions of this effect by com
petent shooters who use superbly accurate 
weapons have been noted to shrug off the 
group deterioration effect after new sight 
installation. I wanted some answers, so I 
spent a day, recently, trying to determine the 
exact problem and a solution that might bene
fit shooters who prefer the high visibility 
sights. 

The original 1911 pistol was issued by the 
factory with an extremely narrow front sight 
blade, set low on the slide, and having a slight 
taper from base to tip. The rear sight was a 'U' 
shaped notch of particularly shallow nature. 
Shooters complained bitterly about this com
bination, classifying it as slow to align, hard 
to define and nearly impossible to use after a 
moderate an1ount of holster wear rubbed the 
blue to bare, bright metal. So, after WW I, 
the Al version of the 1911 was tendered with a 
slightly wider front blade, a deeper rear notch 
that had a square bottom and perpendicular 
sides. 

against the 50 yard berm, an actual measured 
distance of 56 yards between target and the 
pistol's muzzle. I used a Ransom Rest to 
immobilize the pistol in a fixed position of 
reference, relative to my position behind the 
weapon at the precise eye relief measurement 
I normally assume with a two hand Turret 
Stance position. I placed two sheets of col
ored paper on the berm exactly parallel with 
the sides of the rear sight notch and precisely 
in line with the extreme edges of the notch 
when I had assumed the proper normal eye 
relief for my style of shooting. This width, at 
the target, was 12.63" measured with an elec
tronic caliper. Assuming use of bullets sized 
.451", this amounted to 28 shotholes across 
the rear sight notch, with 17 across the top of 
the blade and 51h more in each light bar at the 
sides of the blade. This, remember, was the 
precise measurement at 56 yards from the 
vantage point of my normal eye relief, and it 
will vary slightly with each shooter, due to 
arm length. I cut some .451" diameter aiming 
circles with the mouth of a cartridge case that 
I had sized and filed sharp. Right at the front 
sight blade, the .451" circle looks as large as 
life size, from my eye relief vantage point, 
but as it moves farther and farther down 
range, the apparent size of the colored disc 
reduces in size. This is called "apparent for
shortening perspective" by artists. Finally, at 
the 56 yard distance, the full sized shothole 
disappears into a tiny dot that is not normally 
visible to the average eye. The orange color I 
chose for the tiny spotter disc was only visi
ble as a point of color. When the front blade 
was placed in the 6 o'clock position under it, 
the most obvious thought was that it would be 
virtually impossible to attain a uniform point 
of aim on such a tiny object, and the reason 
for the larger groups at this distance was 
explained. 

I tried an off-the-wall idea that came to 

mind next. I set out a square aiming point 
with one corner down, in a sort of stubby 
diamond configuration. I was able to get 
good definition as the point just touched the 
blade top, and the point was easy to center on 
the blade top. The group would have tight
ened to something much better. The amazing 
thing, to me, is that the point of the diamond 
"bull" aiming point is virtually zero dimen
sion, coming to a sharp point, yet it is visible 
and can be clearly defined. Here was the 
answer! 

Front sight blades with a vertical colored 
line proved to be more uniformly aligned. 
because the small line covered only three 
shot holes, yet the base dimensions of the 
sights themselves were not changed, allow
ing very rapid sight alignment, virtually a 
sight picture within a sight picture. A further 
refinement came to mind later as I thought 
over the results of this day's experiments. 

I ground a small woodruff keyway cutter 
to a 60° point with a lathe toolpost grinder, 
mounted it in the milling machine collet and 
cut a groove, centered in a front sight blade's 
rear ramp face, leaving the sharp point at the 
extreme top of the blade. Filled with white 
epoxy material, the pointed line gave a very 
uniform and a very tiny aiming reference. In 
practical use, the standard vertical lines sup
plied on MMC and Millett front blades have 
virtually the same effect. 

This makes the best group shrinker possi
ble over the longer combat and target ranges. 
There is nothing new about this principle. 
My shooting coach in the l950's told me to 
aim at the smallest point I could define to 
obtain the smallest group. And, ~ 
the tactic worked. ~ 

--------
While this new combination mated up for 

a better sight picture, shooters remained 
unhappy with the still too slow and too low 
combination. This growing groundswell of 
unhappiness with an otherwise desirable 
pistol gave birth to the first aftermarket target 
sights, both fixed and adjustable. Some 
offered were too delicate for a match shooter, 
but others were robust and well engineered 
by experienced match shooters. At least two 
of the adjustable types are still with us and as 
popular with shooters today as a couple of 
decades ago. There have been several addi
tions to the availability list that are robust and 
well designed for specific types of use. 

- Mre~ The Ultimate Barrel 45 
System For Your - . -

Nobody will argue that the .135" wide 
blade set into a deep rear notch with adequate 
light bars at each side doesn't align faster and 
more uniformly than factory sights, and after 
a few hours ofuse, the average shooter has no 
desire to return to the smaller, more slowly 
aligned variety. But, do the high visibility 
sights align on the point of impact (or more 
precisely, on the point of aim) less uniformly, 
resulting in a wider dispersion of shotholes? 

I spent my day walking back and forth 
between the firing point and targets set 

S J29 95* 

centauR systems 
Phone: (206) 392-8472 

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER •JANUARY / FEBRUARY 1986 

+ Guaranteed Zero-Clearance Lock-Up 
+ Installs In Seconds-NO Fitting 

+ Provides World-Class Accuracy 
+ No Barrel Bushing Required 

+ Will NOT Shoot Loose 

OUADRA-LDK tm 
Match Grade S.S. Brls. 

5" & 6" Lengths 

Suite 114 / 15127 NE 24th C-3 / Redmond, WA 98052 

Send S/.00 For Broc'111re-Dea/ers Inquire 
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PELLET 
FIRING 
22 CAL _ 

44TAlllT MAGNUM 
REVOLVER" ON LY $4.95 

FREE : Targets and 50 reuseable pellets 

This hard h1 t1 1ng target pistol looks and feels like 
the " magnum revolve r · 1n use by most h ighway pa · 
trols Ext ra long target ba rrel and he·man grips 
combine to give unusual accuracy The easy-l oad 
cyli nder reloads qu ickly with 10 pellets Only $4 95 
plus 95< postage and handling Your purchase 
price pr om ptl y relunded 1f not sa tisfied State age 
when ordering. 

Guaranteed Distributors, Dept. 499M066 
County Road 687, Hartford, Michigan 49057 

.. * * * * * * * * * * * * ** -tc BROWNING -tc 
-tc TARGET PISTOL -tc 
iC SEMI-AUTOMATIC CHAMPION iC :•== • • • • • • • • • 

SEMI-AUTOMATIC 
PELLF;T FIRING 
TARGET PISTOL 
This replica of the world famous tar
get pistol can fire all 50 .22 caliber 
pellets as fast as you can pull the trigger, 50 reusable 
pellets and free targets. Just $4.95 plus 95e postage 
and handling. Complete satisfaction or your money 
back. Not sold in New York City No permit required 

Michigan State residents add sales tax . 
iC Guaranteed Distributors, Dept. 499BR66 iC 

'f- County Road 687. Hartford , Michigan 49057 'f-
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Now you can better use the new 
hard lubes in your Star, Lyman, RCBS 
or Saeco Lubricator/Sizer with a C-H 

Universal HEATER 
Fast, Continuous, Even Heat 

See your dealer, or mention the heater when you 
send $2 for a complete C·H catalog (you'll get $3 
back on your first direct order $25 or over). 

' 

C-H TOOL & DIE CORPORATION 
Dept AH , 106 North Harding Street 

Owen , Wisconsin 54460 

ONCE FIRED IS>~~~ 
.223 .. 38 SPL. .45 ACP 

A1 DOTHERS 
THE !Bi~S>Si WORKS 

(51!) 853-7075 • P.O. Box 315-H 
Drippiog Springs, TX 786!0 

COMBAT SHOOTING 
MIKE DALTON 

PIN BUSTER LOOKS AT BOWLING PINS: 
GUNS, LOADS, TIPS FOR PRACTICING 

Some years ago Richard Davis, President 
of Second Chance Body Armor, began 

conducting a shooting contest using bowling 
pins as targets. It was quite a novel idea and 
the competitors loved it. 

Second Chance has set the standards for 
bowling pin shooting and most pin matches 
throughout the United· States and the world 
use their structure. Basically, five pins are set 
at 25 feet from the shooter on a 4 x 8 foot 
table, one foot from the front edge. This 
requires the shooter to not only hit them, but 
also to move them three feet to leave the 
table. At Second Chance your time stops 
when the last pin hits the ground , so powerful 
loads are the order of the day. 

A regulation bowling pin weighs about 2 Y2 
pounds. Thus a serious amount of energy 
must be transmitted to the pin to make it 
move briskly. In general, large caliber guns 
using heavy bullets do the best job on the 
pins. The .45 automatics reign king at pin 
matches and .44 Mag revolvers are another 
popular choice. 

When making handloads for pin shooting, 
one must take care to produce a load that will 
almost fully penetrate but not exit the pin. 
The pin must absorb all of the energy and 
with a proper load it will fly cleanly off the 
table. 

But no matter how good your load is, it 
must be centered on the pin to achieve the 
proper effect. A bowling pin has about a 4 x 4 
inch area in the body of the pin that is the 
main target zone. A shot placed in this area 
will send it off the table but a 4 x 4 inch area 
becomes hard to hit when you start shooting 
fast. It takes a disciplined and skilled shooter 
to shoot bowling pins fast and accurately 
while controlling very powerful loads. 

Bowling pin shooting is DYC (accuracy, 
power and speed) at its best. The loads most 
competitors shoot are well over a 200 power 
factor (bullet weight times velocity divided 
by 1,000) . Compare th at to even the 
staunchest IPSC group that might require 
185. The pins themselves control the shoot
ers' loads. If someone wants to shoot light 
loads, the pins simply don't go off the table. 
The competitor penalizes himself so no "pol
icing" of loads is necessary. This eliminates 
one of the biggest administration problems 
which most other matches have to control. 

The structure of the match is so simple yet 

very entertaining and never boring. The pins 
do all sorts of things when not hit squarely. 
They spin , they bounce, they roll and some
times they just fall over. Often the shooter is 
faced with a difficult shot on one of the stub
born pins. Imagine just the top of a bowling 
pin facing you as a target. It's tough to hit fast. 

Pin shooting is a real crowd pleaser 
because the targets react in a manner unlike 
paper target shooting, and they react in a 
variety of ways to keep the audience's atten
tion. The pins also have the added advantage 
of being just a target and not having the 
stigma of a humanoid silhouette. Bowling pin 
shooting is a good vehicle to show many 
people handgunning at its best. We simply 
must get more of mainstream Americans 
interested in the shooting sports to preserve 
our right to keep and bear arms. 

In order to test loads and practice bowling 
pin shooting one must obtain some pins. If 
you check around at your local bowling 
alleys, you'll likely be able to get pins for 25C 
or less. Many times I've gotten them free just 
because they're a nuisance to the alleys. Used 
bowling pins have a very slim market so don't 
overpay for your practice pins. 

Once you have the pins, all you need is a 2 
x 6 board eight feet long and a couple of saw 
horses to support it. Sure it's not as good as a 
regulation table, but this stuff is a lot easier to 
carry out to the boonies to shoot. If you have 
a regular club environment , then investing in 
a full size table would be a good idea. You're 
going to find out they're harder to hit than 
they look but that's what practice is designed 
to cure. 

Many indoor ranges have begun putting 
on pin matches because of their simplicity 
and the distance is only 25 feet. Most indoor 
ranges simply can't handle other types of 
matches because of size restrictions. Chances 
are good you'll find some matches in your 
local area . 

The greatest thing about pin shooting is it's 
just plain fun. The pins have a way of creat
ing an enjoyable atmosphere that simply is 
not present at other types of matches. The 
pins are just too unpredictable to take too 
seriously. Of all the tournament shooting I've 
done, bowling pins are the most fun , even 
though they are sometimes frustrating targets 
to hit. If you haven't shot any ...... 
pins, why not give it a try? ~ 

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER • JANUARY/ FEBRUARY 1986 



THE RUGER 1022 EXOTIC WEAPONS SYSTEM 

MASTER TIPS 
collected by John Winokur 

Sit at the feet of the pistol masters 
and learn the tips that made them 
great. All the most famous pistol 
champs and instructors are here
over 35 of them. Let such luminaries 
as Mickey Fowler. Ray Chapman, 
Jeff Cooper and MassadAyoob give 
you tips on grips, draws, gunhan
dl1ng, shooting pos1t1ons,courses of 
fire, training, gear and o ther sub-
1ects. 8112 x 11, softcover, illus., 96 pp. 

$11 .95 

Here's a conversion you can bet you r life on' Now you can transfo rm your Ruge r 1022 
into a selec t ive-fire . close-quarter combat gun you ca n tru st. We kn o w you'll not fi nd a 
design to match th is one! With si mple handtoo ls, you can bui ld the parts that w ill convert 
your trusty Ruger 1022 into a select ive-fire weapon tha t can fire over 1,000 rounds per 
minute on full auto- al l without mod ify ing the recei ver or trigger in any way. Just snap on 
the conversion parts , and you're ready for whatever-or wh omever- comes. Over six ty 
explicit photos , machinist 's drawings and full scale templates accompany the deta iled 
instructi ons fo r making thi s conversion foolproof . Un like some lig htweight Ruger con
version plans . this plan really works! The Ruger 1022 is the wo rkh orse of the gun world 
dependable , inexpensive , with good avai labi lity of amm o and accesso ries . And now 
yours , too , ca n be read ied to take on all comers! 9 x 12, softc over, ill us. , 86 pp. $15.00 

SILENCERS IN THE 1980S 
Greal Desians, Great Designers 

by J. David Truby 
Now . an in-depth , fu lly illustrated report o n the newest 
developments in suppressor technology. J David Truby 
provides all-new info on the innovat ive designs of today's 
suppressor desig ners . plus explosive data on those who 
use them. His invest igative research gives defini ti ve 
co mparisons o f models , prices, features . kits. indepen
dent manufac turers, and si lencer technolog y. Yo u 'll no t 
read th is privy info an ywhere else! 81h x 11 , softcover, 132 
photos, 120 pp. $12.00 

KEEP 
'EM 

ALIVE 

KEEP 'EM ALIVE 
The Bodyguard's Trade 

hv Pauf I lh.rnJt1 
Live on the edge and trve hfe to its 
fullest. says Elhanan of this challeng
ing profession. The demands. the dan
gers. and the rewards are all yours 1f 
you enter this ehte d1sc1plme Elhanan 
descnbes the resources and skills you 
need to succeed 1n the trade. the cl1 -
entele. the oppos1t1on to look out for. 
practical t1psondnv1ng, weapons.com-

M ·E·A·T 
ON TH£TAIU 

MEAT ON THE TABLE 
Mode rn Sma ll -Game Hunting 

hy Golen C.c>C'r 
The brush suddenly explodes with a 
zigzagging ball of fur and the hunt 
1s on From the mundane prame dog 
to the sublime wild turkey, there are 
over 40 species of small game. and 
Galen Geer tells you about each 
one where 11 can be lound. 1ts habi 
tat . its table fare. and the right hunt
ing arm and ammo A truly com pre 
hens1ve course S 112 x 8112-, hardcover 
pho1os illus . 1ables. 216 pp $14 .95 

THE MINl-14 EXOTIC WEAPONS SYSTEM 

THE BROWNING HI-POWER EXOTIC WEAPONS SYSTEM 
Learn the secret of how the Browning Ht-Power pistol, 
used by some of NATO's elite forces, can now be simply 
and reliably converted to selec tive and full-auto fire. Two 
systems can be used to fire full auto one requires the 
handbwlding of two small parts, requmng no mod1flcat1on 
to the slide or receiver. The second system incorporates a 
simple fire-selector device, which requires one small hole 
be made on the receiver to operate the mechanism for dual 
mode of fire To control your Hi-Power in full auto, a 
sophisticated folding front grip 1s also added For historical 
and reference purposes only. 9 x 12. softcover, rnachrn1st 
drawings. templates, photos. 72 pp. 515.00 

._ ______ ,. mun1cat1on and cars. and much more 

Use th is home workshop guide to convert your M ini into a 
selective-fire, silenced, S.W.A.T.-type weapon capable of 
field -clearing firepower. Provides complete workshop 
plans, 40 close-up photos and full -sca le templates. This 
conversion process requires no machining or special tools. 
Once completed, it takes 1ust five minutes to drop in the 
Automatic Connector (the book's secret!) or remove 1t as 
needed. Also includes detailed p lans for a quick-and-easy 
caliber .223 silencer. 9 x 12, softcover, photos, templates, 
72 pp. $15.00 

THE t' IGHTING 

GET EVEN: 
The Complete Book of Dirty Tricks 
A h1lanous overview of the methods 
people use to get even with big busi
ness. government and enemies 
More sophisticated and involved 
tricks are included. such as ones 
devised by CIA and Mafia members 
and political dirty tncksters Over 80 
sections present dirty tncks ranging 
lrom the simple to the elaborate 5'h 
x 8 112, hardcover. 192 pp $1 4.95 

THE FIGHTING RIFLE 
by Chuck 1 .iylor 

Pros who want to stay alive on city 
streets or 1n 1ungle f1rel1ghts will 
learn much from Taylor, a seasoned 
combat veteran and shooting in
structor Included here 1s info on 
weapon selection . mod1f1cat1ons, 
ammo. night sights, training and 
compet1t1on . The chapter on fleld
stripp1ng covers virtually every 
modern assault and battle nfle 8 1/2 x 
11 . softcover, photos. 184 pp 

$14.95 

51/' x 8 1'2 . softcover. 128 pp $10.00 

THE COLT .45 EXOTIC WEAPONS SYSTEM 
The ultimate selective-fire conversion for the famed Colt 
.45 1s heret All original components are retained, and only 
three functiona l parts have been added, each of which can 
be built using common hand tools. The ingenious auto
matic tnpp1ng device-a feature never before incorporated 
in any machine pistol of th1stype- prov1des for troublr.-free 
operat ion. A revolutionary, compact. removab le fnlding 
metal fron t gnp aids 1n controlling the gun when firing full 
au to. Carefully researched and thoroughly tested for rel1a
b1hty, this conversion system works with outstanding ac
curacy and safety. 9 x 12,softcover, illus., photos, templates, 
88 pp $15.00 

THE AR-15/ M16: A PRACTICAL GUIDE 
by Duncan Long 

The AR-15/ M 16, the inspiration for so many modern 
assault nfles. 1s covered herein this defin1t1ve book Should 
you w ish to build your own or convert 11 to auto fire. Duncan 
Long supplies you w ith part s and tool lists and detailed 
step-by-step instructions Virtually any accessory you may 
wish to buy for your AR-15 is listed . Inval uable to the Ml 6 
ow ner. this comprehensive book also covers assembly and 
disassembly, conversion kits and mod1 flcallons, trouble
shooting, ammun ition, combat use. lubncallon and more. 
8'h x 11, softcover. pho tos, 168 pp $1 6.95 

Tll ECOM BAT 
StKJTGUN AND 

i
. HINEGUN 

' ' ' ._ .... ~ 

... ~., . 

UP YOURS! 
Advanced revenge techniques and 
onginat d irty tricks from the author 
of Get Even. Here are the meanest, 
nastiest pranks fo r snakelike sales
me n, nagging relatives, nosey 
neighbors, and all those people you 
love to hate. Read Up Yours! and 
start getting even today! 5'h x 8112, 
hardcover, 220 pp. $14.95 

THE COMBAT SHOTGUN 
ANO SUBMACHINE GUN 

A Special Weapons Analysis 
hy Chuck Taylor 

From one of America's mostsought
after shooting instructors comes an 
in-depth analysis of these two con 
troversial small arms Taylor pro
vides a comprehensive education 
in the use of these commonly mrs
employed guns Includes info on 
field testing. drills. tactics. accesso
nes and techniques 8 1/2 x 11 , soft 
cover. 385 photos. 176 pp $14.95 , ............. . 

t PALADIN PRESS ~ Call TOLL FREE for credi1 card ord~rs: 

I I po BOX 1307- LPA ........ 1-800-824-7888; Ask for Opera1or #249. 
OTHER FASCINATING TITLES 

I ' ' m Alaska & Hawaii, 1-800-824-7919.SendSl 
BOU LDE R, CO 80306 . . for la1eS1 PALADIN CATALOG. Ca1a log I .aii;,1 Phon~ (303) 443-7250 tree wi1h order. 

RAGNAR'S TEN BEST TRAPS . . . . $ 8.00 COM PLETE BOOK OF COMBAT 
HO W TO GET ANYTHI NG ON HANDGUNN ING . $14.95 

ANYBODY . $30.00 SHOOTING SCHOOLS . . $14.95 
U.S. NAVY SEAL DEAD CLIENTS DON'T PAY $1 0.00 

COMBAT MANUAL . $14.95 POLICE HANDGUN 
Please send mt• the fo llowing titles: 

COM BAT SURVIVAL. $14.95 AMMUN ITION .s 6.00 

I 
I 
I 

GET EVEN 2. $14.95 
FLIMFLAM MAN : HOW CON 

GAMES WORK . $14.95 

MAO AS HELL. 
UNREPENTANT SINNER . 
HIT MAN . 

$14.95 
$17.95 
$10.00 

I 
I ---------• NEW l.D. IN AMERICA . $12.00 

COMMANDO FIGHTING 
TECHNIQUES . $12.00 

THE AR-7 EXOTIC 
WEAPONS SYSTEM . $15.00 

150 QUESTIONS FOR A 
GUERRI LLA .. $ 8.00 

YOU CAN'T MISS .$ 9.95 
REMINGTON 1100 EXOTIC 

WEAPONS SYSTEM ......... $15.00 
BULL'S EYE: CROSSBO WS BY 

RAGNAR BENSON .......... S 8.00 
COMMANDO DAGGER . $25.00 
BOUNTY HUNTER ... $10.00 

------· I - - ---------------• Payment: O Check or Money Order, 0 VISA, 0 MaSlerCard. I 

I 
Card No.--'------- - ------- Exp. --- SUBTOTAL ---

NAM E ---------------------- Please include I 
I 

$3.00 poSlage 
ADDRESS --------------------- and handling - --- I MO NEY- BACK GUARANTEE - DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 

••• PAI LI AI DlllNI PIRIEISS·•·P· .0· · ·80· X·1·30· 7·•·B·O· U· L·D·E·R,· C· 0· 8·03· 06···(31013)·4·4·3-·72· 5·0 ... Cl .. --.--. --.--.- STA;;.- .--- - . --. --.- TO--.--.--.. 



HAND10ADING 
And, at best, separation wasn't ideal, at least 
not for close-range shooting: one-inch at 
seven yards, five-inches at double that dis
tance, and so on. 

DAN conERMAN 

RELOADING YIELDS 18·SHOT REVOLVER 
AND CREATES DOUBLE·BARRELED SIXGUN 

I was in touch with Roberts during the 
time he was working with the Turner slugs, 
and I was aware of the difficulties he was 
encountering. I did not, however, happen 
upon a solution until I began working with 
Corbin bullet-swaging tools for reloading the 
.45 Colt/ .410 American Derringer. Using 
copper jackets, lead-to-lead contact; hence, 
the problem of slug-fusing, has been abol
ished. The close-range patterning of triple
slug .45 Colt loads, at substantial velocities, 
has been good: more than an inch at five feet , 
and more than four-inches at ten feet. 

The shotgun is often referred to as the most 
devastating of close-range weapons, pri

marily because it is capable of discharging a 
deadly flight of projectiles with each shot. 
Nor is marksmanship demanded, for, indeed, 
the man or woman behind a shotgun need 
only point and blast in order to survive almost 
any life-threatening confrontation that 
involves a human adversary. 

· Equal if not superior performance can be 
achieved in a somewhat handier weapon, the 
revolver. I'm not referring to the use of 
ratshot loads, but to those that will unleash 
three or more fairly hefty slugs with each 
shot. My experiments with such loads on 
short-range targets have revealed tremen
dous shock potential, but this is only the 
beginning of what might be called a revival. 

The multi-slug idea is not new. More than 
20 years ago, Colonel Charles Askins 
devoted his efforts to loading and shooting 
stacks of three in the .38 Special. He prefaced 
his report with a nod to informal field-load-

ing of rifle balls and buckshot during the Civil 
War, then acknowledged more recent experi
ments involving three-slug loads in modified 
.30-06 cases, the latter having been con
ducted by the U.S. Army following WWII. 

But Colonel Charlie's trisected wadcutters 
tended to stick together, so, at length, he 
sought the advice and assistance of one 
George Turner, a hunting buddy, who also 
happened to be an engineer. The upshot of the 
Colonel's quest was a redesigning of the 
noses and bases of the slugs, so they would 
interlock. The Turner slugs, each weighing 
60 to 62 grains, did not stick together, but 
separated more or less satisfactorily. 

Duke Roberts, then a member of the Pas
adena (Calif.) P. D. , took over. He used 
swaged lead slugs, as designed by Turner, 
and learned that soft lead would not tolerate 
the heat and pressure generated by combat
effective powder charge; he was limited to a 
maximum charge of3.5 grains of Bullseye if 
he was to expect the segments to separate. 

We have at last the potential to create, for 
all practical purposes, the 18-shot sixgun 
Askins was seeking many years ago, and the 
world's first double-barreled sixshooter. Fur
ther details - powder charges, velocities, and 
so on - appear in my report on the American 
Derringer. 

Fellow gunscribe Jim Weller has sent a 
letter to promote the advantages of using 
W-W 452AA, a shotshell grind , for slight
recoil handgun reloading. "Why not take a 
look at Winchester's 452AA powder for 
major loads in IPSC competition?" Weller 
wrote. "I got put on to it by Steve Nastoff, 
who got it from Dick Heinie. This stuff is 
great! You use less powder (compared to the 
popular 231), and get better results with, 
supposedly, less chamber pressure. 5. 2 

Continued 011 page 7 I 

AUIOPORTING? 
So what's new! 
Mag-Na-Port • International has been Mag-Na-Porting auto's 
for 13 years! There have been some new so-called "High Tech
Engineering Porting Systems" which claim 40% less in recoil 
reduction. These claims are impossible unless you attach or 
hang a cement block on the end of the muzzle or barrel. The 
new so-called "Porting Systems" don 't even know what a 
Metering Port is. Thirteen years ago, Larry Kelly started 
putting Metering Ports on handguns, rifles and shotguns! 
Now, nearly everyone who drills or mills a hole in a gun barrel 
refers to it as a " Port " and they don't even know what a 
Metering Port is. 

1. Frank Paris Bowling Pin, 
Integral Porting. No 

Recessing of Bore 

2. Michigan Armament, Ported 
through Slide Bushing 

and Barrel 

3. Browning Hi·Power, 
Extended Barrel 

1 
Week 

Delivery! 

Don't be misled! 
Don 't be misled by claims and promises from companies here 
today and gone tomorrow. Mag-Na-Port · International is now 
located in five countries. We've been Porting for 13 years, that 
speaks for itself. 

Write the "Originator" 

20 

4. Colt Government, Ported 
through Slide Bushing 

and Barrel 

5. 41 SSK Avenger Conversion, 
Ported through Slide Barrel 

and Bushing 

6. Jim Clark Custom Bowling 
Pin Gun, Integral Porting. 

No Recessing of Bore 

Anyone interested in further information on Porting handguns, 
rifles and shotguns, write the originator: 

® 

INTERNATIONAL, INC. 
41302 Exec;utive Drive 

Mt. Clemens, Michigan 48045-3448 
(313) 469-6727 

"Imitation 
is the sincerest 

form of 
plagiarism " 
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Collected by Jon Winokur 

Going Prone 
1. Position your mot at about a JO degree angle to the 
target. This automatically places you diagonally to the 
line of fire, which in turn forces you to lie on your side 
rather than on your chest. 

2. Drop to your l~nees as soon os the gun hos 
cleared leather. 

MIKE PLAXCO, Combat Moster; 
1982 World Speed Shooting 
Champion; 1982 IPSC Notional 
Champion. 

3. As the l~nees hit the ground, reach out with the left 
hand os for as possible and plant it on the mot. 

4. Extend the gun arm fully, l~eeping it parallel to the 
ground. That .way you'll already hove full extension when 
you hit the ground. 

5. Let the right side of your body collapse onto the mot, 
then bring in the weal~ hand and you're ready to shoot. 



REDI-SET TARGETS 
Introduces 

the Combat 
Silhouette 

in IPSC-type and 
PPC Resetting 

Targets. 
PAT. PENDING 

In the truest 
tr adi ti on of the 
Redi- S e t "' 
Company, we 
offer the only 
complete target 
with acting and 
resetting mech-
anisms. This IPSC 8" 
unique concept center plate 
allows you to shoot the 
head and the head falls 
back . Shoot the center 
plate and the head resets 
automatically. Made of 
rugged T-1 armor plate. 

The head and 
body are 
painted in 
black with a 
center of 
yellow . This 
target is 26" 
tall. Available 
only at Redi
Set"' . Virtually 
no one is faster 

PPC !OX than our 
ring pla te targets! 

Introduc tory Price 
PPC $1 25.00 IPSC $145 .00 

Shipping Information 
Shipped via UPS 
Target (35 lbs) $15.00 

Name 
Address 
City 
State 

IPSC 
Zip 

PPC 
Amount enclosed 

ALL CHl'.Cl<:5 MUH CLl'.AR PRIOR TO SHIPMENT 
NO C.O.D. O~ QUMTITY OROERS. MONF.Y ORDERS 
RECEIVE PRIORITY SHIPPING. FLORIOA RESIOfNTS 
AOO J'JI; 5ALES TAX. 
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REDI-SET TARGETS, INC. 
P.O. BOX 2308/f 
JACKSONVILLE, FL. 32241 
(904) 262-0638 

GET READY 
FOR REDl-SET 

by Tony Lesce 

I 1rea of shooting at boring paper targets? 
Try these exciting steel plates, for more 
plinking fun. 

A target that gives immediate feedback 
when hit has additional value over the 

ones that only permit scoring when the firing 
is over. Steel plates give a load "clang" when 
hit , and "pepper-poppers" fall over as well, 
giving visual feedback. Many shooters have 
a local welding shop make up steel targets to 
their designs, with varying degrees of suc
cess and satisfaction. 

The Redi-Set reactive targets clang, tip 
over, and then right themselves, elinlinating 
the need to go forward to reset them. This 
saves a lot of time during a match , and offers 
the casual shooter or the competitor faster
paced shooting. 

The original Redi-Set was a nine-inch steel 
disc with a counterweight, which righted 
itself with a loud "clang" after being hit. Two 
new models are in the shape of combat sil
houettes. Both have a hinged head that tips 
over when hit. A central plate has a lever that 
tips the head upright again when the shooter 
scores a hit on the plate. 

Both silhouette targets are portable, 
weighing 35 pounds each. The main sil
houette plates measure 131.4 11 wide x 17 1h 11 

high, and overall height is 24 V2 11
• A carrying 

handle on the back of the head plate is con-

venient, and two silhouette targets fit easily 
into as small a space as the trunk of a Volks
wagen Rabbit. 

The IPSC model has an eight-inch round 
disc in the center, while the PPC model offers 
a choice of two rectangular plates, one mea
suring four by six inches, and the other three 
by four inches. The heads measure six inches 
square on both models. The targets are made 
of one-quarter inch T-1, a hardened steel plate 
that resists dimpling and penetration by 
bullets. 

The Redi-Sets come with the frames and 
face plates painted in black spray enan1el, and 
the target discs and heads in yellow. Two cans 
of spray paint are the only accessories 
required . 

The targets are angled forward to reduce 
ricochets, the exact angle depending on the 
size of the central target plate. Redi-Set 
advises wearing eye protection during firing, 
but during the testing session, using calibers 
from 9mm through hot .357 Magnums, there 
were no ricochets from the silhouettes at 15 
yards. Earlier tests with the disc target, with 
its vertical plate, produced several low
power ricochets which pointed to the wisdom 

Co11ti1111erl 011 page 60 
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$10.95 
Soft cover 

$16.95 
Hard cover 

$24.95 Hard. 
autographed 
and numbered 

World champion handgun shooters 
Mickey Fowler and Mike Dalton teach 
you how and when to shoot. Enhance your 
ability to survive. Areas covered: safety 
• marksmanship • tactics • legal • 
women• technique• crime• guns and 
equipment• ammunition• 150 photos . 

• DRY-FIRE KITS 
PRACTICE AT HOME 
IMPROVE YOUR SKILLS 

ISi LOGO PRODUCTS 
Dry Fire Kit .......... . .. . . . . . . . . .. . 3.95 
Hat Pins . ... . ..... . ....... . .. .. . . . . 4.00 
Hats (Baseball Type ) .. . ..• • . . ....... 6.00 
Golf Shirts . . . ... . . ....... . ........ 14.95 
Sweat Shirts . . . . . .... . . .... . . . ... . 12.95 
T-Shirts w/ pocket . . . .. . .. _ .. . ...... 7.00 
Belt Buckles 

Gun Belt p ,, - 2" . . . . . .. .. .... . . .. 12.95 
Dress Belt 1-1114' .. . . . . . •....... . 12.95 

ISi Patches . .. . .... .. .. . . . . . . . ... .. 2.00 

Add $2.00 per book or $1 .00 per logo 
item for postage and handling on all ISi 
logo products. Money order. Visa. and 
Master Card, (send number and expira
tion date) shipped immediately. Personal 
checks allow 3 weeks for delivery. Ca. 
residents add 6112% sales tax. 

CLASSES FORMING 
2 day and 5 day courses in self-defense or 
competition available. These international 
experts and Combat Masters will teach you 
to fire fast controlled shots , with the mental 
cond itioning to obtain pin-point accuracy, 
and fulfill your personal goals! 

Send S2.00 for complete 8 Page 
Brochure and Information Packet 

to 

,_,,,,, ...... _,.,.,., 
DEPARTMENT A.H. 

P.O. BOX 5254, MISSION HILLS, CA. 91345 

CONVERSATION 
WITHA 

CHAMPION 
By Jon Winokur 

It's becoming a cliche in women's IPSC 
[International Practical Shooting Con
federation] competition: Unknown Comes 
Out of Nowhere to Win Major Title. Lee Cole 
had been shooting only a year before winning 
her first of two national championships, and 
this year's /PSC Women's Champ Jo Anne 
Hall had only about a year of competition 
under her belt before capturing the title at the 
'84 Nationals in Phoenix. 

To learn more about the talented new
comer and former Dallas Cowboys 
Cheerleader, I talked to Jo Anne recently 
during a lull in the action at the '85 Steel 
Challenge. 

JW: Jo Anne, what attracted you to com
petitive shooting ? 
JAH: It's the only sport I know of where a 
woman can become nationally known with
out having done it since she was eight years 
old. I'm probably a frustrated jock; I've 
always enjoyed sports but never had anything 
that allowed me to compete on a national 
level. I'm really enjoying it now. 

I feel I owe a lot to women like Lee Cole, 
Linda Zubiena and Joanna Fichman who 
pioneered women in the sport so that by the 
tin1e I came along, there was a women's Gold 
Team and better prize money. 
JW: Did you have much shooting experience 
before you started compel ing ? 
JAH: I can remember plinking with a .22 
rifle as a girl. And I shot a duck one Thanks
giving when I was about 12 , but I didn't really 
grow up with guns. 
JW: Was the victory at the Nationals your 
first success in competition? 
JAH: I won the ladies' title at the Texas 
Challenge in Austin about two months after I 
started shooting. That encouraged me to 
enter the Steel Challenge and I finished third 
there. 
JW: When did you first shoot a pistol? 
JAH: Not until after I was married. We'd go 
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REDI-SfT TARGETS 
AN INNOVATIVE NEW APPROACH 
TO STEEL TARGET SHOOTING! 

REDI-SET• will reset itself 
instantly after each impact. 
REDI-SET• will sustain 
hard, rapid fire. 

COMPLETE ACTION SHOWN 

This one unit can cater to all handgun 
calibers including SMG and all military 
carbines, as well as the popular 223. 

The Redi-Set • target is in continuous use 
by the U.S. Department of Justice, Drug 
Enforcement Agency, New York. 

PRICES and DA TA 
TARGET 

Price: $73-00 ea Lots of 10: $6!.00 ea 

Each target unit consists of: 

all steel construction 
one frame 
one stem 
one 6 l / '4 in. diameter J /2 ln . thick screw off platr- T -1 
one 9 in. d.Jameter 11• in. th.id< acrew off plate T-1 
overall height 22 in. 

Maintenance of target: 
Spray paint target and face color desired. 
All parts can be removed by hand. 
Target parts are made to endure stray rounds. 

Only face is to endure continuous impact. 

G II• in. foce lor I }/2} yord handgun I 100 yo.nb for 
rifle 
9 in. loce for l'/2}/}0 yard hAndgun ONLY. 

Shipping Information 
Shipped UPS 
Target (28 lbs) $12.00 

Name 
Address 
City 

ORDER FORM 

State Zip 
Amount enclosed 

ALL CHECKS MUST CLEAR PRIOR TO SHIPMENT 
Jj0 C.O-D. Ofj QUANTITY ORDERS. M()fjEY ORDERS 
RECEIVE PRJOR!TY SHIPPDIG. FLORIDA RESIDENTS 
ADD "' SALES TAX. 

REDI-SET TARGETS, INC. 
P.O. BOX 23084 
JACKSONVILLE, FL. 32241 
(904) 262-0638 
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CONTENDE 
JIM YOUNG HAD TO WAIT 10 YEARS 
BEFORE HIS PERMIT FOR DESERT 
BIGHORN SHEEP WAS DRAWN! 

hunting with Carl's dad and hetl bring his GI 
.45 along for plinking. The first time I ever 
shot it - seven or eight years ago - it was the 
biggest shock of my life. The gun ended up 
way over my head. 
JW: How lwve you been able to go from 
novice to National Champ in less than a 
year? 
JAH: My husband has been very encourag
ing and tries to help me as much as he can. 
He's improved very rapidly too. He shoots in 
''!\.'class and came in 64th at the Nationals-it 
was his first Nationals too. 

Carl knows how I shoot and can zero-in on 
minute things. For example, I had a lot of 
trouble with double-taps. The first shot 
wouldn't be in the ''!\.' ring and the second 
would be pulled down every time. People 
told me I was flinching but I knew I wasn't. 
Carl finally discovered what I was doing 
wrong: I wasn't holding onto the gun for the 
first shot, and then I was tightening my grip 
for the second shot and pulling the muzzle 
down. There are a number of things like that 
we work on together. 

We try to help each other as much as 
possible. I've helped him with little nitpicky 
things like traversing targets. We know each 
other's game so well we can notice bad habits 
creeping in. 

Competition shooting is such a mental 
game that if you know somebody well , you 
can point out to them that they shot lousy 
because they were in a lousy mood. 
JW: Even if you're the one responsible for the 
lousy mood? 

Jim Young, of Glendale, Arizona, 
applied for a Desert Bighorn Sheep 
permit for ten years. When the oppor
tunity finally arrived he choose a 10" 
Contender Pistol in .223 caliber for 
the trophy hunt. One shot at 160 
yards and Jim had a unique trophy
the first recorded Desert Sheep to be 
taken with a handgun in the State of 
Arizona. 

IF YOU'RE SERIOUS ABOUT HAND
GUNNING shouldn't you be thinking 
about a Contender. The pistol that 
couples superb accuracy to an inter
changeable barrel system offering a 
wide selection of meaningful calibers. 

W'tife for our new free 
32 page catalog . One 
glance through the Con
tender section and you'll 
see why Contender is the 
leader in down range per
formance. 

THOMPSON/CENTER ARMS 
Farmington Road, P.O. Box 5002, Dept. TAH 1 

Rochester, New Hampshire 03867 
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JAH: Yes. [Laughs]. I tell Carl, "Just 'cause 
you're mad at me you don't have to blow it out 
on the range." 

It really helps to have the other person ask, 
"Were you really concentrating?" Especially 
when you're beating yourself to death 
because you shot so poorly. Even when 
you're shooting well, it's nice to have some
body help you analyze what you did right. 
JW: Are you developing a mental approach 
to competitive shooting? 
JAH: I've read articles on the mental aspects 
of shooting, but frankly, I don't have the time 
to go through all those self-hypnosis exer
cises. I just try to concentrate on sight picture 
and trigger control and try to calm my nerves 
as much as possible. 
JW: How did you prepare for the Nationals? 
JAH: We normally try to practice outdoors 
three or four times a week after work, but 
with the Nationals in November, the days are 
shorter and practice was pretty much limited 
to weekends. We tried to get in an hour here 
and there during the week, but the weather 
was so terrible we didn't do nearly as much as 
we wanted to. 
JW: What kind of ammo did you use in the 
Nationals? 
JAH: I use the same load for everything 
except the Bianchi Cup: 5.25 grains of Bulls
eye behind the H&G #68. I think . That's my 
husband's department. I help him chrono
graph, but he weighs and measures 
everything. 
JW: Who cleans the guns? 
JAH: I clean my own guns- in fact I'll clean 
Carl's too when I have the time. 
JW: What kind of gun do you shoot? 
JAH: I shot a .38 Super here at the Steel 
Challenge as a kind of experiment. It's really 
a minor load gun and it's just too heavy for 
me. 

I haven't shot a Super in major caliber 
enough to know whether it gives you much 
recoil reduction. A lot of the big boys like 
Rob Leatham and Bill Wilson say it does, but 
they're incredibly fast anyway. Most people 
can't shoot as fast as the gun can cycle. And 
I've come to the conclusion that I really can't 
afford it. Even though used .38 Super brass is 
becoming more available, you still can't 
safely reload them to major pressures like 
you can with .45s. So you have to use new 
brass every time and that gets a little too 
expensive. 

I think the Supers are faddish. The fact that 
Rob Leathan1 shoots one probably has a lot to 
do with their popularity, but you can put 
anything in his hands and he's going to win. If 
you believe all the hype you can convince 
yourself that your gun is inferior. But when 
you get down to it, as long as the gun is 
reasonably accurate and reliable, it's your 
mental state and your talent that counts. So, 
I've gone back to my Clark Pin gun. It's 
ported and has an add-on magazine well fun
nel and an ambidextrous magazine release 
button. 
JW: Why an ambi mag button -you're not a 
lefty? 
JAH: I've always had a bit of a problem 
reaching the stock button with my shooting-

STOP 
SHOO 
TREES! 
GET THE GAME YOU GO AFTER-

SC~PE-SITE'" 
Woodslot hunters 
spook deer in 
close-too close 
even for low power 
scopes. The game is 
gone before the rifle 
is on target. Millett"s 
SCOPE-SITE '" provides 
short radius. high visibility. 
fast. patridge-type open 
sights on top of 
Millett"s a!J-steel 
scope rings. Perfect for 
low-light. close-in shots. 

Or. pick up a distant target. 
Mount the rifle and align 
the target with SCOPE·SITE ·~ 
The target will then be 
centered in the telescope image ready for the 
shot. Ideal for fast. elusive game such as antelope 
or mountain sheep. 

Available with either fixed or fully adjustable 
white-outline rear aperture. coupled with a blaze 
orange front post. The convenient. natural top 
location of SCOPE-SITE '" works perfectly with 
normal rifle mounting technique. 

SCOPE-SITE'" is superior to see· through type 
mounts: • Always ready to use. • Easy to install. 
• Durable. lightweight heat·treated steel. 

SCOPE-SITE ring set: Adjustable: $69.95. Fixed: $39.95 
Convertible top caps: Adjustable: $56.95. Fixed: $26.95 
(Convertible top caps ht Millett Rings only.) 

Millett's complete line of scope rings and 
two-piece bases have outstanding 
features. assuring custom 
quality at affordable prices. 
Available in plain. engraved 
or SCOPE-SITE'" configur
ations. no finer rings and 
bases are available to the 
rifleman. 

See your local dealer 
or send $1 U.S. ($3 
foreign) for complete 
catalog. 

Millett 
medium nng 

® 
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Set of two-piece 
bases: $20.95 

s 
16131 Gothard St .. Huntington Beach. CA 92647 • (714) 842-5575 
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hand thumb. I have large hands but small 
thumbs, so it's a problem to have to change 
my grip to reach the stock button, especially 
with my long fingernails. Not having to 
change my grip has really speeded up my 
reloads. 
JW: Has it ever released at the wrong time ? 
JAH: In fact it has, but I cut a notch in the 
holster to accommodate the button and since 
then I've never had a problem. 
JW: What kind of holster do you use ? 
JAH: Rogers Steel Challenge Model with a 
Plaxco cant worn in the strong side posi
tion - in front of the hip bone but not quite to 
the appendix. 
JW: What trigger pull weight do you use ? 
JAH: I've been experimenting with various 
weights. Paul Liebenberg put in a Pachmayr 
trigger with a 21'2 pound pull for the Bianchi 
Cup, but most of the time I have it at 3 to 31'2 
pounds. 
JW: While were on the subject, any equip
ment tips for women? 
JAH: Well, with the holster, two magazine 
carriers and an Idaho reloader, you run out of 
waist! Most women have a real problem if 
they try to wear the belt around the hips- the 
holster won't be secure because most of the 
pants made for women are high-waisted. 
That's why a lot of women shoot cross draw. 
The cross draw allows you to wear different 
pants and still have your holster in the same 
place. Well, I prefer the strong side draw, and 
I must have tried on 20 different brands of 
jeans before I found ones that fit me just right. 
When I found the right kind I bought four or 

NDGUNS • RIFLES • SHC 
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five pairs, lowered the belt loops and haven't 
had any problems since. 
JW: You've won a major championship early 
in your career. Do you have other com
petitive goals? 
JAH: I want the U.S. Women's Gold Team to 
win the World Championship and I want to be 
a part of it. I guess my next goal is to win the 
Steel Challenge. But my overall goal is to 
improve. I'm still learning a lot. I recently 
went up to Ross Seyfried's ranch in Colorado 
for four days and he worked with me on my 
barricade and moving target technique and 
with the mental aspects of competition. Ross 
has a tremendous amount of determination. 
He has an unorthodox shooting style-he 
holds the gun very close to his face with bent 
arms-and he told me that it was the will to 
win more than anything else that made him a 
champion. 

That helped me a lot because after I won 
the Nationals I put a lot of pressure on myself. 
I felt that I had to win every time. I felt that 
everybody was watching me and expecting 
me to win every time. Working with Ross 
brought me back down to earth. I know I've 
still got a lot to learn and that the important 
thing is to enjoy shooting again. 
JW: How has your life changed since you 
won the championship? 
JAH: For one thing I still have stars in my 
eyes. For another, the members of my local 
club rib me unmercifully. They ask 
permission to stand next to me on the shoot
ing line and tell me they're honored to be in 
my presence. They don't feel as bad when I 
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beat them, and they love to beat me. 
JW: Do you think we'll ever see women com
peting on a par with men in practical 
shooting? 
JAH: I hope so, but it's probably a long way 
off. I don't think a woman will ever win the 
Nationals. Men are much more solid in the 
upper body, and that's a big advantage in 
absorbing recoil . But more and more women 
are participating; they're discovering that you 
don't have to have hairy legs and weigh two 
hundred pounds to be a successful 
competitor. 
JW: Is the quality of women's competition 
improving ? 
JAH: The quality of women's competition is 
so high now that if you make a mistake, 
someone is bound to do you in. 
JW: Do you think practical shooting will 
ever become a 'lnainstream" sport ? 
JAH: I've thought about that and I just 
noticed that the women's purse for this week's 
golf tournament was around $30,000. For 
me, practical pistol is a lot more interesting to 
watch than golf. 

I think the fact that we use humanoid tar
gets is a drawback to receiving media cover
age, and that's what we need for the sport to 
really grow. So I think we need to emphasize 
a Bianchi-type target or steel plates. And I'd 
love to see more attention given to young 
shooters. We've managed to get quite a few 
women involved; now we ought get started 
with the youngsters. They're ~ 
the real future of the sport. ~ 

F.l.P. T. DATES SET 
The Florida Invitational Pistol Tourna

ment (FIPT) will be Feb. 15, 16 and 17 near 
Orlando, Fla . Last year's FIPT was a roaring 
success and you can read about it in your 
back-issue ofHandgunner, July/ August 1985. 
This is a major IPSC match. 

You can expect to shoot with many of the 
nation's top IPSC shooters at the FIPT, and 
the course of fire is rumored to be even better 
than last year-that's saying something 
because last year was fantastic. 

For information about receiving your 
invitation to the FIPT, contact John Isley, 
1880 Spring Ave., Oviedo, FL, 32765 
(305) 365-8160. 

FANTASTIC SPACE-AGE · 
ELECTRONICS 

LAS ER W EA PO NS, INVISIBLE 
PAIN-FIELD GEN ERATORS, MORE ... 

Survival wr iter discovers .. . secret 
sources for laser pistols , listening devices, 
ultrasonic pain field generators, paralyzing 
self-defense protectors, true I. R. see-in-the
dark viewers , absolute security systems, bug 
detectors, voice scramblers , micro-trans
mitters, electronic tracking devices, ultra
sophisticated detection and surveillance equip
ment , police broadcast unscramblers, many 
more too "hot" to print. Send $2.00 for giant 
catalogue (get $2.00 credit) To: 
UNIVERSAL ELECTRONICS, Dept. HG-12 
15015 Ventura Blvd ., Ste #1653, Sherman Oaks, 
CA 91403 818) 509-9124 
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Sharpen your instincts for survival and im
prove your shooting skills. Plus, increase 
your technical knowledge as national train
ing experts and champion shooters such as 
John Pride, L.A.P.D. Firearms Instructor and 
national Municipal Champion Shooter, and 
Dale Vannatter, Chief Firearms Instructor, 
Indiana Law Enforcement Training Academy, 
teach you! 

Join the 18,000 member strong - POLICE 
MARKSMAN ASSOCIATION. In its 9th year, 
P.M.A. is dedicated to officer survival through 
innovative and continuous training and 
knowledge of the law. 

The game is SURVIVAL on the streets. 
That's why we adhere to the principle that 
OFFICER SURVIVAL doesn't stop with de
partmental training - it's just the beginning! 
It's your life that is on the line every day on the 
streets - and it is your responsibility to stay 
in shape. As a P.M.A. member, you'll be kept 
up-to-date on essential tactics you need to 
perform more effectively in the line of duty 
while giving yourself maximum protection. 
Knowing how to react during armed encoun
ters may even save your life. 

From becoming survival sensitive to im
proving your shooting skills, you 'll get more 
out of THE POLICE MARKSMAN ASSOCIA
TION because we put more into it. Here is 
what you get when you join our group! 

GET THESE GREAT 
MEMBER BENEFITS 

POLICE MARKSMAN MAGAZINE - With 
your P.M.A. membership you receive a year's 
subscription to POLICE MARKSMAN Maga
zine - our official association publication a 
reading must for every officer. Exciting in
depth articles cover equipment, legal as
pects, combat shooting, departmental train
ing programs such as street survival simula
tion and much more. They'll teach you how to 
gain more confidence, improve your ability to 
react, and help you stay alive! 

? 
I 

Join by Feb. 28, 1986 
. . . and receive a free pai r of Davis 
custom "Santoprene" grips (available 
for K & L frames only) and a PMA 
decal . .. a $15.95 value! 

PLUS •.. you'll receive these extra member 
benefits I 

• PMA Membership Card 
• Spec/a/ Buying SetY/ce 
• Ellglblllty for PMA Competition Awards 
• PMA Decal 
• FREE Renewal Gear 
• Dlacount• at PMA Officer Survival Seminars 

Don't wait, join your friends. Fill in the 
coupon below and mail it along with your 
annual dues to Police Marksman, 6000-B 
Shirley Lane, Montgomery, AL 36117. 

6000-B Shi rley Lane, Montgomery, AL 36117 

o Yes! Enroll me as a member of P.M.A. as indicated below. If I am not completely satis
fied I will noti fy you and you will refund the unused portion of my dues. 

o Full -Fledged Member. 1 yr. - $15 - Eligible for all PMA Benefits (open only to recog
nized law enforcement personnel). $12 is applied to PMA Magazine. 

o 2 Yr. - $28.50 o 3 yr. - $42.50 D 10 yr. - $139.50 o Life - $375.00. 
o Assoc iate Member. 1 yr. - $12 (THE POLICE MARKSMAN Magazine only) Open to 

interested shooters. 
o Dues Enclosed o Biii me on a trial basis {I can take up to 2 Issues to decide). If I am 

not completely satisfied, I will simply return my invoice marked CANCEL, with no 
fu rther obligation. 

Street Address ----------------------------
City ___________ s tate ________ Zip ________ _ 
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A Debate Forum Featuring Experts 
Anyone who tells you the 
DA auto is an ingenious 
solution to a non-existent 
problem either doesn't 
know the problem exists 
or doesn't plan on taking 
any pnsoners. 

Single 
vs. 

When 1t comes to profes
sionals and their choice 
in sidearms, the single
action pistol carried 
cocked and locked re
mains the favorite. Double 

Double-Action 
By Massad Ayoob 

I am fed up 
with hearing 

that the double 
action auto is 
"an ingenious 
solution to a 
non-existent 
problem." That 
old catch phrase 
of engineering 

Action Auto 
for 

Self
Defense 

Single-Action 
By Ken Hackathorn 

Despite the 
rumor that 

the single-action 
auto pistol is 
dead and soon to 
be replaced with 
the new genera
tion of double
a ct ion auto 
pistols, I am 
sure that the and ergonomics L-_..,.,...__...il/IL.. ___ ___, 

does not apply to the double-action selfloader, which is a very 
functional solution to a very real problem: the fact that under stress, 
a cocked single-action pistol can have a nasty tendency to go off 
when you don't want it to. 

Don't get me wrong-I love single action autos. I've been shoot
ing them since I was a kid, and my favorite carry gun, on duty and 
off, is a cocked and locked .45 auto. In my book, In the Gravest 
Extreme, I called that pistol the ultimate gun-fighting tool, and still 
feel that to be true. The question is: Is the SA auto the ideal threat 
management pistol? 

We assume our readers are cops and law-abiding armed citizens, 
not vigilantes. We use defense guns for capturing criminal suspects 
at gunpoint, and only rarely do we have to shoot them. When you're 
holding a man at gunpoint, you're going to be shaky with fear and 
excitement. In our man-on-man role plays at Lethal Force Institute, 
we've taken normal blood pressures up to 220/110, and resting 
pulses of 72 often shoot up to near 150 with no physical exertion. 
Hand strength, as measured on a dynamometer, increases by up to 
15 pounds of pressure. And that's when the danger isn't even real. 

In an actual street situation, are you sure you want that tense, 
trembling hand to be holding a cocked auto pistol with a crisp 3 'h 
pound pull? If someone grabs you, bumps you, or even startles 
you, there's an excellent chance that the pistol will AD (accidentally 
discharge), and that chasm you see suddenly opening beneath your 
feet is the hell of criminal and civil court trials for a wrongful 
shooting. 

In Vancouver, WA, an officer with a cocked .45 auto was 
attempting to make an arrest when the suspect turned on him and 
began a wrasslin' match. The cop yelled to a nearby officer to help 
him. As the latter ran forward, the .45 discharged accidentally. The 
bullet struck the assisting officer in the face, killing him. 

In El Monte, CA, officers who had arrested multiple suspects 
were herding them into patrol cars when one jumped an officer. The 
cop's drawn, department-standard .45 auto AD'd , sending a 230-
grain bullet into the leg of a non-resisting suspect who was hand
cuffed and sitting harmlessly in the back of a patrol unit. Welcome 
to lawsuit city. 
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In Hampton, NH, an officer arresting a suspect for DUI (drunk 
Co11tinued on page 66 

Ml911.45 auto and Browning P-35 9mm pistols will remain popu
lar with those individuals who require top performance. The key 
point of the DA auto is the concept of improved safety over the older 
SA pistols. While the perception is common, in truth the facts show 
that the DA pistol offers only one distinct area of improved safety 
over the SA cocked and locked auto. 

Since the first shot fired from the DA auto requires the long and 
heavy trigger pull (12to18 pounds), few would argue that acciden
tal discharges would be common with the DA. However, once the 
DA pistol has been fired once, the trigger a<.>tion switches to the 
short stroke and lighter SA sear release. Besides the problem of 
DA/SA transition, once the DA pistol goes to the single-action 
trigger position it suffers from all the safety problems common to 
the 1911/P-35 single-action pistol. Numerous cases of accidental 
discharges reflect the fact that there is no substitute for proper 
training. Most agencies now using the DA auto pistol state that 
training time for proper familiarization of the DA auto pistol to be 
three times as great as that of the DA revolver. 

While good shooting results can be achieved with a DA auto by a 
skilled pistol shooter, none can compare to the cocked and locked 
SA pistol when fast, accurate shooting is required. Regardless of 
your ideas about the practicality of IPSC competition, IPSC com
petition demands the absolute best in pistol performance. Double
action pistols have yet to make a dent in practical pistol competi
tion. The only world class IPSC shooter who fires a DA auto is 
Smith and Wesson's Tom Campbell - it's converted to single-action! 

The major advantage for the cocked and locked carry mode is 
the same short and light trigger release for each shot. Only one 
trigger action must be learned. Under stress a SA pistol, with 
constant and more sensitive sear release, will provide much better 
accuracy. Even more critical for safety is the fact that a Condition 
One auto can be made safe with just a flick of the thumb to re
engage the manual safety. For active movement or quick reholster
ing, this feature is most critical. With proper gunhandling tech
niques, the SA pistol is extremely safe. 

Training a new shooter to use the cocked and locked SA pistol is 
extremely simple, if proper training techniques are used. Only one 
trigger action must be learned, and excellent results can be 

Co11tinued on page 64 
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By Dan Cotterman 
A mmo presses that carousel empties 

J-\.through the entire reloading process will 
cap 'em, charge 'em, and cork 'em with 
remarkable alacrity. It's future-shock with a 
handle. All modern man has to do is pump. 
The machine does just about everything. One 
reloader will be happy as a hound in dabber 
with such a set-up, while another is likely to 
figure he's having to swap hands-on control of 
certain critical operations for speedy 
production. 

This is the second in what will exist as a 
continuing series of test reports (number one 
was in last issue on Lee's 1000) on tools that 
are and will be offered to reloaders. If you 
read what is yet to be published , you'll find 
me somewhat reserved when it comes to 
praising anything unless praise is warranted, 
honestly. I'll make a big deal of inconve
niences that are liable to plague those who 
elect to buy these tools, and I'll make sug
gestions for improvements whenever 
improvements are possible within reasonable 
limits of pricing. If, after I've examined and 
used a tool , I like it, you'll see me say so. If it's 
not worth the asking price, I'll describe the 
problem and let you be the judge. 

Numerous test sessions during the past 
couple of months have convinced me that it's 
possible to have it either way with the 
recently introduced RCBS 4x4. Its design 
offers the potential for quickness if that's 
what's needed for a particular run , but if step
by-step treatment of each cartridge is desired 
it'll work as a single-stage press. The conven
ience in the latter mode is that each unit of a 
two or three-die set, as well as the powder 
measure, can be adjusted and in place. This 
makes it possible to rotate cases, one at a 
time, to the various stations, and renders the 
4x4 equally useful to both advanced and 
novice reloaders. 

But even old hands are advised to 
approach the operation of this press with an 
awareness of their need to become adapted to 
new methods. In other words if, like me, you 
are not blessed with masterful coordination 
and great powers of concentration, you are 
likely to find yourself at odds with the 4x4's 
several full -speed functions. 

A look at the 4x4 and how it works fol
lows. You'll note that a number of things 
happen with each stroke of the operating 
handle, and perhaps see why I recommend an 
easy-does-it beginning. 

The 4x4 has four shell-holder stations 
machined at 90-degree intervals around a 
manually-rotated shell plate. The plate is held 
by an adjustable center-bolt to a base casting 
that rides on top of an Ph-inch-diameter ram. 

1ES1 REPOR1 

Above the shell plate, in the platform of the 
press's 0-frame casting, are four 7/sths-14 
threaded holes into which (left-to-right, 
counterclockwise), you've positioned and 
adjusted a two or three-die set (depending on 
whether handgun or rifle cartridges are to be 
produced) , plus either of two powder mea
sures: the Little Dandy or the Uniftow. The 
first hole holds the resize-decap die; the sec
ond, the neck-expander die; the third , the 
powder measure; the fourth, the bullet-seat
ing die. 

All four will be brought into use as you 
lower the 4x4's handle. You'll resize and 
decap at One (the spent primer will slide 
down a metal tube into a small jar). At Two, 
the neck of another case will be belled. At 
Four, a bullet (which you will have placed 
over the mouth of yet another case), will be 
seated. 

So, what happened at Three? That's where 
it's necessary to remove your hand from the 
grip so you can reach up and work the 
powder measure. The charge will drop 
through a tube that has at its lower end one of 
three interchangeable cones that are shaped 
to fit the mouths of various cases. 

Before you grasp the handle again you'll 
have to thumb the primer arm so as to release 
a fresh primer from its feed tube. Keep a little 
pressure on the arm as it returns. because it's 
spring-powered. If you let it snap back it'll 
toss out the primer. 

Continued 011 page 68 
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UCCESS 

HASN'T 
SPOILED 
us. 
We're still available to answer all of 
your reloading questions personally. 
In fact, when you call, you'll probably 
be speaking directly to a member of 
the Hodgdon family. It's the way we 
titarted doing business 
almost 40 years ago. 
And through the 
years we've con
tinued to build a 
reputation on our 
knowledge and ex
pertise of powder 
for hunting, com
petition or just 
shootin' .. When 
you've got a ques

-H4198 

tion and want the right answers, just 
call us at (913) 362-9455. For ballistics 
information call (913) 631-3851. We 
still make it a practice to talk to 
customers. ~ 

BDDIDDN PDIDll 
The favorite of handloaders since 1946. 

NEW! ... Hodgdon Collectibles 
Select the Hodgdon English Ironstone Cof
fee Cup, the practical Shootin' Caj.J ur the 
comfortable open collar knit Fhirt Order 
yours today. 

Hodgdon English Ironstone 
- Coffee Cup (~5.95 or 2 for $10) 

_ Red Knit Shirt with 
pocket emblem ($19.95) 
0 Small 0 Med. 0 Lg. 0 X-Lg. 

_ Hodgdon Shootin' Cap ($4.95) 

Name ------------~ 

Address ------------

City, State, Zip ---------

Tutal Amt. Remitted--------

Send check or money order to: Dept. AHOI 
Hodgdon Collectihles, P.O. Box 2932, 
Mission, KS 66201. 
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By Dave Arnold 

Colt Firearms has recently added a new 
.357 Magnum to their revolver line 

called the Peacekeeper. The new gun is actu
ally an economy version of the Trooper Mark 
V double-action revolver and , like Colt's two 
other budget revolvers, it differs only in its 
outside appearance. Instead of the usual high 
polished blue or nickel, the exterior surfaces 
of the Peacekeeper have been sand blasted , 
resulting in a dull matte black finish . 

This has allowed Colt to dispense with the 
usual final polishing operation enabling them 
to roll back the price of the Peacekeeper. The 
suggested retail price of this new revolver, 
regardless of barrel length , is $282.95. This 
is $36 less than a blue Trooper Mk V and 
some $67 cheaper than the nickel version. 

Ironically, the first Troopers, introduced 
way back in the Fifties, were marketed as 
budget versions of Colt's more expensive tar
get revolvers. These early models employed 
exactly the same lockwork as the Python and 
were equipped with fully adjustable sights. 
However, they lacked such features like the 
bright blue finish , target stocks and wide spur 
hammer although the latter two could be had 
as optional features. 

Then, in 1969, the Trooper was redesigned 
with a view to simplifying its manufacture to 
keep the price down. Major changes were 
made to the lock work which included replac-

ing the V-style main spring with a coil one 
and the employment of a new cylinder lock
up mechanism somewhat similar to that of 
Smith & Wesson. The result was the Trooper 
Mark Ill which proved to be one of the most 
rugged double-action revolvers Colt has ever 
made. 

A few years ago, the Mark III was 
upgraded to the Mark V with a reduced size 
grip for smaller hands and an improved dou
ble-action trigger that had a lighter pull and a 
shorter throw. However, even though the 
Mark V is almost half the price of Colt's top 
of the line Python, production costs have 
risen and the Peacekeeper is obviously an 
attempt to offer a revolver with the same 
performance as the Trooper Mark V but at 
less cost. 

While the Trooper Mark V can be had with 
4 , 6 and 8 inch barrels, the Peacekeeper is 
only made in the first two lengths. The 
revolver received for evaluation was the six
inch version and , apart from its dull black 
matte finish , it matched the exterior dimen
sions of the Trooper Mark V in virtually 
every respect. It has the same' ventilated 
ribbed barrel with an underlug that protects 
the cylinder ejector rod . 

The sights are exactly the same, incorpo
rating a ramped front blade and a rear sight 
that is adjustable for both windage and eleva-

Peacekeeper 
Keeps 
Pace 
This no-frills version of 
Colt's Trooper may well be 
the best buy in the 
.357 Magnum market. 
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tion. The rear sight has the square notch 
outlined in white while the front has a red 
plastic insert. The stocks are, however, com
pletely different. While those of the Trooper 
are checkered wood, the Peacekeeper has a 
set of Pachrnayr "Presentation" combat style 
rubber grips. These completely encase the 
metal of the backstrap with finger grooves in 
the front for a more positive grip. Bearing in 
mind that such grips are considered a custom 
feature by many shooters, it could be argued 
that the Peacekeeper is actually superior to 
the Trooper in this area. 

Colt claims that while they may have 
skimped on the outside finish of the 
Peacekeeper, the internal mechanism has 
exactly the same quality as that of its more 
expensive brother. This certainly was the 
case with the test revolver. When I removed 
the sideplate to view the mechanism it was 
obvious that it was no different to that of my 
Trooper Mark III , other than having the 
shorter action of the Mark V. 

Cycling the action also showed that here 
quality was also the same. On single-action, 
the trigger was crisp with no evidence of 
creep, breaking at around 43/4 lbs. The dou
ble-action pull was smooth and around 10 lbs. 
with just a slight hitch midway in the stroke. 
Quality was also evidenced in other areas like 
the barrel/cylinder gap which measured .006 



inches. When rounds were loaded in the cyl
inder the headspace measurement was also 
.006 inches which is also well within accept
able tolerances. 

On the range, the gun proved to be a very 
good shooter. A variety of different .38 Spe
cial and .357 Magnum types and makes of 
ammunition were put through the 
Peacekeeper and my own Trooper Mk III, 
which was used as a control. This included 
the complete range offered by Federal 
including their new Nyclad ammunition , 
some Watson Precision 148 grain .38 Special 
wadcutter reloads prepared for the Bianchi 
Cup competition and a batch of PMC .38 
Special + P 125 grain JSPs. 

The Peacekeeper gave good accuracy with 
all of the ammunition used in the test. When 
fired from a bench rest, the average group 
size of most of the ammunition at 25 yards 
was two-inches or less. The largest group 
was shot with PMC ammunition , which 
printed 31h inches while the tightest was 
achieved with Watson Precision and Federal 
148 grain .38 Special wadcutters which mea
sured just on one-inch. Federal 158 grain 
Nye/ad SW produced the best magnum 
accuracy, shooting a six shot group just on 11/z 
inches, with 5 shots together in a 7/s inch 
cluster. Generally speaking, the Peacekeeper 
printed tighter groups than did my own 
Trooper Mk III. 

The revolver also handled well in the dou
ble-action mode. The smooth trigger action 
permitted me to keep all my shots grouped 
together in the A zone of a Milpark IPSC 
target all the way back to 25 yards. The gun 
handled recoil well , even with magnum 
ammunition. Much of the credit for this must 
go to the rubber Pachmayr combat grips 

• 

Internal loclcwork of Peacekeeper is same as costlier Trooper. 

which provided a very comfortable hold and 
helped point the gun naturally at the target. 
They also helped soak up recoil to the extent 
that even the hotter magnum ammunition 
was quite pleasant to shoot even when a one 
handed hold was used. 

Taking everything into consideration, the 
Peacekeeper that I tested proved to be a well 
made, good shooting revolver achieving 
accuracy that was more than acceptable for a 
gun designed primarily for defense. Other 
than its exterior looks, it displayed the same 
internal quality of workmanship as the more 
expensive Trooper. While its dull finish may 
not be as cosmetically appealing as the bright 

blue or nickel normally associated with qual
ity revolvers, it is practical for service use or, 
for that matter, hunting small game. 

Actually even this austere finish is not that 
unattractive and it does help mask the evi
dence of machining on parts of the frame, 
cylinder and barrel. For those who are look
ing for a quality revolver and are not overly 
concerned about its outside finish, the 
Peacekeeper, with its recommended retail 
price of$282.95 , is certainly worth consider
ing. Further information can be obtained 
from Colt Firearms , Dept. AH, 
150 Huyshope Ave., Hartford, ~ 
CT06102. ~ 

Peacekeeper lacks pretty finish of Trooper (top) but shoots well. 
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By Jim Weller 

For many years, the most accurate out-of
the-box wheelgun that could be bought 

was the Colt Pyth,on. The big 'I' frame 
revolver was the hallmark of accuracy in the 
.38/ .357 class, and was the revolverof choice 
for many PPC competitors when it came 
time for the NRA Distinguished Match. I 
picked up my share of trophies in PPC 
matches firing a Python with only an action 
job and a set of Colt Elliason sights. 

The secret to its accuracy, so I've been 
told, is in the barrel. It is supposedly tapered 
slightly from rear to front and is the basis for 
the abi lity of the gun to shoot wonderfully 
tight groups right from the box. Further testi
mony to the accuracy of the Colt barrel came 
several years ago when it became the rage to 
fit the Python barrel to just about any other 
handgun possible. The S&W 19 and the 
Ruger Security-Six were the two most popu
lar, and this conversion is still a good seller 
today. 

Colt's 
newest snake 

Now, thanks to Colt and Lew Horton Dis
tributing, the Python barrel has been added 
to yet another gun, this time a Colt product. 
It's called the BOA, and is the result of the 
mating of a Python ribbed barrel to the Colt 
MK V action. Colt had originally intended to 
produce the gun as an addition to its own line 
as a product to fall between the standard 
MK V Trooper and the top-of-the-line 
Python. However, the idea was scrapped in 
favor of a production of only 1200 units. 
There will be 600 six-inch, and 600 four-inch 
guns built with consecutive serial numbers 
from BOAl to BOA1200, and all sales are 
handled through Horton's. 

Each BOA carries a finish of the Colt 
'Royal Blue' and, as usual , the blue is some of 
the best to be found anywhere. The stocks are 
rosewood and the overall size and shape is 
changed somewhat from what is usually 
found on the big Colts. Their height is 
reduced slightly as is the distance from front 
to rear of the butt. They are rather handsome 
and feature a checkered panel on both sides 
with the Colt medallion. The checkering is 

rather sharp and provides good holding 
power. The stocks are also wraparound with 
a smooth backstrap. 

The sights are the same as found on a 
standard Python, meaning the '.Acero' rear 
with a ramp front. Featured on the BOA is a 
red.insert on the front and a white outline 
rear. The barrel is from the Python with one 
exception. On the Python, there is a small 
extension right at the muzzle, while the BOA 
is machined perfectly flat. The trigger is 3/8" 
wide with three grooves running the length 
down the center. Pull weight on single-action 
was 5 Y2 lb. with just a slight hint of creep. I 
was rather surprised at that , as the pull 
weight seemed much lighter. That is due, I'm 
sure, to the wide target style trigger. The 
double-action pull is nice and smooth but 
rather heavy, but no more so than any other 
DA wheel gun. There is a fair amount of over
travel after the shot breaks in DA firing, but it 
is not found in the SA mode. This contributes 
to the accuracy of any firearm. 

A trip to the range was naturally in order, 
so I loaded up a supply of .357 ammo from 
Federal, along with a box of reloads from 
Precision Ammo. These last are 148 gr. 
HBWC rounds, and are the same ones I used 
to win a few PPC matches here and there. 
The BOA weighs in at a healthy 44 ozs. 

Co11ti1111ed 011 page 66 

PHOTOS BY BRIAN JACKSON 

is a Python barrel ---------. 
on a Trooper frame. 

(o~J 
I 
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By Dave Arnold 
Photos by Ichiro Nagata 

I n recent years big money matches like the 
Bianchi Cup have spawned a number of 

highly customized handguns specially modi
fied for those who are serious about this type 
of shooting. One of the latest and most 
sophisticated handguns to appear is a highly 
modified Colt Government Model of modu
lar design customized by Paul Liebenberg, 
master gunsmith managing the handgun divi
sion of Pachmayr Gun Works. 

For nearly a decade, Pachmayr has offered 
a line of Colt 191 ls specially customized for 
IPSC shooters. Many top shooters like Ray 
Chapman and Ross Seyfried, both of whom 
captured World IPSC titles (in 1975 and 1981 
respectively) , have used Pachmayr .45s. 

Paul himself is a top IPSC shooter, having 
shot for his native country of South Africa 
before emigrating to this country in 1983. He 
is still a top class shooter who continues to 
compete and has placed high in the profes
sional money matches like Steel Challenge 
and Bianchi Cup. 

Under Paul's direction , Pachmayr con
tinues to produce handguns for both duty and 
competition as well as some very sophisti
cated designs like this exotic 9mm the 
Haruigunner received for evaluation. This 
pistol is a modular design, built around the 
Colt 1911, that can be had with accessories 
that will convert it to chamber both the .45 
ACP and the .38 Super as well as 9mm. It is 
designed specifically for professional 
matches like the Bianchi Cup and the Steel 
Challenge. 

The modular design allows the serious 
competitor the chance to shoot the same 
pistol in a number of match formats. Slap on 
the .45 ACP top end (slide) and you're ready 
for bowling pin matches. Swap to the .38 
Super slide and you've got a ticket to the 
winner's circle in any IPSC match. Install the 
9mm slide and you're ready for the Steel 
Challenge; add the mount for an optical sight 
and you're set for the Bianchi Cup. 

The modular design is an important con
cept in this pistol. "You have this one gun," 
Paul explained, "and all the calibers are inter
changeable within the system. You're getting 
four guns in one when you consider the three 
calibers as well as the chance to put on an 
optical sight. And you get this on the same 
frame with the same ergonomic grip and 
same trigger." Because of the number of 
combinations available with the modular 
design, Pachmayr cannot quote a fixed price, 
but Paul said the modular pistol retails for 
between $2,500 and $3,750 depending on 
options. 

To be suitable for a precision match like 
the Bianchi Cup, a handgun must be capable 
of delivering target accuracy, be completely 
reliable and handle ammunition that meets 
the power factor with a minimum of recoil. In 
addition, the gun must be able to mount 
scoped aiming devices like the Aimpoint. Of 
course it goes without saying that a superb, 
crisp trigger action is part of the package. 

In the accuracy department, many of the 
.38 Special PPC revolvers and customized 
.45 autos currently used in the Bianchi Cup 
are capable of shooting 21 h inch groups at 50 
yards. Various methods are used to accurize 
the 1911 like tight barrel bushings, oversize 
barrel links and close mating of the slide and 
frame rails. More recently, dispensing with 
the barrel bushing entirely and having a bar
rel tapered at the muzzle, often with a heavy 

compensator attached that mates directly 
with the slide, has been the way to go . 

This Pachmayr pistol uses an entirely dif
ferent locking system. The front of the barrel 
fits into a ball-swivel joint contained in a large 
housing that is an integral part of the front of 
the frame. Upon firing, the barrel moves 
backwards to unlock within extremely tight 
tolerances made possible by the unique ball
swivel joint. The barrel moves back two-

Professional hand gunning is a reality! 
With big bucks up for grabs, 
pro shooters demand state-of-the-art 
equipment like this 9mm 
Pachmayr Modular Pistol. 

Modular components comprise Pachmayr professional pistol. 
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hundredths of an inch (.02") and drops 
downwards within the ball-swivel only 
one-thousandth (.001 "). This permits the 
barrel to unlock while at the same time insur
ing consistent barrel alignment. 

The rear of the barrel locks up with 
another unique system employing a 
redesigned rear link that ensures the barrel 
will return to battery in the same exact posi
tion for every shot. The link is designed to 
keep the barrel cammed into position as the 
barrel hood wears so that accuracy is not lost. 
Paul explained that slight wear occurs on 
every 1911 in the area of the barrel hood and 
the edges of the lugs as a normal result of 
shooting. But he added that the Pachmayr 
cam-link system prevents loss of accuracy 
due to normal wear. 

"It will shoot two-inches at 50 yards when 
you first get the gun. After 300 to 500 break
in rounds it'll shoot two and a half inches at 50 
yards, but it will continue to shoot two and a 
half inches forever with the cam lug we use to 
allow for slight wear," Paul explained. 

To support the additional mass of the front 
barrel housing, the area of the recoil spring 
dust cover has been strengthened by adding 
metal to it. This, together with the housing, 
also adds weight to the front of the gun which 
helps dampen recoil keeping muzzle lift to a 
minimum. It also supports the mounting for 
the Aimpoint, placing it low and forward of 
the ejection port and in line with the barrel 
much like the fnanner this device is attached 
to revolvers. Most auto mountings usually 
consist of a special left hand grip panel that 
places the electronic sight higher and further 
to the rear. There are claims that this method 
is inferior to revolver mounts because it is 
less secure, places the weight further back 
and can cause functioning problems if it 
interferes with the ejection of spent cases. 

The modular pistol without the mount and 
Aimpoint sight weighs 64 ounces and goes 
up to 72 ounces with the sight. But these 
weights were taken from Paul's personal 
pistol. Paul pointed out that the weight of 
each modular pistol varies to suit the require
ments of the buyer. For instance, Paul said 
Mickey Fowler's modular pistol is slightly 
lighter than his while another one he built for 
Jim Zubiena is slightly heavier. "The gun is 
designed ergonomically and weight-wise for 
the individual. The modular system will stay 
constant, but the individual guns will be 
slightly different," Paul said. 

Apart from these unique refinements, the 
rest of the pistol is basically unaltered . Of 
course, the trigger has been worked on to 
give it a light, crisp pull, but there is a notice
able absence of other frills normally consid
ered standard on IPSC pistols such as flared 
magazine wells, extended slide catches and 
magazine release buttons. Most of such fea
tures are intended to facilitate fast magazine 
changes and, as this is not a critical require
ment in either the Bianchi Cup or Steel Chal
lenge, they have been dispen~ed with. The 
only other feature of note is a shroud that is 
located just forward of the manual safety 
catch that keeps the thumb from rubbing 
against the slide during firing, something that 

could result in a malfunction. Taking every
thing into consideration, virtually all the 
modifications are intended to give the pistol 
the advantages that many claim the revolver 
has over the auto in the Bianchi Cup. 

In the Steel Challenge, where target 
accuracy at long range is not a requirement, 
the auto reigns supreme, thanks to its greater 
ammunition capacity. Speed is of the essence 
in this match and, while a few competitors 
use Aimpoints, most go for iron sights claim
ing these help them get on target much faster. 
As there is no ammunition power factor to 
worry about, most of the pistols used are pin 
guns that often have compensators to reduce 
recoil to a minimum. 

And the Pachmayr pistol is ideal for this 
speed shooting match. Being a modular 
design, one simply has to remove the Aim
point and mounting, and the pistol is ready 
for the Steel Challenge. Alternatively, if the 
pistol is to be used solely for this match, the 
basic gun without the Aimpoint and mount
ing can be ordered. This version has the low 
profile Bo-Mar fully adjustable rear sight but 
can have the electronic sight mounting added 
later, if desired. Pistols so fitted will also 
accept a mount for a scope. 

Although the pistol does not have a com
pensator, the mass of the barrel housing is 
enough to dampen muzzle lift considerably, 
even with the Aimpoint removed. When 
chambered for either 9mm or .38 Super with 
reduced loads, recoil is miniscule. Reports 
have already appeared in previous issues of 
the Hanagunner about the possibility of the 
.38 Super replacing the .45 in IPSC because 
of its reduced recoil. The trouble with this 
ammunition is that it is not always easy to 
obtain and, because of the pressures 
involved, case life of reloads is reduced. The 
latter can be a real problem because of the 
amount of rounds top shooters go through in 
practice. It is because of this that the gun is 
being offered in 9mm Luger. Ammunition in 
this caliber is much more readily available 
and the cases can be reused many more times 
than the .38 Super. The only problem is the 
fact that, in my experience, 9mm does not 
have the same accuracy potential of either the 
.38 Special or the larger .45 ACP. While 
either of these rounds can be loaded to print 
tiny groups all the way back to 50 yards, 
getting the same results with 9mm without 
sacrificing reliability is much more difficult. 

Paul claims that, in his gun, the 9mm can 
be made to perform as accurately as any .38 
Special and can print groups under 1/2 inch 
at 25 yards with properly loaded ammuni
tion . With this in mind, I was interested to see 
how the gun would perform on the range. 
Accuracy testing was done at 25 yards from a 
sand bagged bench rest using one of the Aim
point models. Ammunition consisted of some 
special reloads prepared by Watson Precision 
together with some Federal and PMC factory 
rounds. Paul's auto grouped just under 
3/4 inch , using Federal 95 grain JHPs. 
Even better results were achieved with the 
match reloads supplied by Watson Precision. 
This ammunition is loaded specifically for 
matches like the Bianchi Cup by Bud Watson 
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Slide shield prevents thumb from rubbing slide. Ball and socket replaces usual barrel bushing. 

(2650 S. Myrtle Ave. # 1, Dept. AH, 
Monrovia, California 91016). It is not as hot 
as factory loads, yet meets the power factor 
specified for this competition. The best group 
measured under 1/2 inch which is excellent 
and shows just what the pistol is capable of. 

Certainly these loads together with the 
combined weight of the heavy muzzle and the 
Aimpoint reduce recoil to almost negligible 
proportions. This was evident when I tried 
the gun out on the six metal plates that are 
used in the Falling Plate stage of the Bianchi 
Cup. Apart from a slight hiccup, there was 
hardly any muzzle lift and it was almost like 
shooting a .22 Short Rapid Fire pistol. 

To see what the pistol would be like for the 
Steel Challenge, I tried one of the basic mod
els with iron sights. Even without the addi-
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Pachmayr's Paul Liebenberg (above) test fires a modular pistol. Note 
elevation adjustment (above and left) for Aimpoint sight. 

tional weight of the Aimpoint, the recoil was 
hardly noticeable, thanks to all the extra 
weight in the front. This certainly indicated 
that the gun is just as suitable for this match as 
it is for the Bianchi Cup. 

As far as reliability is concerned, no prob
lems were experienced with either model 
when factory ammunition or the Watson Pre
cision match reloads were used. However, 
there were a few cases of the slide not return
ing completely into battery with some prac
tice reloads. In all other respects, the gun 
gave a very impressive performance and 
lived up to all the claims made by Paul 
Liebenberg and Pachmayr. 

The sophistication of these modular autos 
is such that they can be likened to Formula 
One racing cars. Because of the work 

involved, these guns can be very expensive, 
especially if they are ordered with all the 
accessories necessary to convert them to the 
other calibers. Consequently, they are not the 
kind of handguns that the average shooter is 
going to rush out and buy. Most sales will be 
to competitors who are in contention for top 
honors in the big money competitions. How
ever, what is interesting is the fact that in 
developing these guns some of the features 
like the rear barrel link system and the safety 
shroud will now be included in Pachmayr's 
IPSC and pin gun custom autos which will be 
to the benefit of all shooters. Further infor
mation on Pachmayr's Modular Pistol and 
other models can be obtained by writing to 
them at 1220 S. Grand Ave., Dept ..... 
AH, Los Angeles, CA 90015. ~ 
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Ti1e AYOOB Files 
Pistol vs. Shotgun: The Ken Kaas Incident 

Situation: Out-gunned and low l.Bssons: Weak-hand barri
cade technique, 
proper use of cover 
and intelligent re
loading save this 
'Irooper's life. 

. on ammunition, a 
State 'Irooper faces 
a frantic assault 
from a shotgun 
wielding felon. 

You asked for it, you got it. Massad Ayoobs experimental col
umns on "the mind and the gun" set the all-time American 
Handgunner record for the amount of positive mail generated. 
Readers were unanimous in asking the magazine and Ayoob to 
make a regular series based on what actually happens in gunfights 
from documented reports and interviews instead of "war stories." 

Ayoobs files contain literally hundreds of such incidents. His 
new series will touch heavily on what went through the minds of the 
surviving participants while the firefight was in progress. In the 
inaugural report this issue, you'll notice that the trooper experi
enced tunnel vision, reverted instinctively to his training, and was 
unable to count his rounds - physio-psychological effects that are 
almost universal among gunfight participants. 

Each account will also include a list of 'lessons" that can be 
learned from an actual street encounter. Ayoob and the editors 
agree that reality, not theory, is where the keys to survival are 
found. A seasoned street cop, one of the so-called "Big Four" 
firearms instructors in the US, and an expert who testifies at an 
average of one murder trial every two months, Ayoob is well 
qualified to analyze the incidents from his files in light of the 
intertwined worlds of the street, the courtroom, and the training 
range. 

Here is the first excerpt from The Ayoob Files. Read, and learn. 

I t seemed like another routine day shift for Ken Kaas, an Illinois 
State Trooper assigned to the 15th District, which patrols the 

tollroads around Chicago. Thirty minutes after noon, he was 
advised that repairs on the radio towers would be shutting down his 
primary communications indefinitely. That made him uneasy. 

It would turn out to be the least of his problems that day, March 
26, 1980. 

At lPM, he turned onto Genoa Road in Belvedere and observed 
a blue Ford Maverick parked on the roadside. "Motorist assist," 
thought the 11-year-veteran trooper, pulling over and turning on his 
flashers. He walked to the car and found a young man slumped over 
the wheel, surrounded by empty cans of beer. Kaas asked the driver 
if he could move the Maverick off the road and onto the shoulder. 

The young man's head snapped up. He gave Kaas a stunned look 
then threw the car into gear and sprayed the trooper with dirt as he 
roared away. Kaas ran back to his unit and gave chase. 
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The pursuit soon reached speeds of 80 mph. They had covered 
more than two miles before the Maverick slowed as it approached 
an intersection, went through the stop sign, and then pulled to a 
stop on the shoulder. "He's giving up," thought Kaas. The trooper 
pulled his squad car 30 feet behind the small sedan, threw his shift 
into park, and started to open the door. 

It was then that he saw the shotgun barrel emerge from the 
driver's window. 

He threw himself back into the car, across the front seat, at the 
moment the scattergun roared. A 5/8 ounce 20-gauge rifted slug 
slammed through the grill of the Dodge Monaco patrol unit and 
smashed against the battery, sending lead fragments deep into the 
fire wall . Kaas' head went instinctively to his body to see if he was 
hit. Then he heard the Maverick's tires squeal. 

Anger replaced shock. He threw the car into gear and stood on 
the accelerator. As he raced after the Maverick, his right hand 
groped for the red microphone ofISPERN, the Illinois State Police 
Emergency Radio Network. Until now, it had been the sort of 
routine thing he would have used the regular radio system for if it 
wasn't down, but shooting at a cop most definitely qualified as an 
emergency. But the red mike was gone: the bouncing of the high 
speed pursuit had knocked it to the floor somewhere. 

He reached to his right hip and popped the thumb-break on his 
Safariland Border Patrol style holster. The Smith & Wesson Model 
39 autoloader came out in his hand, and he held the steering wheel 
between his knees as he shifted the 9mm to his left hand so he could 
fire out the window. 

They were racing up a hill, with no oncoming traffic and no cars 
in front of the Maverick. Kaas opened fire, unsighted. It is believed 
that his first shot, double action, passed harmlessly over the 
fugitive vehicle. The trooper saw his next two bullets strike near 
each other in the middle of the Maverick's trunk. Then they crested 
the hill , and oncoming traffic made Kaas lower the Model 39. 

As they hit the bottom of the hill, the Maverick swerved onto the 
shoulder, spraying dirt that blocked the windshield of his car so 
badly Kaas had to turn on his windshield washer. Moments later, 
the fleeing vehicle fishtailed sideways and came to a bouncing halt 
in a sideways position. Kaas braked to a quick stop in the opposite 
lane, 50 feet away, consciously positioning the squad car to keep the 

Continued on page 62 
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M atra Manurhin International Inc. and 
Accurate Plating & Weaponry Inc. 

are pleased to present to a lucky reader of 
American Hand.gunner this custom 
Manurhin PPK/S .380. Manurhin (Manu
facture de Machines du Haut-Rhin) located 
in the historic region of France known as 
Alsace-Lorraine, has been manufacturing 
PP-Series pistols under license of Carl Wal
ther for 33 years. Since 1952, Manurhin has 
produced over one million PP-Series pistols 
using quality-control standards and pro
cedures which exceed those of PP and PPK 
pistols manufactured in pre-war Germany. 

Since June of 1984, Accurate Plating & 
Weaponry Inc. has been associated with 
Matra Manurhin as their source in the 

40 

United States for the Duraguard hard 
chrome finish they use on the PPK/S series. 
Accurate Plating & Weaponry Inc. is known 
throughout the weapons industry for their 
high quality hard chrome stainless finishes. 
In late 1984 Matra Manurhin, in an effort to 
satisfy consumer requests, instituted custom 
pistolsrnithing services and appointed Accu
rate Plating and Weaponry Inc. as their sole 
United States Custom Shop offering a full 
line of custom modifications to their fine 
Manurhin line of pistols. 

The following list of features on the 
Manurhin Giveaway Gun are available on 
all Manurhin PP and PPK/S series pistols 
through Matra Manurhin or Accurate Plat
ing and Weaponry Inc. 

Coston 

Duraguard hard chrome finish 
18K gold plated trigger, hammer, mag 
release 
MMC adjustable rear sight 
Checkering 30 or 40 !pi front and rear of 
grip frame 
Hooked finger rest on trigger guard 
Double and single action trigger 
adjustment 
C&L Precision Speed Comp. System 

Total retail value of this pistol: $1,050 
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l urhin .380 Auto! 

For further information about ordering a 
pistol with these custom modifications 
contact: 

Accurate Plating and Weaponry Inc. 
1937 Calumet Street 
Dept. AH 
Clearwater, FL 33575 
(813) 733-0923 

PHOTO BY WAL TEA LEONARD 

Matra Manurhin International Inc. TO ENTER CONTEST: Use a postcard, 
1640 W. Oakland Park Blvd. follow sample; include name, address, 
Suite402 HOM-J/F, local dealer name and 
Dept. AH address. Mail before February 1, 1986. 
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33311 Send to AMERICAN HANDGUNNER, 
(305) 486-8800 Box 16025, San Diego, CA 92116. 
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HOK-J.All'/Pl!IB 1986 Phone _______ _ 

If I win, please ship my gun through the following dealer: 

Dealer 

Address 

City State Zip 

Contest void where taxed or prohibited by Jaw. No purchase 
necessary. Winner must comply with all federal and local 
laws. Employees and ai!ents of Publisher's Development 
Corp. not eligible. 
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When a group of cops got together in Montana for 
a practical pistol match, the emphasis was 
on street survival tactics. 

By Mason Williams 

Twenty-five years ago we 
did not have four wheel 

drive passenger cars nor did 
we have IPSC or Bianchi 
Plates or the Steel Challenge 
or $1,300 handguns. We did 
have Chic Gaylord holsters, 
Seventrees holsters, Doyle 
Cain holsters, street handguns, 
matches that lasted less than 
five seconds and a factual 
approach to targets based upon 
"Kill and Survive!" 

Matches were based upon 
street experience. We discussed 
and evaluated, tried new con
cepts. We used street gear, leather 
and handguns. Out of abrupt, 
blasting, white heat street con
frontations came counter mea
sures, alterations in training 
procedures, discussions and then 
the final evaluation - back on the 
ranges to prove and to test. 
These were the matches that we 
fired. Competitors knew that 
street encounters lasted less than 
six seconds and that less than six 
shots were fired . Competitors 
were Federal and State profes
sionals plus a few characters 
like me. 

They were the men who 
roamed the streets, bought the 
narcoti cs and counterfeit 
money, made the arrests, infil
trated the radical left wing 
organizations. These were the 
tough, hard working profession
als. They shot to stay alive. Thei1 
handguns were carrying guns
simple, practical, reliable. 
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In recent years all this 
has been swept under the 
rug and handgun matches 
have come to cater to spec-
tators. Some matches force 

the shooter to fire perhaps 
100 rounds thus turning the 

shooting game into a spec
tator sport covered by radio, 

TV and the newspapers. It has 
been years since I have run into any

one who showed any interest in the old time realistic 
matches so that when I read Andy Cannon's flyer 
covering his practical match, I went for it! 

"This match is an ol.d time down and dirty combat 
match like the ones we used to shoot in the (i)'s. It is 
something different and has little to do with the type of 
match you are accustomed to shooting. These matches 
will be based on actual case happenings taken from 
some of my ol.d files that I picked up from the NYCPD 
and the FBI. Anything that woul.d not be carried on 
the street will not be allowed. No long slides, no pin 
guns, no extended barrels, no compensators. Bring 
a jacket or sport coat." 

By the time I read this far I was hooked . This 
meant that I would use a carry holster and a carry 
pistol. None of the courses of fire were known to 
the competitors ahead of time. All of the courses of 
fire were taken directly from either the records of 
fire fights of the New York City Police Department 
or the FBI. The background of each course of fire 
will be explained later on. 

As a matter of interest I fired an ODI .45 ACP, all 
stainless steel, Commander size, single-action pistol 
completely accurized by Don Cassavant. Alessi 
made my between the belt and pants holster for this 
handgun. 

One of the stages was based on a shooting in 
New York. A few years back, Jim Cirillo of the 
NYCPD Stakeout Squad sat in a chair. He and two 
partners had just arrived to stake out a store. His 
two partners had gone across the street for sand-
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wiches. Cirillo remained 
alone in the store. Three 
armed men walked in. He 
was not ready. Shotguns and 
other weapons and ammuni
tion lay on a table behind him 
too far away for him to reach 
them. All he had at hand 
was his four-inch service 
revolver. Within three sec
onds he drew, fired three 
shots, one into each of the 
robbers. One dropped 
dead on the floor. The other two were caught 
within minutes. 

Evaluation of the fire fight proved that if 
Cirillo had taken two seconds longer to hit 
the men, they would have had time to shoot 
him. And so "Cirillo's Nightmare" was born. 
Andy Cannon set up the match using the 
same distances that Cirillo fired at-55 feet, 
60 feet and 70 feet. 

Competitors stood inside a box marked 
out on the ground facing three targets. This 
time shooters did not wear jackets or sport 
coats. On signal they drew their handguns 
and fired one shot on each felon target then 
holstered. This is repeated twice for a total of 
9 shots. 

Scoring is limited Comstock count since 
the number of shots to be fired was pre
scribed ahead of time. No competitor 
matched Cirillo's three second time but then 
no competitor had Cirillo's need to kill fast! 

The combination of time and picture tar
gets turn this match into an extremely real
istic confrontation. Another stage does not 
need any background briefing if the reader 
has been listening to TV or reading the news. 
Andy Cannon named this match "The Sub
way Savings and Loan." The shooter stands 
five feet-that's right, five feet-in front of 

I 
I 

three felon tar
gets. The center 
felon wields a 

wrecking bar 
and must be con
sidered more dan-

gerous than the 
other two. Because 

of this the shooter fires 
one shot on the left target, 

two shots on the center target 
and one shot on the right target. 

The shooter wears his jacket or sport 
coat and stands with handgun holstered hold
ing a one dollar bill in his right hand. 

The Range Officer asks, ')\re you ready?" 
The shooter says, "Yes." 
Some time within the next five seconds the 

Range Officer pushes the buzzer upon which 
the shooter drops the money and goes for his 
handgun. Once again this match is scored 
using the limited Comstock count. This is a 
very tough match due to the time limit plus 
the close distance that forces the shooter to 
"rush it." Some shooters fired two handed 
while others used one hand, but the basic 
problem was over travel or under travel on 
the right target. This match is fired twice for a 
total of 8 shots. 

One match was a classic. Andy Cannon 
named it "Coming Home." This match uses 
his Fun House. The family has been taken 
hostage and the entire house turned into a 
defensive unit. The shooter must come out of 
his "car," check the living room window and 
then go in. He must fire a minimum of two 
shots on each felon target. There will be a 
minimum of three Bad Guys and they must 
be disposed of without hitting any innocent 
people. The shooter can fire as many shots as 
he wishes. Scoring is straight Comstock 
count. 
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Andy and I set up the Good and the Bad 
Guys using the same targets that the shooters 
had been firing at all day. Thanks to ATS's 
quick change set up, Andy could switch a 
target from a Bad Guy to a Good Guy in a 
matter of seconds. He also worked in several 
female targets-some Good Gals and some 
Very Bad Gals. The shooter started facing 
the wall in front of the Fun House. On com
mand he turned to his left and came around 
the left end of the wall. Facing him was the 
living room window containing a target. He 
reacts accordingly. He then turned to his right 
and ran through the front door. Directly in 
front of him was a target. Half left were three 
more targets. Full left was another target. 
Andy and the Range Officer, John Barnes, 
both followed the shooter through the course. 
About every third time into the Fun House, 
Andy would change some of the targets. 

It is interesting to note that over 60 % of the 
shooters shot the wrong targets because we 
had deliberately selected the ones that they 
had become accustomed to seeing as Bad 
Guys during the day. This has long been one 
of the problems facing training officers. This 
fall Andy will double the size of the Fun 
House to provide more room, real doors, 
falling targets, plus an additional room. 

Now for some comments on these courses 
of fire. At the start there was some confusion 
and much questioning but once the com
petitors realized the seriousness of the shoot
ing and the fact that they were duplicating 
actual fire fights they settled down to turn in 
some excellent handgun shooting. In view of 
the fact that this match had been put together 
at the last minute and flyers sent out only a 
week ahead of time, attendance indicated that 
with normal publicity Andy could have had 
50 to 60 shooters. 

I wish to stress the fact that this type of 
match should not be attempted by the novice 
or ordinary fun shooter. The times, the prob
lems and the pressures make it dangerous for 
the tyro. Only well trained , competent hand
gunners should attempt to fire in this type of 
match. 

In closing I would like to repeat that 
this match is not a spectator match. 
These matches are for the serious, 
professional shooter. In my opinion, 
attendance should be ...,._ 
by invitation only. ~ 
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MYSTERY RELOADING 
BEN CH And iliewinnersMe ... 

CONTEST 
WINNERS 

By AH Staff 

H ow about a contest wiili no announced 
criteria for selecting a winner and no 

announced prize? "OK, I'll bite." So wrote 
John Gable of Montgomery, Ala. , when he 
sent in his entry for ilie Handgunner's Mys
tery Reloading Bench Contest. Bite he did 
along wiili many oilier readers whose curi
osities were spMked by our unique contest. 

The contest was announced in ilie Sept./ 
Oct. 1985 issue wiili ilie cryptic message: 
"You can win a mystery prize by sending a 
snapshot of your reloading bench to ilie 
American Handgunner. The prize is a mys
tery, and so is ilie contest criteria. No hints!" 

We learned a lot about America's handgun 
reloaders from the 300-odd entries. We 
leMned iliat iliere Me some very innovative 
and clever reloaders out iliere like MMtin 
Boxer' of Monsey, NY, whose Dillon press 
runs on air, controlled by a foot pedal . Per
haps laziness, not necessity, is ilie moilier of 
invention! 

We learned from John Perry of Phoenix , 
Ariz. , iliat one can home brew MnmO wiili 
remarkably spMtan facilities. John's bench is 
a Black and Decker Workmate! Then again , 
we discovered from Ronnie Fry of Lubbock, 
Texas, iliat reloading benches can reach lux
urious proportions filling an entire room. 

Your entries revealed iliat you have tidy 
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First Place: Richard H. Riley, Punxsutawney, PA. 
HORNADY PR0-7 PRESS, courtesy ofHornady. 

Second Place: John H. Fox, Colonia, NJ. 
OLSENS VIBRATORY CASE TUMBLER, courtesy ofOlsens. 

Third Place: Robert H. Moore, Navasota, TX. 
RELOADING BOOK LIBRARY, courtesy of American Handgunner. 
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Honorable Mention: 

BENCH ORGANIZATION Joseph S. Rychetnik, Pacific 
Grove, CA. 

COMPONENT ORGANIZATION Terry Murbach, 
Maumee, OH. 

BUSIEST BENCH Jim Buchmann, Tinley 
Park, IL. 

benches and messy benches, organized 
benches and disarrayed benches, elaborate 
benches and no frills benches. We discovered 
that ail of the major manufacturers of reload
ing presses are well distributed across the 
benches of America, but the RCBS Rock 
Chucker and the Dillon RL450/550 were the 
most common. 

And now, may I have the envelope, please? 
There are three Grand Prize winners, First, 
Second and Third. The "mystery" criteria of 
the contest is based on what veteran reload
ing expert Jerry Rakusan, Editorial Director 
of American Handgunner, feels is a "good" 
bench. 

"Cleanliness," Jerry says, "equates with 
safety. And safety in reloading is paramount." 
Thus, Criteria Number One: a clean, well 
organized bench. 

Criteria Number Two: construction of the 
bench. The prize winning benches must be 
sturdy and solid and constructed with a view 
to facilitating reloading with easy access to 
components. 

Criteria Number Three: creativity. 
Creativity is a subjective matter, but we 
sought benches that indicated good planning 
and clever execution ~ 
of construction. ~ 

I/ere i& /Jie &na[J<8hol o f my loadin8 bench. A& you can &cc il 1& relalwc/v 
unclullered I on[v &hool faclory Wmchc.Blcr ammo! 

MOST CREATIVE ENTRY Tim Vaitkunas , Edwardsville, IL. 

The National Reloading Manufacturers 
Association offers complete plans for a 

do-it-yourself reloading bench for $3 avail
able from NRMA, 4905 S.W Griffith Dr. , 
Dept. AH, Suite 101, Beaverton, OR 97005. 

The bench features a fold-out drawer for 
your powder scale convenien~y positioned at 
eye level. There is a section of compartments 
for "deprirning-prirning" apparatus and an 
area of shelves for bullet-shot-wad compo-

RELOADING 
BENCH 
PLANS 

nents. Adequate storage area for mis
cellaneous reloading tools and components is 
also provided. 

The bench plans come with precise draw
ings illustrating the cuts to be made for 
shelves, drawers, etc. on 4x8x3/4 sheets of 
plywood . The plans lead you through 
the construction ~ 
step-by- step. ~ 
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By Stanley W. Trzoniec 

T he 9mm Luger is an interesting cartridge 
to load especially with all of the modern 

equipment and components. Just about gone 
are the days when cases of different dimen
sions were a frightful event for handloaders. 
Unknown origins, thick walls or Berdan 
primers all added to the misery of reloaders. 

Today, all factors considered, the nine is 
easy to load to very satisfactory levels often 
demanded in autopistol applications. Perfect 
feeding, ejection and functioning are all part 
of the picture and can , by the average 
shooter, be accomplished with a minimum of 
effort. A conscientious approach and the 
right material are all that is needed for per
fect home-brewed ammunition. 

Propellants should border on the fast burn
ing side of the charts. In my experience, 
Olin's WW231, Unique or Bullseye rate good 
marks as they offer plenty of impulse to cycle 
the autopistol's action. Other favorites might 
include Herco or 700X and for this reason I 
have included them in the testing program. 
Most of these powders are very small in 
granular structure making them very easy to 
feed through powder measures. For pro
gressive loaders, this insures consistent 
results. Powder is an interesting subject, at 
times very involved, and I thought seriously 
enough about it to write a complete chapter 
on current propellants in my latest book just 
out by Stoeger Publishing titled , 
Handloaders' Guide. 

Regular or standard (not magnum) prim
ers get the go ahead in small 9mrn cases. In 
these cases, the hotter primers are not needed 
or desired as they tend to raise pressures. 
Caps by all major makers fill the bill; I've had 
good luck with all. 

After charging cases, inspect to make sure powder level is equal. 

With the prel~inaries out of the way, we 
can start in earnest to reload . With either new 
or once fired brass, regardless of type, 
inspection is mandatory before you send any 
case up into your slick new carbide sizing die. 
Remember, we are striving for absolutely 
100% reliability. Small defects like case 
creases, longitudinal scratches, bad primer 
pockets, torn rims or obvious marks must be 
discarded (if really of a serious nature) or 
used solely for practice loads. 

Sizing and decapping are next. Here it 
makes no difference if the cases are brand 
new or not, for we are looking for uniformity 
in both case size and length to carry us 
through the rest of the loading sequence. 
With a micrometer, check a random sam
pling especially with a new set of dies making 
sure all are within the specs listed in recent 
loading manuals. When all is set, size all 
cases. 

Before moving on, all cases should be 
cleaned and sorted by headstamp. Not that 
one brand is better or worse than another, it's 
the case capacity we're concerned with. 
Cleaning can be accomplished in either a wet 
or dry media. I prefer the latter in concert 
with a modern case tumbler. 

Following this we are ready to expand the 
case mouth to receive the bullet and reprime. 
Expanding the mouth is a very critical part of 
the operation and should never be done with
out thinking in very small tolerances. For 
here the tightness of the bullet/case rela
tionship is extremely important as it is sub
ject to all the forces of recoil, plus feeding 
from the magazine, up the ramp and into the 
chamber. Any sloppiness on your part in the 
form of over generous tolerances will merely 

hamper the cycling of the piece. Bullets that 
get pushed back into the case are not only 
candidates for a misfire, but also raise pres
sures as your internal volume has now been 
compressed to totally unacceptable levels. 

The expander plug should be about 0. 003" 
to 0.004" smaller than the base or diameter 
of the bullet as it enters the case proper. We 
are talking jacketed bullets now; lead projec
tiles obviously can tolerate a little more as too 
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Group Therapy. 
Homady. Sometimes just the mention of our name can Result: a higher confidence level when you specify 

help struggling shooters pull it together. But it's more than Homady for any reloading purpose. 
the power of suggestion. We simply won't make a bullet if Try some group therapy. See your Homady 
we aren't convinced it will help you shoot better. dealer and ask for a free copy of our latest 

And we make about the widest selection available. From Shooter's Guide showing the complete selec-
17 to 45 caliber, your Homady dealer can supply more than tion of Homady bullets and lead round balls. 
130 rifle and pistol bullets for handloading. They're --------1 Or write Homady Mfg. 
all different- but they all share a common design Co., Box 1848, 
feature: exceptional uniformity. Dept. AG2016 

We draw our jackets to exacting tolerances. Grand Island, NE 
Then, cores are precisely swaged inside, so that 68802-1848. 
center of form is also center of gravity. This insis
tence on uniformity means that we won't ship a 
single lot of bullets that does not equal or exceed 
the accuracy standards set by the previous lot. 



tight a fit will result in the shaving of the 
projectile as it enters the cartridge case 
mouth. Mine measures .352" for the 9mm 
(.355) bullet suiting me fine. 

Combined with this is flaring, or belling, 
of the case mouth. Keep thinking minimum 
tolerances. For an example: cases out of my 
die measure .370" at the mouth. After flar
ing I mike .372", just enough to seat the 
bullet squarely on the mouth. The depth of 
the flare is small, roughly 0.50" into the 

· mouth. In reality, the case from here on down 
is supporting the bullet with the later taper 
crimp wrapping it all up into one pretty 
package. 

One other point. Lightweight bullets, such 
as those in the 88 to 95 grain class have Jess of 
a bearing surface than heavier ones, so here 
proper judgment is employed to make sure 
they have enough 'bite' on the sides of the case 
for'a secure hold during all that violent action 
we talked about before. Sometimes you will 
only have about a half of a bullet diameter to 
play with, so watch with care when you flare. Leh to right: primed case; flared case; flared case with bullet. 

As the case comes out of the expanding die 
on the downward stroke, it is primed. This is 
how I do it on my press, however you can 
elect to do it via a Lee Auto Prime or some 
other independent manner. Regardless of the 
method used, again visually check all cases 
making sure the primer is flush with the case 
head. This is most important for consistent 
results both in accuracy and velocity as these 
two factors depend on a good, square firing 
pin hit. 

SELECTED 9mm HANDLOAOS 

VELOCITY 

Beretta S&W 
Bullet WT. Powder Charge 92F 469 

Speer 88 Bullseye 5.5 1425 1358 

Sierra 90 Unique 7.2 • 1541 1464 

Hornady 90 # 231 6.2 1509 1435 

Sierra 95 Unique 6.6 1428 1358 

Speer 100 #231 56 1354 1280 

Hornady 100 Henco 6.8 • 1305 1219 

Homady 115 Unique 5.7 1249 1188 

Speer 115 # 231 5.0 1205 1154 

Sierra 115 Unique 6.4 • 1391 1339 

Hornady 124 # 231 5.0 1183 1157 

Speer 124 Bullseye 4.5 1096 1064 

Sierra 125 Unique 5.7 1206 1171 

Sierra 130 #231 5.4 1225 1167 

Sierra 130 700X 4.8 1186 1147 

Sierra 130 Unique 5.7 1175 1154 

AVERAGE 
ACCURACY 

275 

2.50 

3.00 

2.50 

2.25 

3.50 

3.00 

3.00 

2.75 

250 

3.75 

2.75 

2.00 

2.00 

2.25 

Powder dispensing can be done in a 
number of ways, again depending on your 
equipment. Modern micrometer measures 
can be set up for small charges but here I 
prefer the fixed bushing kind. Before using a 
fixed measure, however, please check all 
weights on a scale by dropping 10 (that's 
TEN) charges, dividing by IO for an average. 
After charging a tray full (50) of cases, 
inspect all for double charges as his kind of 
error can be disastrous to both you and the 
gun. 

Bullet seating followed by a taper crimp 
will finish us off in grand fashion. All bullets 
should be seated on the cases as straight as 
possible and should not be done while the 
case is in the press. Because some presses 
have a slight tip backwards, there is the 
chance the bullet (or case) can shift in the 
shell holder causing the bullet to cant, ulti
mately ripping the case down the side as you 
progress into seating. 

NOTE All Remington Brass. Federal #100 Primers 

Final duties consist of setting up the taper 
crimper to push gently inward on the 
expanded case mouth. This combined with a 
nice tight bullet seat goes a long way towards 
the uniformity of ignition, resulting in not 
only a consistent velocity curve, but also 
perfect feeding of the weapon. 

With the final testing of the Beretta com
plete (see accompanying story) using an 
assortment of factory loads, it becomes 
pretty obvious that the perfect sequel to this 
would be handloads. But I'll make it more 
interesting. Since I will be going through 
about 15 different loadings, why not include a 
few other guns checking for not only func-

Co11tinued 011 page 58 

·compressed Charge Weight 

Leh to right: flared case with bullet; seated bullet; crimped bullet. 
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Attention! 
C((»M[ 11 ~J\l 

~ JH[((»i(O'f f.Jlt~ 
Now you can purchase the 

accessories you need in one 
convenient ;>lace . We offer : 

Kings Extended Salties 18.50 
Ambidextrous Saft1es-&wenson 40.00 

Colt 49.95 
Extended Slide Release 19.50 
Wilson Shok buff 6.35 
Wilson-Dwyer Group Gripper Govt. 22.95 

Comm . 27.95 
Wolff 18 'h lb recoil spring 4.50 
MK IV recoil spring 1.50 
Extended Magazine Release 17.50 
Micro ad1ustable sights 31 .50 
W1ch1ta ad1ustable sights 49.95 
Seleq self timer 154.95 
MMC Bar Cross fixed sights 29.00 
Mellett fixed sights 26.00 
Beavertail grip saft1es-Wilson 19.00 

Colt 23 .00 
Long Match Triggers 10.40 

3 lightening holes 16.50 
Magazines- Colt. blue 18.00 

Devel, 8 rds 16.95 
Flat Mainspring housing-Colt , eked . 23.00 

Colt. serrated 23.00 
Pachmayr 9.95 

Colt Barr~ll and Bushing sets 49.95 
Colt Commander Hammers 16.50 
Micro Bushing 9.50 
B1anch1 ' Askins Avenger " 35.00 
B1anch1 "Chapman Hi-Ride " 40.95 
Blocker "Security " (teflon lined) 35.95 
Blockl'' "X-16 " 26.95 
Rogers " Idaho Reloader " pouch 6.35 
Rogers E-Z load 6.35 
B1anch1 "clip grip " 19.00 
Blocker "double clip " 21 .00 

Rogers PPS Grips 22.95 
B1anch1 "Lightning " grips 21 .00 
Pachmavr "combat " grips 17.50 

Wilson Extended Recoil 
Spring Guide 28.00 

IPSC Hat Pins 6.75 

We have conside rable experience 
in pe rforming IPSC style modifica
tions . Inquire for details . 

We are a Colt's Warranty Repair 
Station and carry a wide variety 
of Colt Parts . l~~.u.i ~: for details. 

We offer a complete money back 
guarantee -· 

Forward Correct remittance in 
cash. check or M .0 . along 

with 10% or $2 .50 postage to: 
FREE CATALOG UPON REQUEST! 

8JH((0(() ~ 'KSI 
~ l(f.Pll~I4\Y 

622 5th 
Belle Fourche, SD 57717 

C.0.D . 's Welcome 
or call your Visa and Mastercharge 

orders to 
(605) 892-2822 

PISTOLSMITH DIRECTORY 
The Custom Pistolsmith Directory is the most comprehensive list of custom pistolsmiths we can 

put toge01er. During the compilation of this exhaustive list, we made every attempt to include as 
many pistolsmiths as possible. Tile list is open to any and all pistolsmiths who request being listed. 
Inclusion in the Directory is not an endorsement. Omission is not an indication of negative intent. 

Members of the American Pistolsmiths Guild are highlighted with the initials APG in their 
listing. Further information about the Guild may be obtained from: George Wessinger, Secretary 
APG, Dept. CPD, Rt.1, Box 40, Chapin, SC 29036. 

Those pistolsmiths who support the American Handgunner as advertisers are highlighted. 
For your convenience and ease of reading, codes are used to identify the specialties of the 

pistolsmiths. The codes are as follows: 

These codes identify the handgun specialties: 
CT= Colt 
SW = Smith and Wesson 
RU= Ruger 
TC = Thompson/Center Contender 
XP = Remington XP-100 

These codes identify the area(s) of specialization: 
PP=PPC 
IP= IPSC 
SL = Silhouette 
HT=Hunting 
PO= Police 
BS= Bullseye 

For best re~ults in obtaining custom pistolsmithing services, the Handgunner recommends that 
you contact several pistolsmiths to compare services and prices. 

This listing is for information only, and the Handgunner assumes no responsibility, stated or 
inlplied, for the work of any firm/individual listed. 

Alabama 

WALKER ARMS CO., Jim McCullough, 
Rt. 2, Box 73 , Selma, AL 36701, (205) 
872-6231. PP PO HT. CT SW XP TC 
Manurhin PP/PPKs. price list: $15. 

Arizona 

ACCURACY UNLIMITED Frank Glenn , 
16036 N. 49th Ave., Glendale, AZ 85306, 
(602) 978-9089. PP IP PO. CT SW. PPC; 
IPSC, Colt autos only. price list: FREE. 

COMBAT FIREWORKS, Robert Smith, 
6617 S. McKemy St. , Tempe, AZ 85283, 
(602) 839-0033. PP IP PO. SW RU CT. 
Police carry guns. price list: SASE. 

HAMMOND'S CUSTOM GUNS, Guy 
Hammond, 619 S. Pandora, Gilbert, AZ 
85234, (602) 892-3437 If. CT Compen
sator systems for Colts. price list: $2. 

H-S PRECISION, Tom Houghton , PO. 
Box 512, Prescott, AZ 863()<), (602) 445-
0607 SL HT. XP TC. price list: SASE. 

J&G SALES, INC., Richard Aldis, 442 
Miller Valley Rd. , Prescott, AZ 86301, (602) 
445-9650 IP PO. CT SW RU. Combat mas
ter conversion of .45 auto. price list: FREE. 

MOUNTAIN METAL, Wayne Brown , 
Kenyon Ranch Road , Tubae, AZ 85646, 
(602) 398-2741. SL IP PP PO HT BS. 
Combat autos. 

TRICKS AND TRIGGERS, Fred War
dell, Box 4132 New River St. I, New River, 
AZ 85029, (602) 465-7640. PP IP HT PO 
Certain machineguns. CT SW RU. Colt .45 
auto. price list: SASE. 

Arkansas 

J. MICHAEL PLAXCO, Rt. 1, Box 203, 
Roland, AR 72135, (501) 868-9787. IP OP. 
CT. Custom work on IPSC competition 
guns. price list: $1. 

WATSON'S .45 SHOP, Richard Watson, 
2057 Cline Ave., Fayetteville, AR 72701, 
(501) 442-2967. PP IP HT PO BS. CT SW 
RU. price list: $1. 

WILSON'S GUN SHOP INC. Bill Wilson, 
Rt. 3, Box 211-D, Berryville, AR 72616, (501) 
545-3618. PP IP PO BS. CT SW. Combat 
competition autos for IPSC. price list: $2.50. 
APG. 

California 

AUTO SHOP, Craig Wetstein, 8545 Wash
ington Blvd., Culver City, CA 90230, (213) 
836-0179. IP PO. CT. 45 accuracy, reliabil
ity. price list: SASE. 

BAIN AND DAVIS, John Harting, 307 E. 
Valley Blvd., San Gabriel, CA 91776, (818) 
573-4241. PP IP HT PO. CT SW RU XP 
TC. 357/44 Bain and Davis conversions. 
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BAR STO PRECISION MACHINE, Irv 
Stone, 73377 Sullivan Rd., Twentynine 
Palms, CA 92277, (619) 367-2747. Makers 
ofBar-Sto barrels. price list: FREE. 

BOB'S COP SHOP, Robert Perkins, 1586 
North E Street, San Bernardino, CA 92405, 
(714) 882-6548. SL PP IP PO HT BS. CO 
SW RU XP TC. Colt 45. price list: FREE. 

CHESIRE AND PEREZ DIST., Steve 
Deladio, 136E Walnut Ave. , Monrovia, CA 
92016, (818) 359-5345. SLIP PP PO HT BS. 
SW. S& W warranty service. 

DAVIS CUSTOM GUNS, Gil Davis, 3942 
Trust Way, Hayward , CA 94545, (415) 
887-4400. PP IP PO HT BS. CT SW RU 
TC. Windmaster PPC revolver. price list: 
SASE. 

DAVIS CUSTOM GUNS, Bill Davis, 2793 
Del Monte St. , W. Sacramento, CA 95691, 
(916) 372-6789. PP IP PO HT BS. CT SW 
RU TC. Windmaster PPC revolver. price 
list: SASE. 

DAVIS CUSTOM GUNS, Jeff Davis, 1176 
N. Knollwood Circle, Anaheim, CA 92801, 
(714) 952-2191. PP IP PO HT BS. CT SW 
RU TC. Windmaster PPC revolver. price 
list: SASE. 

DOC JONES HANDGUN SPE
CIALTIES, Charles S. Jones, 37908 29th 
St. East , Palmdale, CA 93550, (805) 
947-3526. SL HT PP. CT SW RU. Custom 
barrels. price list: FREE. 

DUNCAN'S GUN WORKS, Bud Duncan, 
1619 Grand Ave., San Marcos, CA 92069, 
(619) 727-0515. SL PP IP HT PO BS. CT 
SW RU TC XP. Restoration of Colt Single 
Actions. 

F. BOB CHOW'S GUN SHOP, Bob Chow, 
3185 Mission St., San Francisco, CA 94110, 
(415) 282-8358. PP PO BS. CT SW RU 
Browning. 

KEITH HAMILTON, PISTOLSMITH, 
Keith Hamilton , Box 871, Gridley, CA 
92948, (916) 846-2361. IP PO PP HT BS. 
CT SW RU. Colt 45s. price list: SASE. 

HOAG GUN WORKS, James W. Hoag, 
8523 Canoga Ave., Ste. C, Canoga Park, CA 
91304, (818) 998-1510. PP IP HT PO BS. CT 
SW RU. IPSC competition modifications. 
price list: FREE. 

JARVIS GUNSMITHING, Bill Jarvis, 
4418 Larkstone Cr., Orange, CA 92669, 
(714) 771-1412. PP IP. CT SW. PPC and 
Bianchi revolvers. price list: $1. 

JONES' FORT, Marshall Jones, 1600 E. 
Cypress Ave., #2 , Redding, CA 96002, (916) 
222-3223. SL PP IP PO HT BS. CT SW 
RU XP. Dan Wesson "Dan Smith" (S& W 
frame, DW barrel) . price list: FREE. 

KING'S GUN WORKS INC., Arnold 
Capone, 1837 W. Glenoaks Blvd., Glendale, 
CA 91201, (213) 956-6010. SL IP PP PO HT 
BS. CT SW RU TC XP Manufacturer of 
parts for .45 auto. price list: $2. 

LA FRANCE SPECIALTIES, Tim La 
France, P.O. Box 178211, San Diego, CA 
92117, (619) 293-3373. PO. CT SW RU. 
SWAT team weapons manufacture; combat 
weapons. price list: SASE. 

LEE'S RED RAMP INC., Lee Baker, 
7252 East Ave., Littlerock, CA 93543, (805) 
944-4487. SL PP IP HT PO BS. CT SW 
RU. Ruger target, re-bore, re-barrel. 

MAC'S .45 SHOP, Jirn McDonnell , Box 
2028, Seal Beach, CA 90740, (213) 
438-5056. SL PP IP HT PO BS custom 
prototype. CT SW RU. Colt45s; S&WPPC 
revolvers. price list: SASE. 

CUSTOM GERMAN LUGERS AND 
P-38S, John V Martz, 8060 Lakeview Lane, 
Lincoln, CA 95648, (916) 645-2250. 
Customizing Lugers and P-38s to various 
calibers; repair of Lugers/P-38s. price list: 
$4.50. 

NORTH VALLEY GUN SHOP, Charles 
Clemons, 3415 Silverball Rd . #4, Chico, CA 
95926, (916) 345-2928. PP IP HT PO BS. 
SW RU. Dan Wesson 357 Mag to 44 Super 
Mag. 

NYGORD PRECISION PRODUCTS, 
Don Nygord, Box 8394, La Crescenta, CA 
91214, (818) 352-3027. BS. CT RU TOZ, 
Walther, Fas. Olympic bullseye. price list: 
SASE. 

PACHMAYR GUN WORKS, Paul S. 
Liebenberg, Manager, 1220 S. Grand Ave. 
Los Angeles, CA 90015, (213) 748-7271. SL 
PP IP HT PO BS. SW CT RU. Specialized 
competition pistols for all disciplines. price 
list: FREE. 

POWAY GUN WORKS, Ken Johnson, 
13168 Poway Rd. , Poway, CA 92064, (619) 
486-0680. SL IP PP PO HT BS. CT SW 
RU TC. Colt45 accurizing and S&W action 
work. price list: FREE. 

ROBERT RICHTER, 5792 Vista de Oro, 
Riverside, CA 92509, (714) 788-0919. IP PO 
HT BS. CT SW RU. Mini-45 conversions. 
price list: $1. 

CHUCK RIES, GUNSMITH, Chuck 
Ries, 4234 Madison Ave., Culver City, CA 
90232, (213) 837-6858. PP IP PO BS. CT 
SW RU. Combat handguns. price list: $1. 

SCHLUTER'S GUNSMITHING AND 
SALES, Don Schluter, 568 6th Ave., San 
Diego, CA 92101, (619) 239-1386. PO. CT 
SW RU. Emergency service on duty 
weapons. 

MAC SCOTT'S GUNSMITH SER
VICES, A.M. "Mac" Scott, 880 Piner Rd. 
#50, Santa Rosa, CA 95401, (707) 546-
BANG. IP PO. CT SW RU. 45 autos and 
pin guns. price list: SASE. 

JOHN SPILBORGH'S CUSTOM GUNS, 
John Spilborgh, 1110 E de la Guerra, Santa 
Barbara, CA 93103, (805) 965-0702. PP IP 
PO BS. CT. Colt 45 customizing/accuriz
ing. price list: $2. APG. 
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SAS Leg 
Holster 

WITH THUMB BREAK 

This holster from 
SAW. is con struc
ted fro m Cordura 

Nylon. This hol-
ster is in use by 

major SWAT 
teams 
across the 
country. 

NOW 
AVAILABLE 
TO THE 
PUBLIC. 

ONLY 
$26.95 

Fits most large frame autos and revolvers 

S.A. W., Inc. 
P.O. Box 17211; Dept. M 4 

Nashville, TN 37217 
(615) 832-6359 

Add S3 50 Shipping & Handling Add1t1onal 
S1 95 for COD. orders Send $2.00 for our 
latest catalog. Mastercard a. Visa Accepted. 

IT'S BACK! 
r .... Original 

Dirty Harry@ 
Shoulder Holster 

For ALL 
HANDGUNS 

CATTLE BARON 
LEATHER CO .. Now 

Holds The Rights to this 
WORLD CLASS HOLSTER 

Marauder 
Black Model 

w Black 
Suede Lining 

WORN BY SHOOTERS IN OVER 21 COUNTRIES 
• HOLSTER & HARNESS made Entirely Of TOP
GRAIN LEATHER NO ELASTIC NO Split 
Cowhide is Used NO STRAPS VISIBLE 
ACROSS CHEST 

• HOLSTER Is Made From EXTRA HEAVY 
HAND SELECTED. TEXAS SADDLE LEATHER 

• HOLSTER Is Lined With GENUINE SUEDE 

•This Is THE ORIGINAL-Recommended As 
, The 'Best' By More Gun Writers Than Any Other 

Holster in The World 
•PRICES: 6-1 / 2" barrels or under $84.95 

7-1/ 2", 8" or 8-3/ 8" barrels $94.95 
10;' 10Y2" or 105/o" barrels $104.95 

CATALOG $3.00. Please add 5% to total of order for 
shipping and insurance. (Left·hand Models-NO EX
TRA CHARGE) DEALERS-send $3.00 and F.F.L. 

Credit Card Orders (512) 697·8900. 
Send check M.O. VISA or M.C. to: 

CATTLE BARON LEATHER CO. 
P.O. Box 100724 Dept. AH·1 , San Antonio, TX 78201 

BEWARE OF CHEAP IMITATIONS 
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H lf.~.c~22~.5S~t~~ 
Cott 17, S&W 25 and S&W 55 revolvers 
Allows s1orage m ammo bells & std. boxes 
Reusable 1ndehn1tely For a FREE sample. 
send a self-addressed, stamped envelope. 
(We now make full-moon clips.) 
Clip Prices: 25 for $4 99; 50 for $8 99 ppd. 

RANCH PRODUCTS. P.O. Box 145, Mahnta, OHIO 43S3S 

1 EDBROWN 
CUSTOM PISTOLS 

• 6" MAXI-COMP 
· 5" MINI-COMP 
• CARRYGUNS 

Send SI .00 for color poster 
and price list: 

ED BROWN 
BROWN'S Gun Shop 

Route 1, Box 153 
Perry, Mo. 63462 

Phone (314) 565-3261 

-STALWARTrM
woooEN 

LOADING BLOCKS 

Sizes available for 25ACP through 577 Nitro 
4 or more for $3.25 each. We pay shipping 

Order by cartridge or write for size chart 
Satisfaction Guaranteed 

-STALWART CORPORATION
Box 357 • Pocatello, ID 83204 

1 

~~n ,~~air, c~s;~~ ammo-maki~g, ~· IN ffMAf E 
sporterizing, custom-stocking, sales- ~ 

all are career possibilities for the expert. 
Everythi ng ex plai ned step-by-step so even a . 
beginner can follow ... plcnty of photos. diagrams. , f- ~~ 

~~::17:~~~~~ r~~ J~~~~~c~~~~ you .~~ -:. 
gau~es. fine gunsmilh's screwdrivers. \l..,._i~ . 
honing s1one. checkering tools. ba lli s1ics ~~~'-' 
calculato rs-plus ·ca1alogs. barga in bullet ins. "'~\\ ~ ·. 
req uirements for Federal Firea rms License. ~~'f.. i 1 

SEND FOR FREE FACTS ?-,: 1 

r N7rthA,;;i~ Sch;;;;j ;i-Fire°a7,;;s:0.,;;;'.° NHoBs ~ 
I 925 Oak Street. Scranton. PA 18508 
I Rush me mformat1on on how I can learn gun repair and how to open I 
I my own gun shop. No cost. No obligation . No salesman will visit . I 
I NAME AGE_ I 

ADDRESS-----------

: CITY/STATE/ZIP : 

L~~-2-------------J 
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EARL R. STROUP, PISTOLSMITH, 
Earl Stroup, 30506 L Flossmoor Way, Hay
ward, CA 94544, (415) 471-1549. SL IP PP 
PO HT BS. CT SW RU XP. Colt 45 auto. 

SWENSON'S .45 SHOP, Armand Swen
son, 3839 Ladera Vista Dr., Fallbrook, CA 
92028, (619) 928-5319. IP PO. CT. Manu
factures "Swensight" and Swenson safety. 
price list: $1. 

THE RELOADING BENCH, Tom Heller, 
1330 El Camino Real, Millbrae, CA 94030, 
( 415) 588-7441. German pistols, Lugers,' 
Walthers. Tuning and restoration; parts for 
Lugers, Walthers. price list: $1. 

Colorado 

300 GUNSMITH SERVICE, Fred 
Sadowski, Sr., 4655 Washington St. , Den
ver, CO 80216, (303) 295-2437. SL PP IP 
HT PO BS. SW CT RU XP TC. Dan 
Wesson, Charter. 

BOWER SHOOTING PRODUCTS, Don 
Bower, 1964 Lansing St., Aurora, CO 80010, 
(303) 343-9596. SL HT BS. XP TC. 
Custom cartridges and match chambers. 
price list: $3. 50. 

BUTLER'S GUN SERVICE, Tom Butler, 
7721 Linda Lane, Denver, CO 80221, (303) 
427-6555. PP IP PO. CT SW. Heavy bar
reled revolven1. 

FISHER CUSTOM FIREARMS, Don 
Fisher, 2199 S. Kittredge Way, Aurora, CO 
80013, (303) 755-3710. PP IP PO BS. CT 
SW CZ75. Colt conversion for IPSC. price 
list: $1. 

JAWBONES LTD., William C. Bidwell, 
1555 Abilene Drive, Broomfield, CO 80020, 
(303) 465-4820. IP PO. CT CZ-75, P35. 
price list: SASE. 

ROBERT A. MCGREW, 3315 Michigan 
Ave., Colorado Springs, CO 80910, (303) 
636-1940. SL HT PO. CT SW RU TC 
Browning. price list: SASE. 

CUSTOM GUNSMITHS, Dominic Dis
tefano, PE. , 4304 Friar Lane, Colorado 
Springs, CO 80907, (303) 599-3366. PO 
BS. CT . .45ACP1911. 

Connecticut 
COLT CUSTOM GUN SHOP, 150 
Huyshop Ave., Hartford, CT 16102. CT. 
Presentation work. price list: SASE. 

D.R. CORBIN, INC., Dale Corbin, 44 Old 
Middle Rd. , Brookfield, CT 06846, (203) 
775-2432.· IP PO BS. CT. Custom conceal
ment. price list: $3 . 

CAMPBELL H. IRWIN, Hartland Blvd., 
E. Hartland, CT 06027, (203) 653-3901. SL 
PP IP HT PO BS. CT SW RU TC. price 
list: $1. 

PHILIP BRUCE MAHONEY, GUN
SMITH, Philip B. Mahony, White Hollow 
Rd., RRI, Box 223, Lime Rock, CT 06039, 
(203) 435-9341. SL IP HT BS. SW CT RU 
XP TC. Colt .45 autos. price list: SASE. 

Florida 

ACCURATE PLATING, Bob Cogan, 1937 
Calumet St. #22, Clearwater, FL 33575, 
(813) 733-0923 . PP IP PO HT SL HT. CT 
SW RU XP TC. price list: SASE. 

BOZ CUSTOM GUNS, Jim Boz, 2933 
East Bay Drive, Largo, FL 33541, (813) 
531-7443. PP IP HT PO BS. CT SW RU. 
Custom 45s. price list: FREE. 

JACK'S GUNS & RELOADING, Jack 
Abene, 3911 W Waters Ave., Ste. 3, Tampa, 
FL 33614, (813) 932-8824. SL PO BS IP PP 
HT. CT SW RU XP TC. Custom 45 work; 
PPC. price list: SASE. 

KNIGHT'S ARMAMENT CO., Reed 
Knight, 1306 29th, Vero Beach, FL 32960, 
(305) 562-5697. PP IP PO. CT SW RU XP 
TC. price list: FREE. 

LOG CABIN GUN TRADERS, INC., 
Steven D. Rupert, 91 Hwy., 17-92, De Bary, 
FL 32713 , (305) 668-5401. IP PO. CT SW. 

SHERMAN'S CUSTOM GUNS, Walt 
Sherman, 9621 Rose Rd., Tallahassee, FL 
32304, (904) 878-9563. SL IP PP PO HT 
BS. CT SW RU. Sherman roller actions. 
price list: FREE. 

THE SHOOTIN SHED, Allen C. Stein
metz, 9565NW19 Place, Sunrise, FL 33322, 
(305) 741-9376. PP HT PO BS. CT SW RU 
Dan Wesson. Duty and serious combat set
ups. price list: $1. 

Georgia 

ALPHA PRECISION, Jim Stroh, Rt. 1, 
Box 35-1, Good Hope, GA 30641, (404) 458-
0477. PP IP HT PO BS. CT RU SW 
Beretta. IPSC auto conversions. price list: 
$2. APG. 

ED BANKS, Ed Banks, 2762 Highway 41 
North , Fort Valley, GA 31033, (912) 
987-4665. IP PO BS. CT SW. Scaled down 
.45s for police. price list: SASE. 

CUSTOM GUN GUILD, INC., Russell 
Kidd, 5091-F Buford Hwy., Doraville, GA 
30340, (404) 455-0346. SL IP PP PO HT 
BS. CT SW RU XP TC. 45 work for com
bat shooters. price list: $3. 

STRAHAN & SON, INC., Travis Strahan, 
Rte 7, Townsend Circle, Rionggold , GA 
30736, (404) 937-4495. PP IP PO BS. CT 
SW. Customizing for target shooting. price 
list: FREE. 

Rlinois 

BELL'S CUSTOM SHOP, Sherwin 
Tarnoff, 3309 Mannhiem Rd., Franklin 
Park, IL 60131, (312) 678-1900. SL PP IP HT 
PO BS. CT RU SW. Custom 45 work; 
patented '~uto-Port" system. price list: $1. 

C.T. BRAIN, PISTOLSMITH, Tim 
Brian, llOl Indiana Ct. , Decatur, IL 62521, 
(217) 429-2290. IP PO BS. CT. price list: 
$1. 
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CUSTOM GUN REPAIR, Bob Fink
beiner, Len Irlacher, 2908 W Route 120, 
McHenry, IL 60050, (815) 385-2W. PP IP 
HT PO BS. CT SW RU. Police "street legal" 
action jobs. price list: SASE. 

HALLOCK ENTERPRISES, Steven Hal
lock, 1207 Kirkwood Drive, Pontiac IL 
61764, (815) 844-7208. PP IP HT PO BS. 
SW CT RU. price list: SASE. 

RICHARD HEINIE, PISTOLSMITH, 
Richard Heinie, 821 Adams, Havana, IL 
62644, (309) 543-4535. IP PO. CT. Combat 
Colt pistols. price list: $1. APG. 

MID-AMERICA RECREATION INC., 
Miller Custom Guns, 1328 5th Ave. , Moline, 
IL 61265, (309) 764-5089. SL IP HT PO BS 
PP. CT SW RU. Beretta, Walther. price list: 
FREE. 

PETERSON GUNSMITHING, Harry L. 
Peterson, II20 Sanger St., Ottawa, IL 61350, 
(815) 434-0178. HT PO BS. CT SW RU. 

HAROLD SHOCKLEY, Harold Shock
ley, 204 East Farmington Rd ., Hanna City, 
IL 61536, (390) 565-4524. HT PO. CT SW. 

STEARNS GUN SALES, D.A. Stearns, 
202 N. Pershing, Box 411, Energy, IL 62933, 
(618) 988-8781. HT PO. CT SW. S&W 
revolvers. price list: SASE. 

SUBURBAN SPORTING GOODS, Don 
and Jim Beltrame, 1270 Winston Plaza, 
Melrose Park, IL 60160, (312) 344-0008. PP 
IP HT PO BS. SW CT RU. 45 autos. 

VILLAGE GUNSMITH, Wayne N. Hill , 
Sr., 403 15th Ave., East Moline, IL 61244, 
(309) 755-0551. PP PO BS. SW. 

Indiana 

GUTRIDGE, INC., Jack Gutridge, 2143 
Gettler St., Dyer, IN 46311, (219) 865-8617. 
SL IP PP PO HT BS. CT SW RU. price 
list: $1. APG. 

LOMONT PRECISION BULLETS, Kent 
Lomont, 4236 W 700 South, Poneto, IN 
46781, (219) 694-6792. Auto Mag; ballistics 
lab. price list: $1. 

Iowa 

HERITAGE GUNSMITHING, 127 Indian 
Ave., Forest City, IA 50436, (515) 582-2221. 
SL HT. RU TC. Custom barrel assemblies 
for TIC. price list: FREE. 

TOM'S GUN BLUING SHOP, Tom Vol
quartsen, Rt. 1, Carroll, IA 51401, (712) 
792-4238. SL PP IP HT PO BS. CT SW 
RU XP. Ruger conversions for target. price 
list: $1. 

Kansas 

DUANE A. HOBBIE GUNSMITHING, 
Duane Hobbie, 2412 Pattie Ave., Wichita, 
KS 67216, (316) 264-8266. SL IP PO HT PP 
BS. CT SW RU TC. 

Kentucky 

DEFENSE FIREARMS CONSUL
TANTS, Jim Higginbotham, RR 1, Box 
196A, Falls of Rough, KY 40119, (502) 
879-8830. IP HT PO. CT SW RU Brown
ing; BrenX. 

Louisiana 

CLARK CUSTOM GUNS, INC., James 
E. Clark, Rte. 2, Box 22A, Keithville, LA 
71047, (318) 915-0826. PP IP HT PO BS. 
CT SW RU. Clark Bowling Pin Models in 
.38 Super, 9mm, 45 ACP. price list: $1. 
APG. 

KEN EVERSULL GUNSMITH, INC., 
Ken Eversull, Box 8603 , Alexandria, LA 
71306, (318) 487-0823. PP IP PO BS. CT 
SW.APG. 

Maine 

LIBERTY ANTIQUE SIXGUN, Dave 
Chicoine, 19 Key Street, Eastport, ME 
04631, (207) 853-2327. SL PP HT PO. CT 
SW RU. Restoration of antique/obsolete 
S&Ws. price list: $5. 

Maryland 

MARYLAND GUN WORKS, LTD., 
Louis P. Ciamillo or William L. O'Rourk, 
26200 Frederick Rd., Clarksburg, MD 
20871, (301) 831·8456. SL PP IP HT PO BS. 
CT SW RU. Custom PPC revolvers. price 
list: $1. APG. 

Massachusetts 

GUNSMITH/DEALER, Dana W Spinner, 
9 Rip Van Winkle Way, Buzzards Bay, MA 
02532, (617) 759-5649. SL IP PO PP HT 
BS. CT SW RU XP TC. Actions. price list: 
$2.50. 

PRECISION SPECIALITIES, LTD., 
Fran Brown, 131 Hendom Dr., Feeding Hills, 
MA 01030, (413) 786-3365. PP. SW. PPC 
guns price list: $1. APG. 

Michigan 

ACCURACY ARMS, Mike Zaratzian, 3101 
Bloomfield Ln., Ste. llB, Auburn Hills, MI 
48057, (313) 852-7775. SL HT PO no semi
autos. CT SW RU XP TC. Unlimited sil
houette guns price list: FREE. 

THE SHO GUN SHOP, Richard Nott, 
26646 Five Mile Rd., Redford, MI 48239. 
SL PP IP PO HT BS. CT SW RU XP TC. 
Armorclad finish. price list: FREE. 

BACHELDER CUSTOM ARMS, 1623 
Chicago Dr. , Grand Rapids, MI 49506, (616) 
245-8749. SL PP IP HT PO BS. CT SW 
RU XP TC. Presentation work. price list: 
FREE. 

CLINTON RIVER GUN SERVICE, 
INC., Darrell Reed, 30016 So. River Rd., 
Mt. Clemens, MI 48045, (314) 468-1090. SL 
IP PP PO HT BS. CT SW RU XP TC. 
Metal fininshing. price list: FREE. 
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CORBIN 
BULLET SWAGE 
EQUIPMENT -
the basis for 90% 
of the wor ld's custom 
bullet business! Discover 
a new world: SEVEN BOOK LIBRARY ,if 
SWAGING 54 7 .50. Infomiation pack.$ I .00 . 

Tl·.'U.'/'110.\'/-.' 0/1/Jf.'/l.'i 11'/-.'/ .CO.llE ' 
(S03) H.!h·,').!JI ~ ~ 

~-=-

CORBIN 
PO Box 2659 
WHITE CITY.OR 

97503 

High Quality- Reliable Pistols 
Basic to Full House Competition 

Member American Pistolsmiths Guild 

Richard Heinie- Pistolsmith 
821 E. Adams 

Havana, IL 62644 

Please send $1.00 for Brochure 

I • YOU'RE DEAF 
Guns are NOISY and cause 

irreversible damage. 
You can save your hearing 
with Bilsom's protectors. 

Viking Ear Muff 
Highest rated muff available 
(29 NRR) Styled for comfort. 

Priced for value. 

Ask for Quality! Ask for Bilsom! A 
full range of hearing/sight 

protectors sold through leading 
gun shops. 

) B1hll)Tf) ® 

Bilsom International, Inc., 
11800 Sunrise Valley Drive, 

Reston, Virginia 22091 

"AS USED IN BIANCHI CUP" 
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ALLOW 12 TO 16 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY 

Th!ee, color coded buffing and polish· 
1ng surtoces to qu1cldy remove rust. 
mmor scrmches, nicks, burrs. and 
finish polish your firearm before 
re-blwng 
finish molch portmg lines on fioo 
cuslom handgun slacks 
Polish areas around mogozioo lips 
and wells 
flexible. non-loading, washable and 
durable 
Econorrncol spoce-oge mofenol lflof 1s 
sate and easy lo use 
Price $3 95 • 50 sh1pp1ng & handling 
Dealer & d1slnbutor 1nqumes 
welcorood 
Phone 1-800-521-6825 
In Mich (313) 852-8500 
GunlMI,'" Inc . 
2365 Avon lnduslnol Dr 
Auburn Heights, Ml 4805 7 

MILT SPARKS 
BOX 187 

* IDAHO CITY, IDAHO 83631 * 
(208) 392-6695 

HANDCRAFTED HOLSTERS 
AND BELTS FOR SERIOUS 
HANDGUNNERS, 
FEATURING PRACTICAL 
DESIGNS FOR 
COMPETITION AND 
CONCEALMENT. 

SEND $2.00 FOR OUR 
BROCHURE. 
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MAG-NA-PORT INTERNATIONAL, 
Larry Kelly, 41302 Executive Dr., Mt. Clem
ens, MI 48045, (313) 469-6727. HT PO BS. 
CT SW RU TC. Patented Mag-Na-Port 
process; combat mini S&W conversions 
price list: FREE. APG. 

MCDONALD PISTOL WERKS, Daniel 
E. McDonald, 205033 Five Points, Redford, 
MI 48240, (313) 533-6634. PP IP PO BS. 
CT SW RU. IPSC autos. price list: FREE. 

McDONALD PISTOL WERKS, Daniel 
McDonald, 20503 Five Points, Redford , MI 
27632, (313) 533-6634. PP IP HT PO BS. 
CT SW RU. IPSC. price list: FREE. 

RUPERT'S GUN SHOP, John E. Rupert, 
2202 Dick Rd., Fenwick, MI 48834, (517) 
248-3252. IP HT PO. CT RU TC. Hand
guns for hunting. 

SNAPP'S GUNSHOP, Robert Snapp, 69ll 
E. Washington Rd., Clare, MI 48617, (517) 
386-9226. HT. SW RU TC. Rebore/cham
ber S&W N frame to .44 Sp! and .45LC. 
price list: FREE. 

TRAPPER GUN INC., Lin "Trapper" 
Alexiou , 18717 E. Fourteen Mile Rd. , 
Fraser, MI 48026, (313) 792-0133 . PP IP HT 
PO. SW CT RU XP. price list: FREE. 

Minnesota 

GUNNERY INC., Chuck, Coe and Chuck 
Neise, 5605 W. 36th St. , St. Louis Park, MN 
55416 (612) 922-5141. PP IP HT PO BS. CT 
SWRU. 

Missouri 

BROWN'S GUN SHOP, Ed Brown, Route 
1, Box 153 , Perry, MO 63462, (314) 
565-3261. IP HT PO. CT SW. Maxi-Comp 
and Mini-Comp competition handguns. price 
list: $2. APG. 

TERRY K. KOPP PROFESSIONAL 
GUNSMITH, Terry K. Kopp, 13 Highway, 
Lexington, MO 64067, (816) 259-2636. SL 
PO BS IP PP HT. CT SW RU XP TC 
High Standard. Ruger Single Action con
versions. APG. 

NU-LINE GUNS, Gary L. Robison, 1053 
Caul.k's Hill Rd., Harvester, MO 63303 , 
(314) 441-4500. SL PP IP PO HT BS. CT 
SW RU XP. Revolver caliber conversions. 
price list: FREE. 

POWER CUSTOM, INC., Ron Power, 
Box 1604, Independence, MO 64055 , (816) 
833-3102. PP PO. SW RU. Stainless steel 
customizing; Grand Master Deluxe. price 
list: FREE. APG. 

THE GUN SHOP, R.D. Wallace, Star 
Route 1, Box 76, Grandin, MO 63943, (314) 
593-4773. Trigger/timing; handmade 
obsolete parts; engraving. 

C. WARD CONVERSIONS, Chuck Ward , 
P.O. Box 610, Raymore, MO 64083, (816) 
525-4767. PO. SW. S&W 629 conversion. 

Montana 
CANNON'S GUNS, Andy Cannon, Box 
357, Main Street, Victor, MT 59875, (406) 
642-3937. PP IP HT PO Bianchi Cup 
revolver. CT SW RU. S& W K and L 
frames. price list: FREE. 

Nebraska 
CYLINDER AND SLIDE SHOP, Bill 
Laughridge, 515 East Military, Box 937 , 
Fremont, NE 68025, (402) 721-4277. PP IP 
PO BS. CT SW RU. Browning Hi-Power. 
Colt 45; Browning Hi-Power. price list: $2. 

G.H. GUN SHOP, Greg Hepp, 310 Norris 
Ave., McCook, NE 69001, (308) 345-1250. 
SL PP IP HT PO BS. SW CT RU XP. 
IPSC/combat/Bowling Pins. price list: 
FREE. 

New Hampshire 
KILHAM AND COMPANY, Benjamin 
Kilham, Main St., Box 37, Lyme, NH 
03768, (603) 795-4112. SLIP PP PO HT BS. 
CT SW TC. Compensated 45s. price list: 
FREE. 

VIC'S GUN REFINISHING , Victor 
Strawbridge, 6 Pineview Dr., Dover Point, 
NH 03820. (603); 742-0013. SL PP IP HT 
PO BS. CT SW RU XP TC. Satin Ni
chrome/rebluing. price list: FREE. 

North Carolina 

BAITY'S CUSTOM GUNWORKS/ 
DUNCAN GUNS, Leonard L. Baity, 414 
2nd St., North Wilkesboro, NC 28659, (919) 
667-8785. PP IP HT PO. CT SW RU TC. 
price list: $5. 

JEFF'S GUN REPAIR, Jeff Virginia, 1707 
E. King St. , Boone, NC 28607, (704) 
264-6430. SL PP IP HT PO BS. CT SW 
RU XP. PPC/IPSC conversions. price list: 
SASE. 

MULLIS GUNCRAFT, Brent Mullis, 3518 
Lawyers Road East, Monroe, NC 28110, 
(704) 283-8789. SL PP IP HT PO. CT SW 
RU XP TC Dan Wesson. Action tuning/ 
accurizing. price list: SASE. 

North Dakota 

CW SPORTS, Collin Weisz, RRl , Box 70, 
Underwood, ND 58576, (701) 442-3501. IP. 
Revolvers. Ruger. price list: $1. 

New Jersey 

ARMAMENT GUNSMITHING CO., 
INC., Lewis Maciocia, 525 Route 22, Hill
side, NJ 07205, (201) 686-0960. HT PO BS. 
CT SW RU Dan Wesson. 

JOE K'S, INC., Joe Kassay and Jim Arbes, 
100 Louisa St., South Amboy, NJ 08879, 
(201) 727-4844. PP IP PO BS. CT SW RU. 
price list: $1. APG 
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JAMES R. STEGER, GUNSMITH, 
James Steger, 1131 Dorsey Pl. , Plainfield , NJ 
07062, (201) 756-9244. PP IP HT PO BS. 
CT SW RU. PPC revolvers; IPSC modifica
tions. APG 

New Mexico 

JIM & PHWS GUNSMITHING, Jim 
Craig, 700 1st Street, Unit 753, Alamogordo, 
NM 88310, (505) 434-1388. PP IP PO HT 
BS. CT CW RU. Colt 45 linkless comp 
guns. 

BARRY MOWRY'S CUSTOM HAND
GUNS, BJ's Sporting Goods, 513 San Mateo 
N.E., Albuquerque, NM 87108, (505) 
255-9259. SL IP PO BS PP HT. All 
revolvers, autos. Cut down Redhawks. price 
list: FREE. 

R.E. SMOKY ILL, GUNSMITH, Smoky 
Ill, 4418 Central Ave. SE, Albuquerque, NM 
87108, (505) 255-8695. SL IP PP PO HT 
BS. CT SW RU. 45 ACP; S&W 

Nevada 

THE ACCURACY DEN, Vern S. Jucnke, 
25 Bitterbrush Rd. , Reno, NV 89523, (702) 
345-0225. SL HT Handgun benchrest. SW 
RU TC. TIC Contender customs in VJR 
calibers. 

New York 

G.B. DAVIS JR., Clinton Road , Bedford , 
NY 12110, (914) 238-5519. IP PO. Beretta, 
H&K, SIG. Military, covert ops. price list: 
FREE. 

Ohio 

KOHUTH'S CUSTOM HANDGUNS, 
Bill Kohuth , 3937 Risher Road , Youngs
town, OH 44511, (216) 783-0950. IP PO BS. 
CT. Custom 45s. price list: SASE. 

THE PISTOLWORKS, Bob Mackovick , 
64 Spring Garden, Boardman, OH 44512, 
(216) 758-8031. SL PP PO. SW RU Luger. 
S& W "short action" conversion for PPC. 
price list: FREE. 

SSK INDUSTRIES, J .D. Jones, Rte. 1, 
Della Dr., Bloolningdale, OH 43910, (612) 
264-0176. SL HT. XP TC. Hunting hand
guns. price list: 40C. APG 

Oklahoma 

PRICE COMBAT GUNS, Bud Price, 119 
Commerce St., Commerce, OK 74339, (918) 
675-4688. /P PO. CT. Browning Hi-Power. 
price list: FREE. 

Oregon 

ALLEN'S SPORTING GOODS, Newton 
E. Allen, 1091 Shafer Lane, Medford, OR 
97501, (503) 772-3391. PP IP PO. CT SW. 
IPSC Colts. 

B. WITT GUN WORKS, Carl Witt, 4020 
Ridgelane, West Linn , OR 97068, (503) 
656-6186. PP IP PO. CT SW RU. All IPSC 
modifications. price list: SASE. 

GEORGE F. LONG, PISTOLSMITH, 
George F Long, 914 Rouge River Hwy., Ste. 
F, Grants Pass, OR 97527, (503) 476-7552. 
PP IP HT PO. CT SW RU XP. NRA 
Action Pistol; XP-100 to .17 caliber for var
mints. price list: SASE. APG 

PAUL J. SHUDICK, PISTOLSMITH, 
Paul J. Shudick, 234 N. Laguna, Klamath 
Falls, OR 97601, (503) 883-2827. SL PP IP 
HT. CT SW. Bull barreled PPC guns. price 
list: $1. 

Pennsylvania 

BAER CUSTOM GUNS, Les Baer, Sr., 
1725 Minesite Rd., Allentown, PA 18103, 
(215) 398-2362. SL PP IP HT PO BS. CT 
SW RU XP TC. Custom 45s with Comp II 
system. price list: $1. 

BEAVS BULLETS, Robert Beal, 170 W 
Marshall Rd ., Lansdowne, PA 19050, (215) 
259-1220. CT SW RU Browning . .40 BBI 
Python conversion. price list: SASE. 

BEHLERT CUSTOM GUNS, Austin F 
Behlert, RD 2, Box 36C, Route 611 North, 
Pipersville, PA 18947, (215) 766-8680. PP IP 
PO BS custom holsters. SW CT RU 
Beretta, Browning. price list: $2.5. 

JIM GARTHWAITE, PISTOLSMITH, 
Jim Garthwaite, Jr., RD 2, Box 310, Watson
town, PA 17777, (717) 538-1566. PP IP PO 
BS. SW CT RU. Pro-Comp custom Colts. 
price list: FREE. 

W.R. MOORE, Box 17252 , Pittsburgh, PA 
15235. PP IP HT PO BS. SW CT RU. IPSC 
and duty weapons. price list: $1. 

PERSONAL PROTECTION SYS
TEMS, Aron S. Lipman, IOI Pittson Ave., 
Scranton, PA 18505, (717) 343-7352. PP IP 
PO. CT SW RU. Custom carry guns. price 
list: $3. 

JACK WEIGAND, PISTOLSMITH, Jack 
Weigand, 341 South Main Road, Mountain
top, PA 18707, (717) 474-9804. IP. CT. 

South Carolina 

WESSINGER CUSTOM GUNS AND 
ENGRAVING, George Wessinger, Rt. l, 
Box 40, Wessinger Rd. , Chapin, SC 29036, 
(803) 345-5677. PP IP HT PO BS. CT SW 
RU. Colt Python DA work; custom engrav
ing. price list: $1. APG 

South Dakota 

SHOOTIST SUPPLY, John Cook, 622 5th 
Ave., Belle Forche, SD 57717, (605) 
892-2822. PP IP HT PO. CT SW RU. 

Tennessee 

BOWEN CLASSIC ARMS, Hamilton S. 
Bowen, P.O. Box 67, Louisville, TN 37777,' 
(615) 984-3583. SL PP IP HT BS. CT SW 
RU. Caliber conversions for Redhawk/ 
Blackhawk. price list: $2. 

SMALL ARMS WEAPONRY, 141 
Donelson Pike, Nashville, TN 37211. (615) 
889-0862. IP PO BS. CT SW RU. price list: 
$2. 
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FOR WINNERS 
ONLY. 
Reduce recoil 40°/o 
with newAuto-PortTM 
Only $99! u s : T.4.534 ,264 

--. 
THERE IS NO 
SUBSTITUTE 

• FOR GOOD 
I ENGINEERING. 

Auto-Port reduces recoil without loss of 
accuracy, reliability or significant muzzle 
velocity. 

Whatever form of shooting, Auto-Port gives 
you the competitive edge. 

Auto-Port is a patented development of Bell's 
Custom Shop, one of the country's premier 
specialists in combat modifications for the IPSC 
and PPC competitor. 

No FFL is required to send your pistol to us for 
customizing. Allow two weeks for the standard 
Auto-Port treatment. Visa and American Express 
accepted. 

For complete technical data including test 
reports by an independent engineering firm, 
send $1. We'll refund it with your first order 

AUTO-PORT™ 
United States Patent 4.534,264 

Bell's Custom Shop 
3315 Mannheim Road 
Franl<lin Park, IL 60231 
(312) 678·1900 

PROBABLY 

f;f&1:sT* 
~ 
SHOULDER 
HOLSTER 
IN THE WORLD 
Golden Tan or Black 

4 WEEK ·DELIVER Y 
BY AIRMAIL 

USED THE WORLD 
OVER TO GUA RD 
ROYALTY, PRESIDENTS 
A D HEADS OF STATE 

* HOLSTER HANDCRAFTED FROM SELECTED 
TOP GRADE ENGLISH SADDLE LEATHER 

* FULL GENUINE SUEDE LINING 
* 3-WAY ADJUSTABLE SOFT LEATHER HARNES.S 

AND SURGICAL ELASTIC BACK-STRAP 
*H AND BLOCKED TO ACTUAL HANDGUNS 
* REAR RETENTION LOOP WITH 1-WAY SNAP 
*CHOICE OF CYLINDER OR REAR SIGHT 

CUTOUT. 

PRICES: RIGHT HAND MODELS 
4" Barrels (minimum)$70.00 ONLY. Sorry, no left hand. 
6H - 6 }7 .. Barrels $76.00 When ordering, state MAKE 
8" 8'%" Barrels $82.00 & MODEL of WEAPON , 
FOR BLACK ADD $1 0.00 CALIBRE. BARREL LENGTH, 
Please add 10% for AIRMAIL whether CYLINDER or REAR 
Po" and HandBng. SIGHT CUTOUT PREFERRED. 

Send $2.00 for full colour catalog ue. 

Send Checks, M .0.s co. HORSESHOE LEATHER PRODUCTS, 
THE COTTAGE, SHAROW, 
RIPON HG4 5BP, ENGLAND. 

THE ROLLS ROYCE OF 
SHOULDER HOLSTERS 
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I 

CHOOSE A WINNER 

American 

When ordering 
by mall : 

Qlilde, hand 
cralted, fully lined, 24 
bljllet loops. Prompt 
stiipment. Up to S'h'' 
bbl length - $69.95. 
7'h'' bbl . length -
$74.95. New ! 10Y2' ' 
bbl. length - $77.95. 
Send $2.00 for 
catalog. Dealers 
please inquire. 

Specify waist 
size, gun 
make, bbl. 
length & 
caliber. 
Texas 
residents add 
Sales Tax. 

AMERICAN SALES & MFG. 
BOX 677, LAREDO, TX 78040 

METAL 
FINISHING PRODUCTS 

Buffers, Belt Grinders, Band 
Saws, Buffs, Compounds, Abrasive 

Belts, Mlcarta, Exotic Woods, Books, 
Blades, Rivets, Pinning Materials, Bar 
Stock, K & G Bluing Salts , and new 
Turkish Damascus. 

P.O. Box 13522 
Arlington, TX 76013 
Phone 817 /27 4-1282 

KNIFE & GUN 
FINISHING SUPPLIES 
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rm:t~nm 
: EARN MORE - LIVE BETTER: 
: The ever-growing held ol Locksmithing otters 1 
: you unlimited opportunities lor good pay 1obs or : 
1 big prolils 1n your own bus1nes5 II s easy Do 1 
: real 1obs · earn while you learn Men or 1 

women Tools and Materials Supplied Lie • 
State ol N J Free booklet Opportunities in 

1 

Locksmllhmg" No salesman will call 
TRAIN AT HOME -

EARN EXTRA$$$ RIGHT AWAY! 
LOCKSMITHING INSTITUTE 
Div. Commerical Technical Institute 
Dept. 091-016, 1500 Cardinal Drive, 
Little Falls . N.J . 07424 

ame 
• Address .. 
• • ···--·-··-········ ........ • 

Texas 

THE BULLET HOLE, Roger D. Pratt, 
25602 1-45 N., Ste. 104, Spring, TX 77386, 
(713) 367-8816. SL PP IP HT PO BS. CT 
SW RU. Combat revolvers/autos. price list: 
SASE. 

D&J GUN REPAIR, DarreU Douglas, PO. 
Box 2295, Athens, TX 75751. PP IP HT BS. 
CT SW RU. Custom 45 ACP and Ruger 
handguns. price list: FREE. 

FERRIS FIREARMS, Greg Ferris, 1827 
W Hildebrand, San Antonio, TX 78201, 
(512) 734-0304. SL IP PP PO HT. CT SW 
XP TC. Competition 45s, pin guns. 

FRESHOUR MFG. CO., R.L. Freshour, 
1914-l5th Ave. N, Texas City, TX 77590, 
(713) 945-7726. SL PP PO IP HT. SW RU 
XPTC. 

GREIDER'S CUSTOM 45 SHOP, Bob 
Greider, 4625 Carrie Ann Lane, Abilene, 
TX 79606, (915) 698-2006. IP PO BS. CT. 
IPSC pin guns. price list: FREE. 

THE GUN SHOP AT KICKAPOO, Jim 
Barr, PO. Box 147, FM 19, Frankston, TX 
75763 , (214) 876-3505. SL JP PP PO HT 
BS. CT SW RU XP TC. price list: SASE. 

COMPETITIVE PISTOL SHOP, John 
Henderson, 5:333 Palmer Dr., Ft. Worth, TX 
76117 , (817) 834-8479. SL IP PP PO BS. 
SW RU CT. price list: FREE. 

DON JUDD .45 ACCURACY JOBS, Don 
Judd, P.O. Box 50366, Midland, TX 79710, 
(915) 694-3628. SL IP HT PO BS PP. CT 
SW RU Browning. Colt .45 ACP price list: 
SASE. 

REEVES C. JUNGKIND, Reeves 
Jungkind , Box 4087, Austin , TX 78773, 
(512) 442-1094. PP PO HT. CT. Jungkind 
DA on Colt Python. price list: $1.2. 

KING'S ARMORY, Richard King, 3005 
Monties Lane, Arlington, TX 76015, (817) 
265-0118. SL HT. XP. King tube sight for 
silhouette. price list: SASE. 

GLENN MARTIN CUSTOM 
GUNSMITHING, Glenn Martin, 514 E. 
Main , Robstown, TX 78380, (512) 
387-9755. IP PO BS. CT. Super forged 
magazine well on Colt 45s. price list: SASE. 

MIKE'S GUNSMITH SHOP, Michael 
Ray Watkins, 918 84th St., Lubbock, TX 
79423, (806) 745-1269. SL PP IP HT PO 
BS. SW CT RU XP TC. Compensated 
Bianchi Cup revolvers. price list: SASE. 

KEN STARNES, GUNMAKER, Ken 
Starnes, R. l , Box 269, Scroggins, TX 
75480, (214) 365-2312. IP PO SL HT PP BS. 
CT SW XP Browning. price list: $1. 

WALTERS INDUSTRIES, Dave Walters, 
6226 Park Lane, Dallas, TX 75225, (214) 
691-5150. JP BS. CT. price list: FREE. 

BETTER SHOOTING ........... . 
i th th is improved 

cost Aluminum Grip 
ADAPTOR. For Colt, 
S & W ond Ruger D.A. 
Revolvers. DURABLE, PRAC
TI CAL-E ASY TO INSTALL. 
THREE ATTRACT IVE FINISH COLORS. 
POLISHED or BLACK $6.00; GOLD $6.50 

--- TYLER'S TRIGGER SHOE 
Durable light weight cast aluminum for Colt, S & W 
and many other morlern pistols, r ifles and shotguns. 
POLISHED or BLACK $4.50; GOLD FINISH $5.00 
AT YOUR FAVORITt DtALtK OR ORDER DIRECT . Send 
make & model of gun. No C.O.D.'s plea se. Add $1.00 
for Shipping Charges. Ful ly Guaranteed. Genuine 
Stag-Wood & Synthetic Gun Grips. Lee Loaders
Bullet Molds - Gun Accessories. Buck Knives - Hand
made Holsters & Belts. Leather & Clarine . 

New! IVORE~ GUN GRIPS 
MELVIN TYLER MFG. AND DIST. 

1326 W. Brillon Rd. • Oklahoma City, Okla . 73114 
al free 0 -654-841 Outside Oklahoma 

California 
Challenger 
Many new products 
for practical pistol 
shooters and law 
enforcement. Send 
$1.00 for current 
catalog. 

PaL Pend ......_ 

VISA or MasterCharge Accepted. 

~.$ftll"*1. Davis Leather Company 
I ~ 3930 Valley Blvd. Unit F 
.& J. Walnut . CA 91789 (714) 598-5620 

r:. ,\ \ 
\ ~?Cc .. u11tt,R 

• I I NEW - · EXCALIBER · 

Seat by hand 

WAX PELLETS 
• No gun powder ot loading tools are needed. 

Shotgun primers provide 1he power. Pellets 
and primers are loaded m10 re-usable brass 

cases w.th finger-pressure only. 

• Accuracy to 25 feet (2Y.i .. group). 

• Speed-appJoxunately half 1he velocity of 

factory ammo. 

Specify caliber: 38 spl 9mm luger 

.4 5 L.C .. 45 ACP .380 41 mag .44 mag. 

• 500 Wax Pellets w/6 cases $12.96 

• 1 00 Wax Pellets w/ 6 cases $8.00 

Special WHpon• Catalog S 1.00 

M & M ENTERPRISES, DeptAHG 
P.O. BOX 64. ISLAND LAKE. IL 60042 

815/455-3403 
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U.S. INTERNATIONAL, Bill Wiseman, 
3600 Old College Road, Byron, TX 77801, 
(409) 846-3990. SL PP HT PO. CT SW 
XP. Manufacturer McMillan pistol/rifle bar
rels. price list: FREE. 

Virginia 

FRED'S GUN SHOP, Fred Schmidt, 5904 
Signal Hill Rd., Mechanicsville, VA 23lll, 
(804) 746-9269. SL JP HT PO PP BS. CT 
SW RU. Short cylinder conversions PPC 
guns. price list: $1. APG 

Vermont 

GREEN MOUNTAIN GUNSMITH, Paul 
Larochelle, 20 Sunny Hill, Springfield, VT 
05156, (802) 885-5838. PP PO. SW. Under
cover security guns; duty guns. 

Washington 

GUNWORKS, Ray Ketcham, 160 Dryke 
Rd . , Sequim, WA 98382 , (206) 683-6832. 
JP PO. CT RU SW. l911Al Colts for carry. 
price list: FREE. 

MICHAEL J. KONTOS, 417 N. Huber 
Ct., E. Wenatchee , WA 98801, (509) 
884-7683. PP IP HT PO BS. CT SW RU. 
.45 auto modifications. price list: SASE. 

ROBERTS CUSTOM GUNS, Greg 
Roberts , 4778 N. Monkey Hill Rd ., Oak 
Harbor, WA 98277, (206) 675-3421. PP IP 
HT PO BS. CT SW RU. Revolver work; 
bull barrels. price list: FREE. APG 

THE SIGHT SHOP, John G. Lawson, 1802 
E. Columbia Ave. , Tacoma, WA 98404, 
(206) 474-5465 . IP PO BS. CT SW Llama, 
Star. Restore Lugers, Nambus; combat 
pistols. price list: $1. 

SPOKHANDGUNS, INC. , Vern D. Ewer, 
PO. Box 370, Benton City, WA 98932, (509) 
588-5255. SL PP JP HT PO BS. S&W 
revolvers; Ruger SAs; combat autos. 

Wisconsin 

ARMAMENT SYSTEMS AND PRO
CEDURES, Donald Roegner, Box 356 , 
Appleton , WI 54912 , (414) 731-8893 . PO. 
SW. Combat modifications to S&W autos. 
price list: $2 . 

PIDCOCK'S GUN SHOP, Thomas Pid
cock, 13 W Geneva St., Elkhorn , WI 53121, 
(414) 723-2235. PP JP HT PO BS SL. SW 
CT RU XP TC Browning. 45s; sniper 
rifles. price list: $2 . 

Late Entry 

MARVEL CUSTOM GUNS, Alan C. 
Marvel, 3922 Madonna Rd., Jarrettsville, 
MD 21084, (301) 557-7270. PP, IP, PO, BS. 
CT, SW, RU. Colt autos. price list: FREE. 
APG. 

Canada 

UARQUEBUSE LA CLINIQUE DU 45, 
Lucien Serandour, 1432 Rougemont, Cham
bly, Que, Canada J3L2L8, (514) 658-ll44. SL 
IP PP PO HT BS. CT SW RU XP TC 
Browning. APG. 

THE LEWIS LEAD REMOVER 
32 H+R MAG SATISFACTION ::-:_ ======~ 

GUARANTEED ' • ~!T~~ ~W~G~; ~CKE~~ H~L~~ ~~ $11.75 ,, 
Rcvol\ cr Cleaning Kn . Rcmmc.., lc<1d ing from Forcing Cone. 
C) lindcr. and Bar rel. Ava ilable in eithe r 38-41-44-45 cal. Brn"'~ 

cloth patc hc.., (PL 10) $2.30. O rde r d in.:<.: t or from )Ou r dea le r. 
Chc1.: I.. or Moncy Order plu!<> $1. 50 po..,tagc & handling. 

ANO SOF T P T . 75 TO :05 GRA J '~ S . 

SO L D ERED COAE AV A I L AB L E IN 75 A"-1 0 
80 GRAIN . BREN ;o AV A !L ABLE 501' " · 
YOUR S ATISFACTION IS OUR TAF1;E- . 

J&J CUSTOM BULLET ~ GUN SPECIALTIES. INC. 
~ P.O. Box 31 College Par~. Georgia 303 _,~ PO BO X 2029 A EL CA.JO~ CAL I FOA r~ I A 9202 

We dare you 
to compare. 
If you were to pay 1 /3 more, fill the primer 
feed one at a time, remove the automatic 
index and remove the 4-tube case feeder 
from the Lee Progressive 1000-only then 
could you compare it to the Dillon 550. 

WORLD'S FASTEST RELOADING PRESS 

e Sends1.00foryour16-page 
catalog jammed full 

of reloading bargains! 

LEE PRECISION, INC. BOX 147 4275 HIGHWAY U HARTFORD WISCONSIN 53027 

/'" 
ADVERTISING, SUBSCRIPTION 

OR EDITORIAL QUESTIONS? 
CALL US FROM YOUR COMPUTER 

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER is now equipped 
to handle incoming communications from our 
readers and advertisers through Telex, Free-
dom Network, ITT or ODD Direct Distance 
Dialing. Our numbers are listed below; let us 
hear from you. 
Carrier HG Number HG Answerback --
FN 3719083 VONROSEN SDG 

ITT 4971359 VONROSEN SDG 

DOD (619) 297-8447 VONROSEN SDG 

RCA 291648 VONROSEN SDG 
System not interactive at present. Please leave message 

' and we will res_Q_ond as soon as _Qossible . ~ 

I= n l....____1 ___ 
1 

_____. 
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GECO<Pistol and RevolverCartridges 

Accuracy. Reliability. Power. Consistency. These PISTOL 
are the qualities which have made GECO pistol 
and revolver ammunition a by-word for quality 
throughout the world. Over the years GECO has 
earned an unsurpassed reputation among hand
gun users, both for target and practical shoot
ing, as well as in the vital area of self-defense. 

25 Auto 6 35mm 49gr FJ 
32 Au o 7.65mm 73gr. FJ 
.380 Auto 9mm short 94gr FJ 
9mm Luger Parabellum 124gr. FJ 
9mm Police (9mm Ullra) 94gr FJ 
45 ACP 231gr. FJ 

Their precise, powerful and uniform function , REVOLVER 
due in no small part to the benefits produced by 

32 
S&W L 

100 
we 

th~ incorporation of the world famous Sinoxid 38 Spec ~~~gr. L~~d RN 
primer, ensures that GECO can meet - and beat 38 Spec 148gr. we 
- the demands of the most discriminating 357 Mag 158gr. HP 
marksmen. 

Dqnamil Nobel ~ ~ (@) DYNJ\MIT NOBEL OF AMERICA 1Nc. 

105 STONEHURST C OURT NORTHVALE. N. J . 07647 

RELOADING 9mm 
Co11ti1111ed from pof(e ./9 

tioning, but also velocity and accuracy as 
well . Aside from the now tired Beretta, I 
called on my Smith and Wesson Model 469 
and a trusted fr iend, my target tuned Brown
ing P-35 . The 92F and 469 would be used for 
velocity readouts (long and short barrels), 
and Browning with its crisp trigger and Bo
Mar sights fo r acc1:1racy potentials. 

Testing startr,d from the lightest to heaviest 
bullet weights. With a morning as clear as 
glass, the chronograph was set up, targets 
were positioned at the normal 25 yards and 
guns adjusted on a solid pistol rest. Recoil 
was noticeably stiffer in the short barreled 
Smith and Wesson 469 than in the 92F, as was 
muzzle blast especially with compressed 
loads. 

For velocity readings, a glance at the 
graph will reveal a number of diffe rent things 
of value to the handloader. For one, the 
lighter bullets had more of a velocity spread 
than their counterparts. This leads me to 
believe bullets in the 88 to 95 grain range 
could be more sensitive to small variations in 

357/44 B & D 
CONVERSIONS 

S&W 27-28- Ruger 357-9mm 
TC Contender-Ruger Red Hawk 

BAIN & DAVIS 
307 E. Valley Blvd. San Gabriel , CA 91 776 

818-573-4241 o r 213-283-7449 

--MASSAD F. AYOOB'S-----~ 
"STRESSFIRE" 
At lost! The first volume of Mossed Ayoob 's long awaited series on " Gunfighting for Police: 
Advanced T octics and Techniques." 
" STRESSFIRE" is the result of Ayoob's years of research about what actually happens in 
gunfights. 
Learn how stress and adrenalin affect the mind and body, ruining conventional shooting 
techniques under pressl.lre . . . and how new techniques actually feed off that pressure to 
make you perform better under stress! 

$9,.95 

"IN THE GRAVEST EXTREME" 
SECOND AMENDMENT FOUNDATION calls it " Must reading for anyone who keeps o firearm 
for self defense." "Should be a mandatory purchase for anyone buying a gun." (Shooting 
Industry Magazine). ' 'One of o kind.'' (LAW & ORDER). '17 chapters of streetwise Information 
that every gun owner needs. Ayoob pulls no punches!" (GUNS Magazine). "I learned more 
about use of deadly force from this book than I did in low school.' ' (Practicing attorney) 
This book teaches YOU how to use deadly force without being ravaged by a criminal justice 
system that often seems to favor the lawless over the lowoblding. 

$7.95 

Plus $2.00 postage and handling 
--------------POLICEBOOKSHELFP.O. Box122, Concord,N.H.03301-------------
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STRESSFIRE $9.95 _ _ 

IN THE GRAVEST EXTREME $7.95 _ _ 

Shipping and handling $2.00 __ 

TOTAL ENCLOSED 

Name ___ ___ ___ ___________ _ _ ___ __ _ 

Street ___ ___ ___ ___ _ ___ _ _______ _ __ _ 

City ___ ___ _ _____ _ ___ _ ____ ____ _ _ _ 

State ___ ___ ___ __ Zip _ ______________ _ 
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powder charging. Accuracy did not seem to ' 
suffer,' which to me has been somewhat of a 
problem with these bullets traveling at a 
much higher velocity. Usually lighter bul
lets -either rimfire or centerfire, pistol or 
rifle-never seem to group as tight as slower 
moving, heavy bullets. But here, as you can 
see, we were pretty much on par with the 124 
to 130 grain samplings. 

Still referring to the chart we can learn 
how one gun shoots with all bullet weights. 
By tracking the accuracy potentials and 
velocity with the Browning we can see while 
it likes bullets in the 88 to 95 grain size, 
groups started to increase as we approached 
lOO; then ll5 grains. While it did not favor the 
115 grain projectile to any particular degree, 
it did approve of them as the velocity 
increased to over 1300 fps . As noted, the 
charge weight was compressed, yet the gun 
handled w,ell with no pressure signs in evi
dence. Except as noted below with load 
number ll , groups sizes decreased as bullet 
weight increased. Charting a gun in this mat
ter soon brings out the best in both firearm 
and handloader. And while my loads do show 
a good cross section of loading the 9mm 
Luger, PLEASE START AT LEAST 5 % 
LOWER IN CHARGE WEIGHTS, WORK
ING UP FROM THERE. 

Handload number ll with the Speer 124 
grain bullet functioned poorly to the point of 
sluggish operation in the Beretta. The slide 
did not come back with the usual snap associ
ated with other loads indicating to me that 
Bullseye is starting to run out of steam and 
should turn over the reins to either Olin's 
WW231 or Unique. This can be proven by 
looking at numbers 12 and 13 where accuracy 
and velocity has been boosted up signifi
cantly. So, in light of this, for my personal 
usage, I would use Bullseye, WW23 l and 
Unique in light, medium to heavy and heavy 
bullets in that order. 

Even though my editor said to "stay away 
from revolvers and sub-machine guns," the 
temptation was too great and out came the 
Smith and Wesson Model 547 . The record 
clearly shows that revolver velocities very 
closely matched or even exceed autopistol 
velocities despite a cylinder gap. In fact only 
15 fps separated the two which is remarkable 
because (1) the revolver does have a .004" 
gap and (2) a four inch barrel. 

At the 259th round I had a failure to feed in 
the Model 469. Checking the piece I noticed 
the slide did not quite make it home suggest
ing it was the fault of the gun, not the 
ammunition. With the gun on safe, closer 
inspection revealed there was a buildup of 
debris sufficient enough to cause a slow 
return into battery. A quick squirt of oil made 
the slide close with authority. For the statisti
cian out there I came up with a less than a 
0.33 % probability of a failure to feed (in 300 
rounds) with a well-used gun. A properly 
maintained piece, from my experience, rates 
0.00 % if strict reloading practices are 
adhered to. 

If you want to get to the nitty-gritty, yes we 
did gleam a large fraction of accuracy from 
the handload vs. factory loads debate. As I 
recall , factory fodder gave us (in the Beretta 

The Stackpole 
Shooter and Collector Bookshelf 

Featuring the latest and most complete 
information available from leading arms 

and shooting experts! 

NEW! 
Police Handgun Manual 
How to Get Street Smart Survival Habits 
by Bil/Clede 
Hardcover, $11.95, 128 pages 
"A very worthwhile book, with lots of information 
in few pages. Good reading for any otticer, or 
civilian, who feels the need to improve his un· 
derstanding of shooting for real and surviving 
the experience." - Police Marksman 

"The type of book I wish I'd been issued 
when I first picked up the badge." - Massad 
Ayoob, Lethal Force Institute. 

NEW! 
Beretta Automatic Pistols 
The Collectors & Shooter's 
Comprehensive Guide 
byJB. Wood 
Hardcover, $19.95, 192 pages 
The 1st and only English-language book de· 
voted entirely to the world-famous Beretta, in
ternationally recognized expert J.B. Wood 
traces the history of the Beretta from the model 
1915 through the present. The US military iust 
named Beretta its standard sidearm and this 
book appears at a perfect time to answer any 
questions about the origins and technology of 
this popular gun. 

NEW! 
The Springfield 1903 Rifles 
by Lt. Col. William S. Brophy 
Hardcover, $49. 95, 617 pages 
The illustrated story of the design, devel· 
opment, and production of all the models, 
appendages and accessories of the gun con
sidered one of the finest military rifles ever 
made. This lifetime work of the rifle's premier 
authority, is extensively documented with 1500 
rare photos from private collections and will 
stand for all time as the definitive work on the 
1903. 

NEW! 
Parker. America's Finest Shotgun 
A Stackpole Classic Gun Book 
by Peter H. Johnson 
Hardcover, $1795, 272 pages 
For 20 years, only a fortunate few have been 
able to obtain rare, out-of-print copies. Now a 
new generation of collectors and shooters can 
get a comprehensive look at one of the rarest 
and finest shotguns in history. If you can't get 
your hands on a Parker, this book is the next 
best thingl 

NEW! 
Steindler's New Firearms 
Dictionary 
by R.A Steindler 
Hardcover, 320 pages 
A completely revised and updated version of 
the best selling first edition complete with over 
200 photos and illustrations. The definitive refer
ence for shooters, collectors, gunsmiths, and 
professionals who need to know all the latest 
terminology and technology of all firearms. 

Small Arms of the World, 12th 
Edition 
by Or. Edward Clinton Ezell 
Hardcover $49. 95, 896 pages 
If you don't have this one yet you could save 
with this special otter. 

"I can recommend Ezell's new magnum opus 
most highly and without hesitation:' 
- Peter Kokalis 

Complete Book of Target Shooting 
by Wes Blair 
Hardcover, $24.95, 416 pages 
A lifetime of proven techniques packed into a 
sound, comprehensive book on all aspects of 
target shooting- equipment, positions, mental 
attitude, and competition. Rifles, pistols. air· 
guns, and shotguns, from silhouette to trap & 
skeet all in one practical volume. 

------------------------------------------------------~ Please send me the books that I have listed below. I understand that when I order·1 book at full 1 

price I can have a 2nd at a 10% discount, a 3rd at a 20% discount and 4th book at a 30% 
discount. If I am not completely satisfied , I may return any book within 30 days in original 
packing. D Enclosed is my check or money order. D Please bill my credit card 

Book 2 (10% off) ---------

Book 3 (20% off) ---------

Book 4 (30% off) ----------

0 VISA 0 M.C. 0 AM. EX. Exp. Date __ 

Card No.-----------
Please include $2.50 shipping & handling for 
1st book and 50¢ for each additional book. 
PA residents add 6%. Credit card orders may 
call 1-800-READ-NOW. Gift certificates are 
available for the shooter on your gift list. 

Mail orders to Stackpole Books 
Department AH. P.O. Box 1831. Harrisburg. PA 17105 

------------------------------------------------------~ 
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NEW WORLD'S RECORD 
SET IN HIGH-SPEED 

HANDGUN SHOOTING 
with Pachmayr Grip · Adapters 

$ _:::.:.--"' 
Sgt. Joe Walsh, a 16-year 
veteran of the Morris County, 
New Jersey Sheriff's Department broke Ed McGivern's 
51-year old, two-gun speed and accuracy record using 
Pachmayr Grip Adapters on his S&W revolvers. On 
October 12, 1983, Sgt. Walsh fired IQ-shots in 9/lOths of 
a second simultaneously from two S&W revolvers. All 
ten shots were placed within an area of two, 2.5 x 3.5-
inches playing cards from a distance of 15 feet. The 
1985 Guinness Book of \Vorld's Records officially cer
tified Sgt. \Valsh's outstanding feat with a Record 
Certificate for establishing a new Trick Shooting 
record! 

Expert shooters, like Sgt. Joe ·watsh, discovered years 
ago that Pachmayr's professionally-designed Grip 
Adapter with its wide, shallow curve, provides a more 
uniform gripping surface, better control and improves 
accuracy potential. Easy to install and available for 
practically all popular caliber revolvers. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

8ROWNELLS, Inc. ROUTE 2 BOX 1 
MONTEZUMA, IOWA 50171 

article) an average of2.82". Handloads tal
lied up 2.70", which you may say is not a 
heck of a big gain, but remember the distance 
at which I fired was more than doubled and 
falls right into my personal criteria of31h- to 
4-inch groups for defensive purposes. 

The guns performed like champs. The 
Beretta was never cleaned from the initial test 
report, and using the same magazine from 
the onset we see a total of close to 700 + 
rounds without a bobble. The 469, aside 
from that one problem and a louder bark did 
me proud as I carry this piece into the big city 
off and on, instilling still greater confidence 
in me with this weapon. Finally, the Brown
ing came through with flying colors deliver
ing accuracy befitting an autopistol. 

In perusing a copy of Handloading 
Ammunition, a 1926 edition by J .R. Mattern , 
I came upon a table that shows the 9mm 
Luger being loaded to a velocity of 1039 fps 
with a 124 grain bullet. Today, factory 
ammunition is still only loaded to around mo 
fps. Handloading, on the other hand, can see 
the benefits of a net gain of about 17 % in 
muzzle velocity with an appropriate rise in 
energy with the same bullet in an autopistol. 
And we can do it safely. 

And to me, this is what 
reloading is all about. 

READY FOR REDl-SET 
Co11ti1111ed from page 22 

of using eye protection. Firing several hun
dred rounds at the targets resulted in only 
blemishes on the paint, which shows the 
impact point of each round. The bullets 
included hard-cast, jacketed hollowpoints, 
and full-metal jacketed types. 

A test with the original Redi-Set, with 
target disc made of the same quarter-inch T-l 
plate, showed that it would take very heavy 
impacts. The T-l is recommended for pistols 
at normal pistol shooting ranges, and .223 
rifle at 100 yards or more. This checked out in 
practice, and a comparison target of boiler 
plate showed penetration from the .223 
rounds at 100 yards, but the Redi-Set showed 
only marring of the paint. At 10 yards, 
impacts with a Grizzly pistol, using 
Winchester hardball at over 1400 fps, pro
duced very slight dimples. Lesser calibers 
only marred the paint. 

The targets are designed for calibers 9mm, 
.38 Special, and up. The momentum of a .22 
LR, for example, is too small to cause more 
than a slight rocking motion, even when fired 
from a rifle, with higher velocity. A hit on the 
head causes it to fall backward with a loud 
"clang", giving both a visual and auditory 
cue. Dropping the sights to the central plate 
causes a lever to set the head upright again. 

The best technique for activating the tar-
gets with rounds of marginal power is to aim 
for what Steve Doughty, President of Redi
Set, calls the "sweet zone." This is the upper 
half of the target plate, where the impact has 
more leverage to move the plate. Mid-range 
.38 Special wadcutters are marginal, and the 
shooter has to work harder to get a reaction 
from the target. 
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There are no springs, buffers, chains, 
ropes, or hydraulic components to fail. A 
simple hinge holds the head , and a pivot arm 
and lever <jSSembly on the back of the central 
plate controls the swing and re-sets the head . 

TED BLOCKER'S CUSTOM HOLSTERS 
"MATCH MASTER" 

There are two ways to use the targets: set 
directly on the ground, or on top of a DEA 
stanq, named because it was designed 
according to the requirements of the U.S. 
Drug Enforcement Administration , which 
specified a chest-level target. The DEA stand 
is 32 inches high, made of angle iron which 
will stand repeated impacts although it's not 
hardened as are the target plates of the Redi
Set. The DEA stands weigh 40 pounds, and 
several of them will nest together, to fit in the 
trunk of a full-size car or in the back of a 
smajl pick-up or station wagon. 

This holster has been in the making for 
well over a year at the request of Mike 
Dalton and Mickey Fowler. The most 
complained about problem in a compe
tition holster has been all the leather be
hind the trigger guard forcing the Nothongbeh•ndtngger 

shooter to either go around or over this guard, allow•ng qu•cker 

obstacle to obtain a shooting grip. Our access and shochng grip. 

new "Matchmaster" holster eliminates Ad1ustable ten5'on dev•ce 

this and many other problems by using welded •n back to prevent 

some of the features of our ever popular turrnng . 

P.P.C. holster, such as folding the hol- 1s gauge steel hned. Deeper and w•der Slghttrack 

ster from the back and placing the tension device just under the trigger guard making it much more effective. 
Stitching the welt in front creates a much deeper and wider sight track. We have also used our four screw 
belt slot system which secures the holster to the belt. This holster can be used either cross draw or strong 
side. It can also be ordered with no angle or butt forward on special request at no additional charge. Rigs 
are available for the following guns: Colt Commander. Government model , Gold Cup, Brng. H.P. , Guns 
with Compensators, 6", 6Vi' and 7" guns. 

MATCHMASTER PRICE LIST 

The Redi-Sets are simply designed, prac
tical targets that are useful for both com
petitive and casual shooters, and which give 
visual and audible cues when hit. They're 
rugged, maintenance free, and the only atten
tion they require is repainting to show fresh 
impacts. Their lightness and small dimen
sions make them very conveniently portable, 
a plus value for the shooter without a perma
nent range facility. Further information about 
Redi-Set can be obtained by writing Redi-Set 
Targets Inc., Dept. AH, P.O. Box 23084, 
Jacksonville, FL, 32241. Or call to place your 
order at (904) 262-0638. The DEA stand 
retails for $65 (plus $20 shipping); Redi-Set 
original is $59.95 (plus $20 shipping) PPC 
model is $125 (plus $15 shipping) ~ 
and IPSC model is $145. ~ 

Complete Rig as pictured. .. .. .. .. $126.95 Holster ... .. • ... .. .. . . . . . . $69.95 

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS 
Please include exact waist size, gun make and model, barrel length and all other modifications. State 
whether magazine pouches are to be worn on right or left side. 

California residents add 6% sales tax. All orders must add 5% for shipping and handling. Send cashiers 
check or money order. You may use MasterCard, Visa or American Express when ordering directly from 
Ted Blocker. Please include card number and expiration date. No C.0.0. 

22 CAL. PELLET 
FIRING 

SEMI-AUTOMATIC 

Ted Blocker's Custom Holsters 
409 West Bonita Ave. 

San Dimas, CA 
(714) 599-4415 

ONLY $495 

10 ROUND
SIDE MOUNTED CLIP 

~ACHl~E 
PISTOL FREE: Target and 50 Reusable Pellets 

Not Sold in New York City-No Permit Required 
This rapid fire 22 Cal. "Commando" type 
machine pistol looks like the famous hard
hiqjng weapon so popular with combat attack 
groups. This side mounted, detachable, ten
round clip sprays pellets into the target as fast 
as you can pull the trigger. Only $4.95 plus 95¢ 
for postage and handling. Complete satisfaction 
guaranteed or your money refunded. NY resi
dents please add applicable sales tax . 

r--------------.: 
I GUARANTEED DISTRIBUTORS , Dept. 499AZ66 

County Road 687, Hartford , Michigan 49057 
I Yes, please rush me my 22 ca liber pellet-firing Semi-Automatic Machine 
I Pistol. Also include my FREE target and 50 reuseable pellets. I'm en

closing $4.95- the complete purchase price-plus 95q: for postage and 
I handling. If I'm not completely sa tisfied you'll refund my money right 
I away. 

-, 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

Name 

Address 

GUARANTEED DISTRIBUTORS, Dept. 499AZ66 I 
Cqunty Road 687, Hartford, Michigan 49057 1 

City 

State 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Zip 
NY residents please add applicable sales tax . I 
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LaRocca Gun Works, inc. 
Basic Street 
to Full House 
Competition 

For the highest reliability, quality 
& craftsmanship. Let us work with 
you to design and customize 
your gun. 

ALL WORK GUARANTEED 

Home of the Rock-Well Mag Funnel 

51 Union Place 
Worcester, MA 01608 
(617) 754-2887 

New! Beeman P1 Magnum Air Pistol 
Makes You a Better Pistol Shooter! 

At last' A high pow
ered air pistol that 's 
also the perfect fire
arm trainer . It was 
designed with all the features impor-
tant for firearm training . The modest rearward 
recoil simulates true firearm recoil. You can 
maintain the " feel " of your firearm because Colt 
.45 or wrap-around rubber grips fit on the P1 . 
Best of all , it costs only about 1 ~ per shot to practice 
with the P1 - considerably less than shooting a firearm' 

The P1 is the world 's only dual power spring-piston airgun. It 
reaches velocities up to 600 fps on high power, making it the 
world's most powerful air pistol. (350-400 fps on low power). 

If not available from your local dealer, order direct. 
Sugg. Retail 

$189.50 

Send for Adult Airgun Catalog/ Guide, reg. S2, FREE with ment ion o f code HG 1. Include S1 fo r full 
co lor firearm information and/ o r Used Gun List. All ow 4-6 weeks for deli ve ry. Fo r 1st c lass mail 
add an add1t1onal $1 for each item. $3 fo r overseas delivery. 

(I Beeman Precision Arms, Inc. 
47-HG1 Paul Dr., San Rafael, Calif. 94903 
U.S.A. (415) 472-7121 24 hours-7 days 

•John 

Complete 
gun on 

new Colt 

Shaw of 
Memphis 
wonthelPSC 
Champion-
ship in 1980 & $ 1,22250 

1981 using one of these models. 
Dealer inquiries invited. 

WRITE O R CALL 
FOR ADDITI ONAL INFORMATION 

James C. Clark 
PISTOLS MITH 

Rt 2 Box 22A 
Ke 1thv1lle. Lou1s1ana 7104 7 

(3 18) 925·0836 

AYOOB FILES 
Co111i1111etl from page 39 

engine block between his body and incoming 
fire. 

Another shotgun blast erupts from near the 
Maverick, and Kaas hears a second 20-gauge 
rifled slug whistle past him. Life and mind go 
into slow motion for the trooper. He sees his 
wife and son in his mind, and visualizes the 
bulletin on the board back at District 15 head
quarters, the one from the Troopers' Lodge 
soliciting contributions for the widow and 
child of slain Trooper Kenny Kaas. 

And then, his mind turns to survival. He 
leans out the open left door, using the hood as 
a shield, his feet braced inside the car so his 
legs won't be targets outside. He leaves the 
gun in his left hand, even though he's not a 
southpaw, because this is the way he was 
taught to shoot around a left side barricade, 
and he has reverted to being a creature of his 
training. 

He knows he's outgunned, but his own 
shotgun, a Winchester Model 12 with a 20" 
barrel, is locked in the trunk of his car. To get 
to it, he'll have to crawl over the radios and 
out the right front door, then run around the 
back, under fire. He doesn't think his 6'2" , 
255 pound frame can make it in time. His 
grip tightens on the 9mm pistol. 

Kaas pops his head up, looking for a shot, 
and sees the suspect running down the 
opposite side of the Maverick for cover. Kaas 
fires twice. One of his bullets strikes the left 
rear door and ricochets up inside the door 
channel. The other strikes the fender just 
behind that door, but lodges in the car uphol
stery. Kaas is firing the special Illinois State 
Police load made by Federal, a dish-nosed 
95-grain soft point at 1400 fps from his four
inch barrel. It was never made for shooting 
through cars. 

The trooper begins to wonder how many 
shots he has left; he has lost count of the 
number of rounds fired. One hand reaches to 
his belt, but there is no magazine. For 10 of 
his years on the job, all troopers carried a 
spare 9 mag on a pouch sewn to their 
crossdraw flap holsters, but when they'd gone 
to straight draw a year before, no provision 
had been made for spare ammo. Kaas had 
bought his own mag pouch and carried it 
until recently, when a Major at inspection had 
ordered him not to wear anything he wasn't 
issued. He now kept the pouch in the front 
seat, and Like the radio mike, it had disap
peared during the violent jouncing of the high 
speed pursuit. A box of 50 Federal 9mm 
rounds is in the trunk with the shotgun. He 
knows what's left in his gun is all he has to 
fight for his life. 

And now, there's no more time to think 
about it, because the assailant has crawled to 
the front of the car where the cover is even 
heavier, and pops up, firing. Kaas ducks as 
the slug whistles overhead, and now he tries 
to jump up and return fire before the assailant 
can pump his shotgun. 

BAM! The shotgun spits another slug, and 
Kaas ducks again, thinking, "How can the 
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guy pump a shotgun that quick?" Like many 
officers, Kaas' training is limited to his own 
issue service handgun and 12-gauge pump 
shotgun. He is not familiar with autoloading 
shotguns, and doesn't know his opponent is 
armed with one, a Winchester Model 50, nor 
does he know that the weapon he faces is a 
20-gauge, from which recoil recovery is 
almost instantaneous. 

Kaas returns a shot, just pointing, looking 
over the slide as he fires. The bullet has no 
effect. 

And now the opponent is on the offensive, 
rounding the back of the Maverick and mov
ing toward Kaas with a terrifying expression 
on his face, the shotgun held belly high. A 
few fast steps, and that gun muzzle will be at 
the trooper's head. 

Kaas is consciously aware that since the 
slide hasn't locked back, he has at least one 
shot left. It has to count. For the first time in 
the shootout he aims carefully, watching the 
front sight, and squeezes the trigger. 

CRACK! The crazed look of menace on 
the attacker's face is replaced with an 
expression of acute surprise. And he pitches 
face-forward to the asphalt. 

Kaas' eyes flash to his own pistol. The slide 
is still forward , so he knows he has at least 
one shot left. The gunman lies motionless, 
but his finger is still inside the trigger guard , 
and the muzzle of his weapon still points in 
the direction of the squad car. 

The big trooper carefully exits the vehicle 
and makes a circle around behind the fallen 
criminal. With the 9mm in his hand and 
pointed at the suspect's head, he pulls the 
weapon away from him, backpedals toward 
the squad car, and secures the gun there. 

Only now does Kaas become aware of the 
many witnesses, Belvedere townspeople who 
have pulled over to see the shootout in pro
gress. Tunnel vision had blocked his view of 
them before. He can find no pulse on the 
downed man, and thinks, "He's dead." 

Ken Kaas has, against all odds, won the 
shootout. Now, the part he's never been pre
pared for begins. As he at last finds the red 
ISPERN microphone and radios for help, he 
hears bystanders saying, ''All right! The 
trooper shot Olaf!" Kaas has no way of know
ing that the fallen gunman, Olaf Olson, 21 , is 
a violent criminal who has terrorized many 
of the local citizens, since Kaas had only 
recently been reassigned to this area of the 
district. He only thinks, "They're congrat
ulating me for killing a human being. What's 
wrong with these people?" The same emotion 
will recur later when innumerable police 
officers ask him, ''Why didn't you shoot him 
again in the head when you got up to him?" 
Kaas will reply indignantly, "Look dammit, 
I'm an llinois State Trooper! We aren't mur
derers, and we don't give a guy a coup de 
grace in the head because we're mad at him. 
The thing was over, and he wasn't able to 
shoot at me anymore. I wasn't there to exact 
vengeance. That's not our job." 

Backup troopers and paramedics arrive. A 
spark of life is found in the would-be 
copkiller. He will survive the instantly-stop
ping high velocity pistol wound that has all 
but disintegrated his liver. As surgeons fight 

_Advantage Grip System competition proven 

by MICKEY FOWLER 
"The Advantage Grip System was part of my 
equipment I used to win the Bianchi Cup and 
the Steel Challenge. Its screw on weighted 
grip reduces recoil by 17%, allows quicker 
sight picture alignment and speeds up shot to 
shot recovery." 

New impro ved Advant age Gr ip Syste m co mpl ete with 
checkered walnu t stocks. $46.00 - Add $3.00 postage and 
handling. Californi a residents add 6 1h% Sa les T ax. I ship 
immediate ly upon receipt of money order or certif ied check 
Allow 2 weeks for al l other checks to clear. Dealer inquiries 
in vited. Write for addit ional 1nformat1 on. broc hure and 
mathematrcal calculations to prove the recoil reduction. 

P.O. BOX 828. WHITTIER, CA 90608 (213) 695-4134 

for Olson's life, Kaas will remain at the scene 
and in interrogation rooms for six hours after 
his shift ends, explaining and re-enacting the 
shooting again and again. Nothing in his 
training has prepared him for other cops 
reading him his Miranda rights, as if he was 
the criminal. When he finally does get home, 
no one calls. "It's sort of eerie," he will say 
later, bitterly. "You find out you're really sort 
of by yourself. .. . A trooper in that situation 
has no rights. You ask yourself over and over, 
'Did I do everything right? Was there any
thing I could have done better?' As it hap
pened, I hadn't done anything wrong - I got a 
valor award out of it, and was completely 
exonerated of any wrongdoing- but a lot of 
things go through your mind when you find 
yourself being investigated like that." 

Upon his recovery, Olaf "Butch" Olson 
was tried and convicted of aggravated assault 
and attempted murder, and sentenced to 27 
years in prison. Trooper Kaas returned to 
patrol in District 15. 

LESSONS 
Good cover and good training saved Ken 

Kaas' life that day in Belvedere. His training 
in weak-hand barricade shooting had been 
minimal , but returned to him when he needed 
it. Kaas would tell me later, "What happened 
to me (is) not something you can really be 
mentally prepared for. It's the Illinois State 
Police training that carries you through ." 

Subsequent to the incident, Kaas immedi
ately strapped his spare magazine pouch back 
on, and as a result of the shooting, ISP soon 
issued clip pouches to all 1700 of their troop
ers and made wearing of spare ammo man
datory once more. Kaas also made a point of 
riding with his shotgun in the front seat with 
him. 

The 9mm ammo currently carried in the 
Model 439 service pistol that replaced Ken's 
Model 39 is a special copper-jacketed, ll5-
grain Winchester hollowpoint loaded to+ P+ 
velocity per the ISP's specifications. It should 
have better penetrating capabilities in tactical 
barricade situations than the special Federal 
load . Kaas was the first to use that 95-grain 
softnose in a shooting, though the one-shot 
stop characteristics it exhibited on Olson 
would remain in evidence every subsequeht 
time a trooper shot an offender with it. 

There were failures on the part of both 

men to recognize the capability of the oppo
nents' weapons. Kaas came close to being 
shot because he did not recognize the 20-ga. 
autoloader his opponent was firing, and did 
not realize how rapidly an accurate second 
shot could be fired from it. 

At the same time, Olson supposedly 
explained to his attorney while recovering 
from his wounds, that he did not understand 
how the trooper could have shot him. He is 
alleged to have made the statement, "I swear 
to God, he fired all six shots." Olson had 
apparently been unaware that Illinois troop
ers carried eight-shot automatics instead of 
six-shooters. The bullet that hit him in the 
midriff and neutralized him was Kaas' sev
enth shot. It is believed that Olson was count
ing the trooper's shots, and that after having 
taken cover so well earlier in the fireftight, he 
emerged from cover only because he 
believed the officer he faced had only an 
empty revolver. 

Kaas' Smith & Wesson 9mm auto gave a 
good account of itself in the firefight. While, 
typically, the first shot fired double-action 
with a heavy pull missed, five of the follow
ing six rounds fired single-action struck pre
cisely where the trooper was aiming. Kaas 
described himself to this writer as a non
shooter and average marksman, whose only 
experience and training with guns was what 
he was given by the llinois State Police. His 
hit potential probably would have been far 
lower with a conventional service revolver, 
and it is most doubtful that, even with speed
loaders, he could have reloaded between his 
sixth shot and his decisive seventh one as the 
would-be murderer loped toward him across 
a short 50-foot distance with an automatic 
shotgun in his hands. Incidentally, several 
boxes of 20-gauge rifted slugs and buckshot 
were found in the gunman's vehicle. 

Kaas' suffering in the wake of the incident 
marks a classic case of post-shooting trauma. 
He felt himself abandoned and persecuted for 
having done his job. It was the late George 
Huizenga of FOP Troopers' Lodge 41 who 
was most helpful, getting him in touch with 
lawyer Ed Coleman who assured him that he 
and the Lodge would not allow him to be 
persecuted for what hetl had to do. Since that 
time, the ISP has included post-shooting 
trauma help for officers in the "police stress" 
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MONOGRIR 
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• Fine welding 

If you demand professional 
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ALPHA PRECISION, INC. Dept. 01 

PO. Box 65 I Good Hope. GA 30641 I (404) 458-0477 

program set up for them by Bob MacDonald 
and Patricia Kelly. 

The Kaas incident underscores a point of 
combat shooting technique, as well. Those 
who carry automatics should learn not to 
dump the magazine in the pistol until their 
other hand is on the fresh one. Kaas had 
reflexively reached to his hip for the spare 
clip he used to carry, and found it gone; had 
he ejected the magazine first , he would have 
been armed only with a single-shot pistol that 
even then could not have fired, due to the 
S& W magazine disconnector safety. He 
almost certainly would have been murdered 
by Olson, who might then have gone on to 
slaughter the witnesses. Kaas' instinctively 
good gun handling saved his own life, 
and probably the lives ~ 
of others. ~ 

The author wishes to thank Trooper Ken 
Kaas, Illinois Troopers' Lodge #41 (FOP), the 
Illinois State Police, and former Superinten
dent R. J. Miller for their assistance in mak
ing this research possible. 

CROSSFIRE: S.A. 
Continued from pol(e 28 

achieved in short periods of time. For those 
individuals with only moderate small arms 
training, or those low in coordination , the 
choice of a double-action revolver may be the 
safest choice. Sadly, only the most pro
gressive police agencies and gung-ho indi
viduals search out proper training for 
carrying and using sidearms well. The 
notion that the DA pistol is somehow better 
for those with a limited desire to become 
proficient with sidearms is hardly the case. 
The DA pistol is much more complex to use, 

. and I find in training that those shooters using 
the DA pistol have much more gun handling 
skills to master. 

One of the most difficult areas to overcome 
is the visual concern for the appearance of the 
cocked and locked pistol in one's holster. The 
mere sight of the hammer back on one's 
blaster causes some people to panic. I note 
with interest some of those that are most 
vocal about the cocked hammer of my Con
dition One .45 auto go off to the woods 
during hunting season with the hammer 
cocked and the safety engaged on their favor
ite shotgun or deer rifle. Since the hammer is 
inside the shotgun or rifle receiver, and out of 
sight, they feel little concern for their safety. 
Out of sight, out of mind. 

The proper technique for the cocked and 
locked pistol is to grasp the weapon with the 
firing grip, finger straight outside of the trig
ger guard, thumb on the safety with the man
ual safety engaged. Only as the pistol comes 
up on target does the safety become disen
gaged and the finger enters the trigger guard 
to press the trigger at the last phase of the 
firing stroke. If this technique is used, the 
cocked and locked SA pistol is extremely 
safe as well as efficient. This firing process 
must be instilled in training and followed 
each time the weapon is fired . What one does 
in training, one will do under stress. If proper 
training is not going to be part of the individ-
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ual's firearms program, then the more com
plex DA pistol is even more concern. The old 
standby DA revolver will remain the basic 
American police sidearm for this reason. 

I know of two police officers who due to a 
series of bad events found themselves dis
armed of their sidearms. Both pistols were 
cocked and locked Ml911 .45 autos. In both 
cases the malefactors of justice tried to shoot 
the lawmen with the officers' own .45 auto. 
Neither criminal knew how to engage or 
disengage the manual safety. As hard as they 
tried, they could not shoot the police officers. 
A comment made to me later by one of the 
officers was that had he been carrying a DA 
revolver or auto, the end result may have 
been much different. As popular as the Ml911 
or P-35 pistol may be, only the most skilled 
shooters utilize the cocked and locked mode 
of carry. Few street creeps are aware of this 
Condition One application. 

If moderate firearms training programs 
are the norm, the cocked and locked SA 
pistol may not be the ideal choice. I will 
watch with interest the results of the U.S. 
military adoption of the Beretta M92F pistol 
and their attempts at making the U.S. soldier 
proficient with the DA auto pistol. Don't be 
surprised if the U.S. military continues to 
carry the DA auto with an empty chamber, 
and loaded magazine. 

When it comes to top professionals and 
their choice in sidearms, the SA auto pistol 
carried cocked and locked remains the favor
ite. IPSC, LAPD Swat, FBI Hostage Rescue 
Teams, and the British SAS all carry pistols 
in their holsters that have the hammer cocked 
and locked. When the trained and skilled 
shooter demands performance, ~ 
Condition One is the answer. ~ 
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FREE 
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EB 
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ThumbBreakScabbard 
This expertly crafted, highly concealable belt holster is the product 
of years of Desantis research and design. Using the suggestions K 
of hundreds of law-enforcement officers who have had to .. "',,~-.--· 
live with just about every type of holster made, the 
Thumb-Break Scabbard allows the weapon to ride 
high, yet securely, and at an angle ideal for fast 
draw capabilities. It is available in custom 
molded models for most popular 
law-enforcement weapons. 

.l'a':.tlS 
GUNHIDE'" 

DeSANTIS HOLSTERS 
GO FIRST CLASS! 

Desantis manufactures a complete line of holsters 
and accessories, creatively designed to fill the 

specific needs of gun enthusiasts and law 
enforcement personnel. Available at your favorite 

Firearms or Sporting Goods Store. Mail $2 for full 
color catalog or request Free black and white 

catalog. Dealer inquiries invited. 
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COLT'S BOA 
Co111i1111erl from paf<e 32 

empty, thus recoil never becomes a problem. 
This particular model, serial #BOA0690, 
was the six-inch version, and I was never 
disappointed with its accuracy from start to 
finish. My favorite load is the 125 JHP in the 
. 357, and the Federal loading printed groups 
of two and a half inches at 25 yards with 
disgusting regularity. The Precision reloads 
did somewhat better, but then I expected 
them to. They fired the best group of just a 
hair under two inches from the rollover prone 
position firing SA. 

The one thing I did notice about the MK V 
action is that the cylinder never completely 
locks tight. Take any Python or old model 
Official Police or Trooper using the Python 
action, and as the shot breaks, the cylinder 
locks tight. On the sample gun, if the ham
mer was cocked and the trigger pulled, there 
was still some small amount of play in the 
cylinder. Apparently this had no detrimental 
effect as the accuracy spoke for itself. 

Overall, the BOA is a very handsome 
handgun . I don't know whether or not those 
who buy one will actually shoot it, but it does 
make a good showing on the range. The only 
real faults I could find with it are the hammer 
fall, which is long and slow, and the stocks. 
They are a vast improvement over what is 
delivered on the Python, but still not the 
optimum for DA work. If these stocks were 
offered in a tapered combat version with fin
ger grooves, they would make a handsome 
gun even more so, as well as being more 
practical. 

For more information, contact: Lew 
Horton Dist., 175 Boston Rd ., ~ 
Southborough, MA 01772. ""°' 
CROSSFIRE: D.A. 
Co111i1111erl from paf<e 28 

driving) and assault was holding his cocked 
and locked .45 by his hip when the seated 
suspect reached up and grabbed the slide. 
Instinctively, the sergeant's hand tightened. 
Simultaneously, his thumb wiped off the 
safety and his index finger hit the trigger as he 
tightened his hand, and the bullet blew away 
the lower part of the suspect's face. I was a 
consultant on the defense team for this 
officer, and while he won an acquittal on the 
criminal charge of lst degree assault, and a 
very favorable settlement in the subsequent 
civil case, the incident ruined his police 
career. He and I both felt it might never have 
happened had he been carrying a pistol with a 
long, hard double action trigger pull. 

Cocked guns held on criminal suspects 
tend to lead to problems. I was expert witness 
for the defense in the Alvarez case in Miami, 
where the prosecution alleged that the officer 
had cocked his gun on a suspect, against 
regulations, and it accidentally discharged 
and killed the suspect when he turned sud
denly from his video arcade game. Alvarez 
was acquitted because we were able to prove 
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to the jury that he had never cocked the gun, 
and had fired deliberately because the sus
pect was attempting to draw a stolen gun the 
officer knew he had . Still, had the cop's gun 
been double action only-as all Miami ser
vice revolvers were subsequently altered 
prosecution would not have had even that 
frail peg to hang their manslaughter charge 
on. Similarly, a DA auto as opposed to an SA 
reduces the chances of your being charged 
with negligence if you wind up shooting the 
alleged criminal you're holding at gunpoint. 

A DA auto's long, heavy (10 to 24 lb.) first
shot trigger pull all but excludes the pos
sibility of an unintentional shot. The down
side of this is that it makes the first shot harder 
to control, especially when firing in two-shot 
bursts when the gun goes single-action after 
round one. Most departments issuing DA 
autos have not found this to be a major prob
lem. The first shot usually goes high, while 
the second in a "DA/SA double tap" will 
usually fly true to center. In my own hands, 
this usually means at worst a high chest shot 
followed by a center chest shot. In short, no 
great sacrifice of ability to deliver rapid, 
accurate combat fire if it should be needed . 

Most DA autos also have mechanical de
cocking levers. Letting the hammer down on 
a live round with nerveless mechanical 
engineering instead of trembling, sweaty 
hands appeals to me. An alarming number of 
.45 auto ADs occur when lowering or cock
ing the hammer to or from Condition Two, a 
practice that will always be with us because 
so many pistol-packers are leery of carrying 
cocked guns. A DA auto like the Smith Nine, 
the SIG-Sauer P220, the HK P9S, or similar 
designs, makes for safer hammer-down 
carry, and the long trigger stroke allows a 
fast, self-cocked first shot. 

With the DA , the long-time revolver 
shooter (read "veteran police officer") has a 
gun he can instantly draw and fire without 
necessarily wiping off a thumb safety. His 
existing handgun training now translates to 
an auto that gives hin1 greater firepower and 
overall better hit potential than his old six
gun, while he probably would have stayed 
with a six-shot weapon if his only other 
option had been a cocked and locked 9mm 
Browning or Colt .45. While I personally 
believe the locked thumb safety is desirable, 
many old-line cops disagree, and this option 
on the DA auto allows them to be better
equipped gunfighters than they would have 
been with their service revolvers. 

I carry a cocked and locked .45 , but I've 
been shooting the 19ll pistol since age 12 and 
have won many matches with it. The fact is 
that while you are probably the sort of afi
cionado who will quickly develop confidence 
in "cocked and locked ," the majority of law
ful pistol packers are not at a high level of 
skill. The average cop is not an expert 
shooter, but knows he might well be in a 
shootout and often wants an auto's firepower ; 
the average combat soldier has had 
abysmally poor training with sidearms, yet 
feels much more comfortable at the front 
with a service pistol slung on his webbing. 

For all these reasons, I consider a good DA 
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MODERN PRACTICAL and 
DEFENSIVE SHOOTING 

is being taught at the CHAPMAN 
ACADEMY OF PRACTICAL SHOOTING. 
Courses are now available for pistol, 
rifle and shotgun. The courses have 
been attended and praised by world 
class competitive shooters as well as 
law enforcement and military person
nel. For information write: 

CHAPMAN ACADEMY 
Hallsville, MO 65255 

(314) 696-5544 
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auto like the SIG .45 or the S& W 9mm to be a 
better choice as an issue auto pistol for police 
and military, or as a "first auto" for a civilian 
who does not plan on intensive training or 
practice. The new S&W 645 in .45 ACP, 
while not yet proven, also holds promise. 

For pure gunfighting-a battle situation - I 
would of course prefer a cocked & locked .45 
auto for myself. But I'd rather those young 
recruits fighting next to me had DA autos 
they were less likely to AD in my direction. 
One military authority told me that about 17 
US servicemen a year accidentally shoot 
themselves while routinely handling 19UAJ 
pistols, one reason they want a DA for the 
new GI sidearm. But street defense, for cops 
or armed citizens, is threat management, and 
unless you've held a lot of people at gunpoint 
and know yourself to be a seasoned hand with 
a cocked auto, the DA is a better choice for 
you. 

Anyone who tells you the DA auto is an 
ingenious solution to a non-existent problem 
has just admitted one of two things: either he 
doesn't even know the problem exists, or he 
doesn't plan on tak-
ing prisoners. 

RCBS 4x4 
Co11ti1111ed from PflKf 29 

Now you're ready to raise the handle. As it 
reaches the top of its travel you'll be able to 
feel the primer being seated. The priming 
assembly is factory-adjusted, but if things 
don't go right, if you can feel the primer bite 
as it enters the pocket, you'll have to re-adjust 
the assembly. This is easy, though , because 
the plate is held by two screws that pass 
through oversized holes, and a considerable 
amount of adjustment is possible. 

With the shell plate at the bottom of its 
travel , place your index finger against the 
base of the completed round at Four and push 
just enough to turn the assembly until the 
round is at One. Remove it and insert an 
empty case. 

A primed and charged case will have been 
moved to Four. Place a bullet for seating and 
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Dealers Send 
FFL Plus S3 00 

CAffiE BARON LEATHER CO. 
P.O. BOX 100724 Dept. AH-1 
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 78201 

: . 
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grasp the handle. You're ready to assemble 
another round. 

It's simple enough when you proceed 
slowly and keep your mind on what you're 
doing. And it's nice to know that with the 4x4 
even a laid-back operator can turn out several 
boxes of ammo in a relatively short period of 
time. Concerning the 350-per-hour rate, we 
should note that the 4x4's primer tubes hold 
roughly 55 to 58 primers each, depending on 
whether they're large or small. That means, 
unless you have an assistant, you'll be stop
ping a hal f-dozen times during that magical 
hour to refill a tube and once or twice to do 
the same with the powder hopper. Which 
leaves about 45 minutes for stroking and 
stoking. The upshot of it all is that, at 350, 
you'll be boxing a loaded round with the 
passing of each seven or eight seconds. (Or 
perhaps 350 per hour is a purely-theoretical 
"cyclic" rate.) 

I talked about the shell plate without saying 
all I wanted to say about it. Its center-bolt has 
to be ad justed so it can be turned easily. At the 
same time, adj ustment should be firm enough 
to prevent the plate from tipping. Once 
adjustment is made, the bolt is held in place 
by a brass-tipped Allen screw that is located, 
somewhat inconveniently, in the top-left side 
of the ram. It is in the shadows just under the 
casting on which the shell plate is mounted. I 
fought back by soldering the time-set exten
sion shaft from an old alarm clock into the 
socket of the screw. The knurled disc on the 
outer end of the small shaft extends beyond 
the casting, does not interfere with the move
ment of the ram, and saves fumbling with an 
Allen wrench every time a shell plate is 
changed. But it doesn't have to be a clock 
part, for you might just as well solder the 
Allen wrench itself into the socket. 

The dies that arrived for testing were 
RCBS "Carbo" models, in .357. Also 
received were Speer 158 grain .357 JHP bul
lets, Speer .357 Magnum nickel-plated emp
ties, and CCI 500 (standard-flame) primers. 
The components went together well , charged 
with 7.2 grains of W-W 231. That's the 
charge-weight when the No. 12 rotor is used 
in the Little Dandy. 

Note. Add Sl.75 to any order sent to the 
Company, to cover handling and postage 
For more 1nformat1on. v1s1 t your local MTM 
Dealer. or send S1 00 for catalog 

Championship Proven 
Precision Gun Finish 

-
I 

THE METALOY 
HARD CHROME FINISH 

-Phenomenal molecular bond, will 
not chip or peel 

-Extremely hard satin finish 
(RIC 70) 

-Super lubricity 
-Excellent protection against rust 
-All internal and external parts 

processed 

METALOY INDUSTRIES, INC. 

PROMPT SERVICE 
Dealer & Law Enforcement Inquire 

Route 3, Box 211-D 
P.O. Box 578 

Berryville, Ark. 72616 
Ph. 501-545-3611 

BAER 
CUSTOM GUNS 

DESIGNER COMP II SYSTEM 
PATENT PENDING 

KART N .M. BARREL - TAPERED CONE SYSTEM 
FULL LENGTH GUIDE SYSTEM - PERMANENTLY FIXED 

WITH OUR UNIQUE SILVER BRAZING TECHNIQUE 

GUARANTEED 2 112 " - 10 SHOT GROUPS AT 50 YDS . 
ALL 1.P.S.C . MODIFICATIONS AVAILABLE 

SEND A 
BUCK FOR 
CATALOG 

PISTOLSMITH PROFILE JULY-AUGUST 1985 

P.P.C . AND BIANCHI REVOLVERS 
X-RING ACCURACY - DOUGLAS BARRELS 
BAER CUSTOM REVOLVER PORT SYSTEM 
FULL LENGTH RIBS - SMOOTH DOUBLE ACTION 

CUSTOM X-P 100's LONG RANGE CALIBERS 

1725 MINESITE ROAD ALLENTOWN. PA 18 103 PHONE 215-398-2362 . ............................................................................•.• 

BROWNING HI-POWER COMBAT ACCESSORIES 

High Powers guaranteed to feed !!.! types of 
factory ammo including hollow points and 
Silver tips. Please call for details . 

• 
AMBIDEXTROUS COMBAT SAFETY 
'°''·\r\jhlor1et1handsa!etyoperat1onfo1the 
H Pn.,.,.er Exclus1.,..e design v. I pos1t;.,..ey fit 

~~re:do~aP~~1c~~!1~a'~~estruc1ab1e 1Jds~ila;~ 
EXTENDED SLIDE RELEASE 

~e~o~dd~~gsl~;e~,:~~u\~~ 1~~g ~r~~c1i1~:~~~ 
s1gnedfortheH1-Po ... er s1mplyrep1acess1an
dard release 128r.;ppd 

STAINLESS STEEL MAGAZINE 
Genuine stainless steel magazine custom re 
shaped to feed properly '29"ppd 

PLEASE NOTE ... 
WIDE TRIGGER All prices are for blue parts. 
Reduces fell tr11;rner pull tor better control stamless finish available. please 
Exclusive design is better than a tr1gQer shoe write or call for prices and dehvery 

o:~P~~t 1 ~~~a~1a~~~te;1~n e~;;1~af:s 1~1~~~~~~e Extensive combat modifications are available! 
safety 132"Dpd Please send $2 for our complete catalog. 

I-VISA 1~ 1 
TO ORDER 
Send Ii,! )(lPy Order or Cashiers Check only Mas1etC.ord Visa Ol'ders ...,elcomed 
plea~ supply oom~ctc card 1n!ormatl0f1 including ex ~ratt0r1 date Sorry no COD 
ordet~ Phone Ol'dE'fS actepted for aed•t cards only Ari Ol'df!'r:, prepaid via UPS 
If\ the cont n(!fl!J U S Ald:.kc1 .ind Hawao p1e.i:,e ddd S 1 50 per item Please fur 
ni:,h s1recl addres::. 101 del•vury I 

EXTENDED SAFETY 
Positive safety operation w,th no more 
fumbles· Rounded cornersel1minate snag

ging on holsters or clothing Simple drop-in 
installatron IJ2"PP<I 

COMBAT MAG. RELEASE 
Sculptured magazine re1ease v. 11 not snag or 

~1~~~!·e~c;~~eC~~:~ug;si~~~~ 1'g~n~~~1f~~ns~ 
driltandtaponehole (ms1a11at1onava1labletor 
510) s21 95Pl>(I 

CYLINDER & SLIDE SHOP, INC. 
P 0. Box 937 
Fremont, NE 68025 
Ph.: (402) 721-4277 

............................................................................... 
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PERFECTION 
/SOUR 
STANDARD 
Custom . 22 autos of the 
highest quality and 
exacting tolerances for 
competition , target and 
hunting. P.P.C., 
Bullseye , Silhouete and 
Hunting conversions on 
big bores . In house 
bluing and plating . 

Send $1 .00 for 
brochure to: 

Toms Gun Bluing Shop 
Volquartsen Custom Pistols 
RR 1 Box 271 
Carroll , la 51401 

Wichita Arms 
45 Slide Conversion 

• Wichita Rear Sight Buried & Melted into Slide. 
• Wichita Front Sight Milled & Silver Soldered . 
• Port Opened for easy Ejection . 
• Flatten Top of Slide. • Glass beaded & Reblued. 

All this for only $119.95 
Send $1.00 and a S.A .S E. for our complete catalog. 
We are Professionals at Manufacturing & Customizing All Types of Competition Guns. 

Wichita Arms, Inc. 
Dept. 45AH , 444 Ellis. P.O. Box 1137 1, Wic~ita, Kansas 672 11 
(316) 265-0661 

Custom 
Pistols 

J. MICHAEL PLAXCO 
Highest quality workmanship by a champion 
competitor: 
• Member World Champion USA IPSC "Gold" 

Pistol Team, 1982 
• Twice Winner Mid-Winter Targetworld 

Championship, 1980 and 1982 . 
• Third Place in USA IPSC Nationals, 1981 
Ocveloper of the Plaxco Compensator System 

For more information and gun specifications: 
J. Michae l Plaxco, Rt. 1 Box 203 
Roland, Arkansas 72135 501-868-9787 

A total of 32 shell plates extends the 4x4's 
capabilities to just about everything, except 
the tiny .25 Auto and a few antique and 
foreign oddities. Shell plate numbers, by the 
way, correspond with regular RCBS shell 
holder numbers, and each works with the 
same complement of cartridge cases. 

I am using the 4x4 with die sets that require 
lubrication of cases. The "Carbo" dies, of 
course, permit resizing without lubrication, 
but you'll have no mucking up at the powder 
stop with lubed cases if you lube them lightly. 

Finally, lest anyone become confused by 
statements to the effect that the 4x4 is strong 
enough to swage bullets, it should be noted 
that such a claim is simply a testimonial in 
behalf of the tool's potential strength. Bullet 
swaging with the 4x4 won't be at hand until 
someone makes a nose punch to fit it. 

The strength is there, though, I'd bet on it. 
This press fairly glows with quality, from its 
hardwood handle to the smooth, click-stop 
operation of its shell plate, and the cushiony 
feel one senses as the ram settles at the bot
tom of its travel. At a suggested retail price 
of about $280 , and $25 each for shell 
plates, the outfit is not , as the saying 
goes , competitively priced . It seems, 
therefore, that Oroville elected not to go 
toe-to-toe with the competition in thar 
area, and has concentrated ~ 
its efforts elsewhere. ~ 

SUPPORT 
THE 

ADVERTISERS 
IN THESE 

PAGES! 

Tiercel • 
quick-change 

front sight 

.., I ,, 
Front sight options available 

Single Blade & Base Set 

$29.9~ . 

Browning P-35 Colt 1911 
Base Base 

MINIATURE MACHINE CO. 
210 E. Poplar St.-Oeming, NM 88030 

(505) 546-2151 
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RELOADING 
Co11ti1111ed from page 20 

grains of 452AA behind a H&G #68 will 
chronograph 880 fps from a 5-inch Douglas 
barrel in a Dick Heinie comp gun that I 
recently completed testing for A.H. That is 
the load Dick recommends to all his custom
ers. Nastoff uses 5.1 to 5.2 grains to make 
major in his 51h-inch Supercomp gun .... I 
can almost guarantee that you'll see a notice
able difference in felt recoil with no loss of 
accuracy compared to 231, which is so popu
lar with the IPSC crowd," Weller continued. 

"It is interesting to note reloading data 
furnished to me by a friend using a gun with a 
Wilson five-inch barrel with various loads of 
452AA and the H&G 68. He lists a charge of 
5.3 grains as clocking an 825 fps average. 
This is far below what I obtained with a stock 
barrel. He had to go clear up to 5. 7 grains to 
reach an average of 891 fps. My loads were 
fired on about an 84-degree day, while his 
were fired on a 70-degree day. He used W-W 
primers, I use Federal .... " 

Jim's enthusiasm in behalf of 452AA 
stands as confirmation of what was stated in 
this column for the July/August 1982 issue of 
American Handgunner. A few readers doubt
less will recall a recommendation for a 
chargeof5.6 grains of452AA with the H&G 
68, linotype-cast to about 189 grains, for a 
velocity average of 992 fps. That column also 
contained a tip that favored 4.8 grains of 
452AA with the H&G 275, sized to 
.358-inch, in the 9MM . Velocity average for 
that load was 1080 fps. 

Comments on anything I've said , can be 
addressed to me at Handloading, ~ 
Rt. 1, Box 7, Llano, CA 93544. 

. .. , 

.41 MAGNUM BULLETS 
.41 Maanum bullets. 170-275 arain 

. 410 diameter/JHP/JSP/FMJ/SOLIO BONO cores 

~ 
For information. write: 

RHHI50N jg Dept. AH-1 
~fl 6437 E. Hobart Street 

ULL£ I s Mesa, Arizona, 85205 

PISTOLSMITH 
I have 34 years experience repairing and building all types of sporting 
firearms. Complete facil iti es for the type of work that is required. 

Combat • Pin shooting • Target • Silhouette 
COLT FACTORY WARRANTEE SERVICE CENTER 

HIGH STANDARD SPECIALIST ALL MODELS 
SMITH & WESSON REVOLVER IMPROVEMENTS 

A one man shop that cares, and a shooter who knows what the serious 
shooter wan ts. All work is guaranteed. 

CAMPBELL H. IRWIN GUNSMITH 
Hartland Blvd., East Hartland, Conn. 

Tel. [203) 653-3901 Zip 06027 

SSK 
MOOSE, MICE & COMPETITION GUNS 

SSK Industries offers exceptional services and products which include 41 
AVENGER conversion kits for the 1911 Colt, Match Grade replacement 
barrels for the 1911 in various calibers, CUSTOM CONTENDER barrels in 
over 75 calibers including the 375 JDJ and 45-70, Pistol or Carbine lengths, custom 
DOMINATOR barrels, XP-100 competition and hunting conversions, custom T'SOB 
scope mounts that stay on handguns in either shorty or full length vent rib configura
tion, ARRESTOR muzzle brakes, HEAVY weight bullet molds, SSK SILHOUETTES, 
incredibly tough rubber targets, RECHAMBERING and many other services for dis- · 
criminating handgunners. We want and appreciate your business. Two stamps for 
information. 

SSK INDUSTRIES 
Route lA, Della Drive , Bloomingdale, OH 43910 

Pin Guns 
IPSCComps 
Basic to 
Full House 

A / C 614 -264 -0176 

Caliber Conversions 
Action Tuning 

Smythons Built 
Sq Butt to 

Rd Butt 

NU-LINE GUNS, INC. 
Dept. AH 

1053 CAULKS HILL ROAD 
HARVESTER, MISSOURI 63303 

(314) 447-4501 /441-4500 

Designed for 
The Gunsmiths - Dealers - Hobbyists 

Who Service the Needs of the Millions of 
Sportsmen & Target Shooters in the U.S. Today 

Dedicated to the principle that the man who works on guns deserves 
the Best possible in supplies •Immediate service from inMstock 
inventories •Personal association with knowledgeable gun people 
•Constant adjustment in product performance . 

SELECTED FOR THE SELECT 
For the trade are tools for every need •Chemicals for every application •Supplies for every operation 
•Accessories for from crown to buttplate, to shoot, to service, to repair, to re-build or build the Gun 
•Electroless nickel plating •Wood carving tools •Engraving supplies •Hot and cold gun bluing 
•Special glass bedding - Acraglas - Acraglas Gel . 

Price $3.50* - FREE 'TO OUALIFIEO GUNSMITHS/DEALERS (FULL & PART TIME) 
Serious Gunnuts & Hobbyists (Our new regular customers of the future): Ask, and we will send Federal Firearms Licensing 
procedures with your $3.50 catalog order. For the good of the entire shooting Fraternity we are anxious to help you get 
started as a legitimate professional - full or part time · or enhance your guncraft. The future fate of shooting in any area 
depends on the activity of the local gunsmith, YOU can both serve and enjoy! * R f d d 

*Forei n: .50 BROWN ELLS Inc 200 s. Goov• first e 3u5"0~ 0~;er 
, • MONTEZUMA , IOWA 50171 
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BUEHLER PISTOL MOUNT 

Introducing a different BUEHLER MOUNT-M83. In
stalls without drilling or tapping . For calibers up 
through .357 Mag . Available in silver or black finish . 
M83 Mounts avai lable for Smith & Wesson, Dan 
Wesson, Colt and Ruger. 

Send for free catalog 40H . 

MAYNARD P. BUEHLER, lnc.-ORINDA, CA s4ss3 

llllllJllll LEE'S RED RAMPS 
.090 " Aperture s & w 

• High quality , white outline sights with white cut in for S & W automatics with fully 
adjustable sights, and all S & W revolve·rs with adjustable sights except J Frame. 
Sold as a 3·piece unit , (Blade, Nut, & Screw) .. . $19.95. Nuts and screws sold separately 
at $2.50 per set. Minimum 10 sets . Blade NOT sold separate. 

• New narrow aperture (.090 ") white outline for long barreled Ruger, Colt , Micro, 
Virginia Dragoon ... $7.50. Standard (.125 ") aperture white outline blade for Ruger, 
Colt , Micro & Virginia Dragoon ... $5.95. 

• We offer a full line of front sight kits from $13.95 to $79.95. Spring kits for S & W 
revolvers: K, N, & L Frames .. . $11 .95. S & W J Frames ... $6.95. All New Model Ruger Single 
actions ... $6.95. All Ruger double actions except Redhawk ... $6.95. Dan Wesson .357 ... $6.95. 

• Cold Blue that blends with hot blue (It Works.) ... $10.00·1oz., $15.00·2 ozs., $25.00· 
4 ozs., $40.00-8 ozs., $55.00-16 ozs. . 

All products fully guaranteed by Lee Baker. Dealers, call or write for discount. Check 
or Money order to : LEE'S RED RAMPS, DEPT. AH G, 7252 EAST AVENUE U·3, 
LITILEROCK, CA 93543. (805) 944·4487-MasterCharge, Visa & C.O.D. orders welcome. 

THE ALL TIME MOST 
POPULAR AUTOMATIC 

PISTOL IS NOW 
AVAILABLE IN THREE CALIBERS. 
The Auto-Ordnance 1911A1 is competition proven 
and internat ionally accepted. All parts are manufac
tu red to be inte rcha ngeable with original Govern
ment M odels. 
The fra me and s lide are fi n ished in a deep rich blue 
wi t h anti-g lare sigh t plane. The mili tary grips are 
enhanced by a n o rigin al Auto-O rdnance medallion. 

Send $2.00 fo r 
Color Cat alog 

Auto-Ordnance Corporation ~ 
Box AH1, West Hurley, N.Y. 12491(914)679-7225 ~ 

THE GUILD SPEAKS 
Co111i1111ed from P(lf!,f 9 

All three of the schools now in the Sum
mer Gunsmithing Program are fine institu
tions and dedicated to the future of firearms 
ownership in this country. Each differs in its 
own way, but all the courses are designed to 
promote knowledge and fine craftsmanship 
of firearms. 

The instructors selected to teach are all 
well known in the custom firearms industry. 
Most have been active for many years and 
without exception are interested in promot
ing the craft. They freely pass along their 
knowledge to students. The list of instructors 
sounds like a Who's Who of custom 
gunsmiths and includes Joe Balickie, Jerry 
Fisher, Al Lind, Mark Lee and Dale Goens 
of the Custom Rifle and Gunstocking Trade. 
Most also belong to and represent the North 
American Gunmakers Guild . Engravers 
include Bob Swartley, Tommy Kaye, Neil 
Hartliep, Bob Evans and John Vest, all mas
ters of their craft. Most belong to and repre
sent the Firearms Engravers Guild of 
America. The custom handgun trade and the 
American Pistolsmithing Guild is well repre
sented by Greg Roberts and myself. John 
Wooters, Jerry Hart, Bill Moran, Frank Glen 
and many other well-known members of the 
firearms fraternity round out the list of 
instructors who are deeply involved in this 
fine endeavor. 

The cost of these gunsmithing courses is 
very reasonable and room and board is avail
able on the grounds of each college at a 
reduced rate. Courses are open to anyone 
with a desire to further their knowledge of 
gunsmithing in a variety of areas. They are 
also open to anyone from the beginner to the 
accomplished gunsmith wishing to broaden 
and extend their firearms knowledge. These 
courses will again be offered next summer 
and I can't think of a better way to spend 
several weeks. Watch for schedule announce
ments in the NRA Official Journal of the 
Rifleman. The American Pistolsmith Guild 
has endorsed this fine program for the 
past few years and will ~ 
continue to do so. ~ 
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These gentlemen arrived 
at the newsstand only to 

discover that the last copy of 
Handgunner had been sold. 

These men didn't subscribe to American Handgunner 
because they were sure they could always find the 
latest issue on the newsstand. 

Instead they chose to pay the single copy price. 
Perhaps they didn't realize that by subscribing they 
would have saved more than $10 off the cover price 
with a three year subscription. Better yet, the conveni
ence of home delivery could have saved them several 
trips to the newsstand, hoping that at least one copy of 
the latest Handgunner remained. 

Don't let this happen to you. 
Subscribe today! The very next issue of American 

Handgunner could have just the article you've been 

waiting for. Besides that, every issue will bring you 
great columns on: combat shooting, pistolsmithing, 
customizing, IPSC, handgun leather, and much much 
more! 

Just think, if you don't subscribe, someday you 
could end up at your local newsstand with your hands 
out and your mouth wide open when they tell you, 
"We're all out!" 

Save yourself the trouble and frustration. Use the 
adjoining postage paid order card, or write to: Ameri
can Handgunner Dept. 95, P.O. Box16439, San 
Di~go, CA 92108; to start your subscription today! 

FREE! 
Handgun Self-Defense Digest 

with your paid subscription. (A $3.95 value) 



WHAB 
NEW 

New9mmFrom 
Llama 

Llama's newest 9mm single action auto is a 
compact version of its 9mm semi-auto, a gun 
which over the years has earned the trust that 
has made it the issue sidearm of countless 
military and law enforcement agencies 
throughout the world. 

Scaled down a fuU 20 percent, this new 
9mm offers all the accuracy and performance 
demanding shooters have come to expect 
from Llama. But it's in a smaller, more com
pc;ict package! 

Less than eig~t-inches long and l Ys inches 
wide, the new Llama compact is perfect 
when size and bulk are important considera
tions. For further information write George 
Sodini at Stoeger Industries, Dept. AH, 55 
Ruta Court, South Hackensack, NJ , 07606. 

Ted Blocker 
Match master 

Ted Blocker's Custom Holsters introduces 
the Matchmaster holster for IPSC and action 
shooting. This holster was speciaUy designed 
for Combat Masters Mike Dalton and 
Mickey Fowler, but popular demand has 
forced Blocker to offer the holster to the 
public. 

The Matchmaster features a deep and 
wide sight track to prevent the front sight 
from tearing the holster on fast draws. And 
fast the Matchmaster is! It's been used in the 
Steel ChaUenge. 

It is available with either a forward rake or 
straight up and down at no additional charge. 
The holster fits the Colt Commander, Gov
ernment and Gold Cup models, the Brown
ing Hi-Power and custom compensated 
pistols. The basket weave version retails for 
$79.95 and the plain for $69.95. For further 
information, caU or write Ted Blocker at 
(818) 442-5772 P.O. Box 821, Dept. AH, 
Rosemead , CA, 91770. 

74 

SUBSCRIBE TO AMERICAN HANDGUNNER 

DATE SET FOR STEEL CHALLENGE 
The 1986 World Speed Shooting 

Championship-aka The Steel Chal
lenge-will be May 14 to 17 near 
Narco, Calif. , in conjunction with the 
Budweiser Sports Fair. The Sports 
Fair is expected to attract over 15 ,000 
spectators who will enjoy the fast and 
fancy shooting of the Steel Challenge 
competitors. 

Over $250,000 cash and prizes will 
be awarded in the richest Steel Chal
lenge ever. Firearms as merchandise 
prizes are expected to be distributed 
down to lOOth place. For further infor
mation about entering the Steel Chal
lenge as a contestant, write: Match Di
rector , 1986 Steel Challenge, 10115 
Canoga Ave., Chatsworth, CA, 91311. 
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Name 

Knifeco 
P. 0. Box 5271 

Hialeah Lakes, FL 33014 
Please send me: 

D 1 Survivor Knife @ $39.95 plus $3.00 shipping & handling. 
D 2 Survivor Knives @ $75.00 plus $3.00 shipping & handling. 

Florida Residents add 5% tax. Orders out of USA $8.00 shipping & handling. 
Specify: D Olive Drab handle and sheath. D Black handle and sheath. 

Charge my D MasterCard D Visa D Am. Express D Check enclosed D Money Order 

Credit Card No. I I I I I I I I I I I 
Expiration Datel .._ _..__..__..___,___,___,___,__,__J 

Signature --------- -------------------
Phone 

Address --------------------------------
City State Zip 

GU 



HANDGUN 
MARKET 
(~IJ 1\SSll~l\~\l 

ACCESSORIES 

IF YOU TAKE LIFE SERIOUSLY ... peruse our Procure· 
ment Index featuring specialty equipment used by profes
sionals worldwide. Concealment holsters, electronics, 
disguised and unconventional weaponry from under $20.00 
to over $2,000.00. The catalog is $3.00 from: A.S.P., Box 
18595/AH, Atlanta, GA 30326. 

SURVIVAL KNIFE HANDLES. Stainless steel. 4'14" L x 
I " OD. Threaded for 1/r • tang. Undercut for wrapping or 
knurled. $30.00 plus shipping. Satisfaction guaranteed. 
~:~~~ t6gf3. ~~n;~~i8% ~21.t~l~s:i.P.O. Box 13522, Arlington, 

FULL-AUTO RUGER 10-22, 1200 rpm, Guaranteed to 
work Mtrls. Incl. Complete in I-hour. Simple and reliable, 
$10. Sweat, 612 E. LaPlata Street, Farmington, NM 87401. 

Zebrawood target handgrips (with thumbrest) for Ruger, 
Mark and AMT, Lightning autopistols - $16.95 pair -
State whether for righthand or lefthand use: OMWhite, 24 
Scofield Heights, Poughkeepsie, NY 12603. 

GUNS RELOADING tools, gun cabinets, gun cases, every
thing for the shooter at discount prices. Fast shipments, 
free catalog. Esman's, Pitcairn, PA 15140. Phone (412) 
243-7515. 

HAND GUN Caddys - All nylon molded, mounts under 
tables, desks, dressers, bed boards, on metal, etc. Hard
ware included, $10. Check or Money Order. Specify Cal.: 
B.G. & R. Inc., P.O. Box 141021, Coral Gables, FL 33114. 

Exotic Hardwoods - Over 50 species for the knifemaker & 
stockmaker. Briar, Blackwood, Bocote, Burls, Cocobolo, 
Ebonies, Ironwood, Rosewoods, Snakewood, Tulipwood, 
Ziricote. Gilmer Wood Co., 10426 N.W. Laidlaw, Portland, 
OR 97229. (503) 292-4182. 

LEGAL PISTOL STOCK for Roger's and Govt. models. No 
modification or attachment necessary. Write for free cata
log. Assault Accessories, Dept. l, P.O. Box 8994 CRB, Tuc
son, AZ 85738. 

HANDGUNNERS! Improve your scores with a custom 
made anatomical target grip in walnut, individually carved 
to your hand print. BOWLER'S OLYMPIC GRIPS now 
available for over 40 pistols, prices from $50. NEW! Ana
tomical grips for .45 auto using Clark, Aimpoint or NPC 
mount. Model list and order form from LESLIE BOWLER 
LTD., Dept. AH2, THE POST OFFICE, LITTLE 
BYTHAM, GRANTHAM, LINCOLNSHIRE, NG33 4QJ. 
ENGLAND. Te1:078-08! -200. "THE BEST OF BRITISH." 

SECURITY BOX BREAKTHROUGH! For handguns, 
cameras, etc. - home, office, vehicle. Heavy welded steel, 
unique lock recesses, big 4.9 cu. ft .. Only $149.95 + 701b 
shipping from factory in Ill. SASE for folder. WAYLAND, 
Box 1142B, Mill Valley, CA 94942. 

MINI MAGLITE OWNERS. Instantly convert your light 
to display a spot instead of a flood when first turned on. 
Eliminates beam focusing problems. Used by the experts. 
$5.00 for parts and instructions to: FCP, 72 Crestmont 
Road, Bangor, ME 04401. 

High Standard grip mount. Fits models 106 through 108. 
Use electronic or optical sights. $49.00 postpaid. JASMAR 
INC., P.O. Box 24638-A, Rochester, NY 14624. 

AYATOLLAH TARGETS. Shoot at your favorite enemy. 
Send $1.00 for one. MFA Services, P.O. Box 42884, Tucson, 
Arizona 85733-2884. 

YOU CAN DO IT AT HOME!! New compensator requires 
no special tools, easy to do! For all Colt type automatics. 
New low price .. . satisfaction guaranteed! Send SASE for 
details today! Sterling, Dept. AHl2, RFD 8, Box 383, Con
cord, NH 03301. 

AMMUNITION 

EXCALIBER WAX PELLETS, for .38 spl., 9 mm Luger, 
.380, .41 mai: .. .44 mag., .45 L.C., .45 acp. Inexpensive prac
tice approximately 1/i velocity of factory ammo. No rico
chetting, no reloading tools, no gun powder, uses shotgun 
primers only. 100 pellet sampler w/6 reusable cases $5.00. 
Special weapons catalogue $1.00. M & M ENTERPRISES, 
Box 64 AHG, Island Lake, IL 60042. 

BE A GUN DEALER, 3 Year FFL Kit, Gun dealers Bible, 
50 State Gun Laws ... $4.95each; Federal Gun laws ... $3.95' 
Bound Books: Firearms, Ammo, Bill of Sale ... $5.95 each' 
ALL OF ABOVE $35.00 FREE Class III Kit w /$35 order; 
FFL IMPORTER KIT ... $4.95; Gunsmith Directory ... $2.95; 
Gun Dealer Wholesalers Directory ... $2.50: Steve's Guns 
and Survival Equipment, P.O. Box 780-AHl, Mocksville, 
N.C.27028. 
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Classified ads $.75 per word per insertion. ($.60 per word-per insertion for 3 or more) in
cluding name and address (20 word minimum). Minimum charge $15.00. Copy and rerun 
orders must be accompanied by PAYMENT IN ADVANCE. NO AGENCY DISCOUNTS. All 
ads must be received with advance payment no later than the 15th of each month. Ex
ample: Closing for Sep/Oct 1985 issue (on sale August 15) is May 15th. Ads received 
after closing will appear in the following issue. Please type or print clearly. -PLEASE 
NOTE*** NO PROOFS WILL BE FURNISHED.- Include name, address, post office, zip 
code, city and state as counted words . Abbreviations count as one word each. Mail to 
AMERICAN HANDGUNNER MAGAZINE, 591 Camino de la Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, 
California 92108. 

BOOKS 

OUT-OF-PRINT Books Found. Send Wants. LARGE CAT 
ALOGUE $1.00; Booklook, 51AC Maple Ave., Warwick, 
N.Y.10990. 

YOUR STATE'S FIREARMS LAWS, published City Ordi
nances, pistol laws, concealed weapons laws. $2.00: Inter
state, Box 19466-AHL, Houston, Texas 77224. 

LIFETIME PERSONAL FIREARMS RECORD BOOK. 
Record information on 250 firearms in case of theft or loss. 
$2.00: Interstate, Box 19466-AHR, Houston, Texas 77224. 

GUN LAW REFERENCE BOOKS: !) Traveling With a 
Gun, 2) 100 Questions-Answers. 3) Federal Firearms Laws. 
All 3 books $4.95: Interstate, Box 19466-AHP, Houston, 
Texas 77224. 

STATE PISTOL LAWS, latest pistol carrying, purchasing, 
etc., regulations for all states and FEDERAL GUN LAWS. 
Both booklets $4.00. POLICE EQUIPMENT CATALOG 
$2.00. Schlesinger, Department E., P.O. Box 882, New York, 
NY 10150. 

IN THE GRAVEST EXTREME by Massad Ayoob. How 
and when to use a gun, authoritatively written by an active 
duty policeman. For your copy, send $7.95 (includes post· 
age) to: GUNS BOOKS/Dept. CA-HO!, 591 Camino de la 
Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92108. 

FEDERAL GUN LAWS ..... $3.95. STATE GUN LAWS: 
your own STATE .•... $2.25. ALL FIFTY STATES ..... $4.95. 
FEDERAL REGULATIONS ON INTERSTATE TRANS-
PORTATION OF FIREARMS ..... $2.95. CONCEALED 
WEAPON PERMIT BOOKLET ..... $2.50. FEDERAL 
LICENSED FIREARMS COLLECTOR ..... $3.95. ALL of 
above $20.00. STEVE'S GUNS & SURVIVAL EQUIP
MENT, P.O. BOX 780-AHC, MOCKSVILLE, NC 27028. 

BE A GUN DEALER. FFL Kit $4.95; Gun Dealer's Bible 
$4.95; Gun Importer Kit: Be an FFL Gun Importer $4.95; 
Gun Dealer Record Books: Firearms, Ammo, Bill of Sale, 
Gunsmith, Blackpowder, bookkeeper $5.95; Personal Fire
arms, Hunting Journal, Handloaders Record, Knife Col
lector's Record: Steve's Guns & Survival Equipment, P.O. 
Box 780, Mocksville, N.C . 27028. 

SCREW 'EM! Revenge is sweet with GET EVEN: The com
plete Book of Dirty Tricks. Stop being the victim and strike 
back. Hardcover, 190 pp., money-back guarantee. Send 
$15.95 ppd. to: PALADIN PRESS, P.O. Box 1307-JAH, 
Boulder, Colorado 80306. 

KEEP 'EM ALIVE: The Bodyguard's Trade. Auth~r Paul 
Elhanan describes the resources and skills you need to s uc
ceed in this challenging profession! 51/i x 8 1/z, softcover, 
128 pp. Send $13.00 ppd to: PALADIN PRESS, P.O. Box 
1307·LAH, Boulder, Colorado 80306. 

PERSONAL Firearms Record Book. A detailed Lifetime 
record of your Firearms designed for collector's and 
shooter's alike. A must for any Gun enthusiast ... $7.95, 2 for 
$15.00: STEVE GUNS & SURVIVAL EQUIPMENT, P.O. 
BOX 780-AHA, MOCKSVILLE, NC 27028. 

STATE GUN LAWS your own STATE $2.50. All fifty 
STATES $4.50, FEDERAL GUN LAWS $3.50; PER
SONAL Firearms Record Book $6.95, All of ABOVE 
..... $15.95: Military Specialties, P.O. Box 12819, Winston
Salem, NC 27117-2819. 

FREE Wholesale Catalog. Guns, Scopes, Reloaders, Supplies. 
Alpine Range Supply, Rt. 7, Box 356, Ft. Worth, TX 76119. 

MASTER TIPS Collected by Jon Winokur. Competition 
"Manual of Arms" features personal instruction from the 
world's top practical shooters. Advice on equipment, tech
nique, training, mental aspects. Clearly explained and illus
trated. $11.95 ppd. From: Potshot Press, Dept. AHC. P.O. 
Box 1117, Pacific Palisades, CA 90272-1117. 

FREEDOM INSURANCE: Alternate Identity book $10.00. 
Dealers Wanted! Security/Survival Book list $2. TECH
GROUP, Box 93124, Pasadena, CA 91109. 

EXPLOSIVE BOOKS: .22 Rimfire Explosive and Incendi
ary Ammunition, $10.00. Advanced Improvised Explosives, 
$15.00. Improvised Explosive Materials, $5.00. Order all 
three and get a bonus gift - Inert Demolition Materials. 
MKBS PUBLICATIONS, 3211 Crow Canyon Pl. A60H, San 
Ramon, CA 94583. 

NO SECOND PLACE WINNER By Bill Jordan. A fascinat
ing book about fighting and the equipment to use, from 
loads to leather. $8.50 + $!.post. GUNS BOOKS/Dept-NS, 
591 Camino de la Reina Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92108. 

SHOOT A HANDGUN reveals the expert's way to use 
your handguns safely, effectively and within the law. Learn 
how and where to shoot, firearms responsibility, what am
munitidn to purchase, and more. Special chapter on defen
sive pistol shooting, plus a glossary of handgun terms. O~ly 
$9.95 postpaid. GUNS BOOKS Dept. SH-HO!, 591 Cammo 
de la Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92108. 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 

Be a Licensed Firearms Dealer full or part-time. Complete 
Application Kit $5.00. Moneyback guarantee. Free ID 
Card, Free Wall Certificate. Interstate, Box 19466-A H, 
Houston, Texas 77224. 

BE A GUN DEALER, Official three year Federal Firearms 
License Kit, very complete ..... $4.95; GUN DEALER'S BIBLE 
... 60 subject ..... $4.95; GUN DEALER'S BOUND RECORD 
BOOKS the very best: Firearms ..... $7.95, Ammo ..... $7.95. 
All of above $25.00. FREE CLASS III KIT with $25.00 
ORDER: STEVE'S GUN & SURVIVAL EQUIPMENT, P.O. 
BOX 780-AHB, Mocksville, NC 27028. 

BECOME A GUN DEALER - Professionally prepared kit 
includes official forms, covers lice nsing, purchasing, 
records, everyth ing! Lists hundreds of top wholesalers. 
GUARANTEED! $4.00: BUSINESS CONSULTANTS, 
Dept. H, P.O. Box 1232, Uniontown, PA 15401. 

Wholesale catalog (Dealers only) Leather goods, scabbards, 
holsters, wool Indian rugs, saddles, cowhides, sheepskins. 
Send business letterhead: El Paso Saddle blanket Company, 
5000 Alameda, El Paso, Texas 79905. 

POLICE OFFICERS WANTED: Comprehensive digest of 
current nationwide openings. Gives qualifications, salary 
and more. $4.00 to: POLICE CAREER INFORMATION 
DIGEST, Box 1672, Dept.-C, Eaton Park, Florida 33840. 

EARN MONEY AT HOME. $300 to $500 per week possible. 
Send $3.00 for complete booklet "Twenty Proven Ways to 
Make Money" to: SIAS, 9794 Forest #2!0D, Dallas, Texas 
75243. 

$10-$360 WEEKLY/UP, MAILING CIRCULARS! No 
Quotas. Sincerely Interested, Rush stamped envelope: Na
tional Division, Box 20728-AHl, San Diego, CA 92120. 

COLLECTORS 

ANCIENT ... Walrus and Mastodon ivory-inlay or bulk for 
guns and knives - $50.00 to $90.00 lb. Interior Carvers 
Assoc. of Alaska, P.O. Box 81710, Fairbanks, Alaska 99708. 

RUGER MAGNAPORT COLLECTORS: Large collection 
of Custom Series for sale - Mark V, Backpackers, Toma
hawks, Safari Series (Buffalos, Elephants). Singles nd com
plete series; many numbers. Let us know your needs. Box 
3252, Grand Rapids, Michigan 49501. 

Nazi dinner collection. One of a kind. Porcelain plates, bowl, 
etc. Authentic Hitler signature and photos in same. Send 
$2.00 for photos. Bids start at $500.00. Write: F.L. Hogarth, 
PO Box 33 Star Rt., Kearny, AZ 85237. 

EMBLEMS & INSIGNIA 

CUSTOM EMBROIDERED EMBLEMS - DECALS 
PINS. Free catalog/Quotes. Highest Quality. Guaranteed 
Lowest Prices. Rush Sketch. STADRIAH, 61 Jane Street. 
N.Y.C.10014. (212)929-2293. 

TOP QUALITY ALL-FABRIC PATCHES FOR YOUR 
JACKET OR CAP! Guns Team Member Patch: $3.50, 
American Handgunner 1st Patch: $3.50, 25th Anniversary 
Guns Collectors Patch, $5.00. Special - all 3 patches only 
$11.00 postpaid. GUNS Patches, Dept. GP-HO!, 591 Camino 
de la Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92108. 

CUSTOM EMBROIDERED EMBLEMS - Enameled Pins, 
Your Design, Low Minimum, Excellent Quality, Low 
Prices, Free Booklet. A.T. Patch Co., Dept. 93, Littleton, 
NH 03561. (603) 444-3423. 

Police/Sheriff embroidered shoulder patches. Guaranteed 
authentic. Send $3.00 each. All Different. Insignia Surplus, 
Box 5532-H, Fort Hood, Texas 76544. 

FIREWORKS 

Salutes and Cannon crackers home made. The Best! Simple 
easy method, my secrets revealed. Details; Browns Diversi
fied, Box 53, Fishers, Indiana 46038. 
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ROCKETS. COLORED SMOKE DYES for signalling, sur
vival applications. M80 Salutes, Fireworks - you con
struct, More! Catalog $1.00. NorStarr, Box 5585, Pocatello, 
Idaho 83202. 

FIREWORKS - An American Tradition. Safe, exciting. 
patriotic. Lowest prices. Illustrated color catalog $1.00: 
SPARTAN FIREWORKS. Box 792(AHI. Tiffin, Ohio 44883, 
or call 1-800-821 -2483. 

FIREWORKS FROM CHINA: All at low-low prices. Illus
trated catalog $1: CHINA IMPORTERS-WHOLESALERS 
LTD .. Box 347212, Parma, OH 44134. 

WATERPROOF FUSE burns approximately 30 seconds per. 
ft. extremely high quality. Sample and wholesale price list 
send $1.00. Unlimited, Box 1378-AGH. Hermiston, OR 
97838. 

FIREWORKS .... ALL KINDS! We ship all year. Catalog 
$1.00 refundable on first order. Uncle Sam's Fireworks. Rt. 
3, Box 78, Ennis, Texas 75119. 

FOR SALE 

XR-5000 Stun Gun, legal, non-lethal, disables attackers 
with 40,000 volts of low amperage electricity_ XR-5000 
$80.00. Niad /charger $15.00. Cases: Vinyl $7.00, Nylon 
$15.00. Leather 20.00. Send M.0. or cashers check. Allow 
3-4 week delivery. Illinois residents add 70/o sales tax. The 
Quetico Trader, Box 1052, Northbrook, IL 60065-1052. 

NAZI MARCHES. Hour cassettes $6.50@ or nine for 
$40.00. Free list. Send SASE: NSDAPAO, Box 6414-AH. 
Lincoln, NE 68506. 

GUN PARTS 

~~~~iB~·~ai21."rts¥k::r~r l~~~~i°lRt<i~D~250 pp. 

RANDALL 45 ACP PARTS. Frames $50.00, Slides $48.00. 
Other Parts Available at Liquidation Prices. S.A.S.E.: 
RANDCO, Box J981H, Monrovia, CA 91016-1981. 

GUNS FOR SALE 

We will sell you any new handgun at 100/o over our cost . 
Write today for free price quote(s). Send us a complete des
cription of the handgun(s) you are interested in purchasing 
and we will mail you a firm price quote along with ordering 
details. No catalogs or phone quotes please. We also pay 
cash for used handguns. Bullseye Arms, 701N.20th Street, 
Banning, California 92220. 

Buy guns wholesale! Free FFL Application kit with Dealer 
Record Book purchase, $6.00 complete. Empire, Box BOB, 
Pinos Altos, NM 88053. 

GUNSMITH ING 

LATHES - MILLS - TOOLS - Unimat 3 ", Compact 5", 
Compact 8 ", Compact JO ", Maximal Super 11 " and V-13 " 
lathes. Jet lathes and mills. Emco Maier FB-2 and Sherline 
5000 bench top milling machines. Measuring instruments, 
cutting tools, chucks and collets. Catalog $ J.00. Blue Ridge 
Machinery and tools, Inc., P.O. Box 536- , Hurricane. WV 
25526. WV call 1-562-3538. Outside WV 1-800-872-6500. 

CUSTOM .45 GUNSMITHING. Police and combat competi
tion modifications a specialty. For free price list send 
SASE. JIM HOAG. 8523 Canoga Ave .. Suite "C", Canoga 
Park, CA 91304. 

GUN ENGRA V!NG Full line of custom engraving on fire
arms and knives. from simple line designs through semi· 
relief scroll to presentation grade. Sketches furnished at 
cost. Sundance Engraving, Box 912, Reading, PA 19603. 

Custom work. Solid bronze buckle & faperweights. Send 

~~Ja~~;s dCs~~tn~!0Wohr~~eJf~4~1b dSne~~~ e~~~~~f1!·. 8Tx· 
37215. (615) 297-1975. 

LEARN GUNSMITHING, excellent facilities, experienced 
instructors, attend full accredited Yavapai College, atten· 
lion: Anthony Ross. Instructor. Gunsmithing Dept., 
Prescott, AZ 86301. 

PEN GUN - .22 cal - you construct with ordinary tools and 
hardware store materials. Copyrighted and guaranteed. 
Rush $4.95: Entium, Box 1650 (DI, Carolina, P.R. 00628. 

Pistol accuracy: Tapered seat compensator installed on 
your colt auto low as $80 complete. High quality and ap
pearance. Performance improved. Other custom work. Bro· 
chure $1.00. Randall Thompson, 654 Lela Pl., Grand Jct,, 
co 81504. 

Heavy Shilen Barrel Installed on your combat/PPG 
revolver - $250.00 complete. Butler's Gun Service, 7721 
Linda Lane, Denver. CO 80221. 

Combat pistol accuracy: Tapered seat auto compensator 
$80, heavy PPC barrel $150, Wichita adjustable sights 
$110, Double chamber compensator with mercury damper 
$200, S&W custom 9mm barrel to 7" $150 - all highest 
quality installed complete. Brochure $1. Randall Thomp
son, 654 Lela Place, Grand Junction, Colorado 81504. 

INSTRUCTION 

VIDEO TRAINING PROGRAMS - World champion John 

~8~;;;~a~es~~ie~~e ·~~~~t~~t .~is~~J9~~~o\~~t~·e $5~t95 J~~ 
Bullard's "The ~ltimate Selfbefense Course For Women", 
$59.95 (seen by over one million people); Other programs 
priced at $39.95 include "Survival Equipment", "Survival 
Weapons", "Remington 1100 Shotgun", "Remington 870 
Shotgun", "Colt .45 Automatic", "M-16 Rifle", 
"Rappelling": VHS or Beta; $2.00 shipping: Master Video 
Productions, Dept. AH, 7947 Carol Elaine Circle, Memphis, 
Tennessee 38134. 

FUNDAMENTALS OF COMBAT PISTOLCRAFT. N.P.l. 
is now accepting ap\',lications for the instruction of quali
fied students in the asic practical skills of modern defen· 
sive pistol craft. For information and applications, send 
$1.00 to: Northeast Pistol Institute, Dept. 714C, PO Box 
453, Union, NJ 07083. 

KNIVES & SWORDS 

All type knives, Historic weapons and swords. Unbeatable 
prices. Catalogs $2.00 Deintinis. 107 Summit Ave .. Staten 
Island, NY 10306. 

Swiss Army Knife. 3 1/4 # I I-blade multi purpose knife. Gen· 
uine leather sheath. !Reg. $34.951. $9.95. Interstate Swiss 
Army Knife, Box 19466-AHK!, Houston, TX 77224. 

Knife Collector's Record Book. Keep a Detailed record of 
all Data For each knife in your collection, plus place for 
photo. Great for insurance purposes. Each book 1s hcavy
duty constructed and Bound. MADE TO LAST ... $7.95. 
Steve's Guns & Survival Equipment. P.O. Box 780-KAH, 
Mocksville, NC 27028. 

30-40% OFF GERBER. BENCHMARK, KERSHAW 
KNIVES: LEUPOLD, REDFIELD Scopes. Muzzleloaders! 
Send $1.00 for Complete Catalog! KNIVES, Dept. AH, 52 
Edmund, Uniontown, PA 15401. 

SPORT KNIFE FIGH{['ING COURSE. send for free bro
chure. TAURUS SPORT KNIFE FIGHTING ASSN .. 7749 
Buena Vis ta. Houston, Texas 77087. 

LEATHERCRAFT 

Milt Sparks Leather: No Wait. Send $1 for catalog. Action, 
PO Box 7J 14C, Pensacola, FL 32514. 

"GOVERNME T SURPLUS" JEEPS $30.00! 5,000,000 
items! Complete Information Your Area. 1985 OFFICIAL 
DIRECTORY. $2.00 (Guaranteed!. SURPLUS. A92J, 4620 
Wisconsin Northwest. WASHINGTON. DC 20016. 

MILITARIA 

CIVIL WAR veteran's service records, information: $1.00. 
"Sons of Sherman's March to the Sea", 1725 Framers Hgs., 
Tempe, AZ 85281. 

MILITARY SURPLUS 

G.l. SURPLUS. Hunting and Camping Equipment. 56 page 
catalog $2.00. Red Bank Army Navy, 12-E Monmouth 
Street, Red Bank, NJ 07701. 

MILLIONS OF GOVERNMENT SURPLUS BARGAINS! 
Many 1 O/o original cost. Jeeps included! "Nationwide Gov
ernment Buyer's Guide /Directory" - $2.00 (Guaranteed). 
Disposal, Box 19107-MT, Washington. DC 20036. 

IS IT TRUE YOU CAN BUY JEEPS FOR $44 THROUGH 
THE u_s. GOVERNMENT'! GET THE FACTS TODAY! 
(3121742-1142, EXT. 6279. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

CHEWING - SMOKING Tobacco!! Do you Chew -
Smoke? Free samples - Twist, Snuff. Pipe and Pouches -
Prices. Guaranteed satisfaction: FREDCO'S, Dresden, Ten
nessee 388225. 

SHORT-RUN CUSTOM BELT BUCKLES WITH YOUR 
LOGO MY SPECIALTY SOLID SANDCAST SILICON 
BRONZE ALL HAND FINISHED. BUCKLES BY MIKE, 
1225 MANZANITA. DEPT. AH, LOS ANGELES. CA 
90029. 

KNUCKS - Genuine brass paperweights, not cheap 
aluminum. same day delivery, $7. prepaid; Matthews Police 
Supply, PO Box 1754, Matthews, NC 28105. 

!NJ A CATALOG Nightsuits, handclaws, footspikes, cal
throps, blowpens. shuriken and reference materials for the 
Shadow Warrior. Send $1.00 to: Ninja Supply Systems. Box 
28222/AH, Atlanta, GA 30358. 
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NAZI War souvenirs and daggers! Illustrated catalog $10, 
~~~ 12%~~i"dable). Disco, Box 331-H, Cedarburg. WI 

FREE! World's Leading Novelty Catalog. Things You 
Never Knew Existed. 1600 Novelties, Jokes, Tricks. 
Science, Sports, Hobbies. Johnson-Smith, C-6522, Mt. 
Clemens, Mich. 48043. 

MILITARY & MARTIAL ARTS - l.D. Cards & Certifi· 
cates. Airborne, Special Forces. C.I .A .. Police, etc. Bro· 
chure $1. Kenwood, Box 66, Dept. H. Long Green, MD21092. 

Lead soldier molds, painted soldier sets. castings and sup· 
plies. Catalog $1.00, with soldier $2.00. We are now author
ized dealers for LGB "Big Trains", 162 page color catalog 
$5.00: Coastal, Box 44-HG, Cedar Grove, NJ 07009. 

GERMAN WW2 Uniforms, Headgear. Gorgets. Badges, 
Write (LETTERS ONLY!): Postfach 1244, 5143-WASSEN
BERG, W-GERMANY. 

~~! ~~~ t' ici~· ~~e;~~~r1:~~s~t~.1~8i~~ii0 (~~~\ ~~i~~ /9~e 1 
t· 

SILENCERS FOR GUN, M-80's for FU , PLUS OTHER 
"HOW TO" BOOMER INFO. $2.00: MICHAEL. BOX 126, 
ATHENS, PA 18810. 

Guns and Girls, our ne'w 1985 poster catalog. Now available 
for only $1.00; Survival Store, 3250 Pollux, Las Vegas, 
Nevada 89102. 

"RUSSIA SUCKS" Bumpersticker. Red, white & Blue. $2 
each or 7 for $10. Bird Dog Enterprises, P.O. Box 12205, 
Dept. H, Columbia, South Carolina 2921 I. 

Pineapple hand grenade used as paper weight. Looks like 
the real thing. $5.95 + $2.00 shipping. F.C .. Box 3183-H, 
Stuart, FL 33495. 

PRIVACY CATALOG - FREE! Low-profile techniques. 
Cash income opportunities. Secret loans. New identity. 
EDEN PRESS. Box 841 -HG. Fountain Valley, CA 92728. 

CAMOUFLAGE CLOTHING A D GEAR. BEST PRICES 
anywhere. Send SASE for brochure and prices. Classics 
and Country, 149-AH Pioneer Dr .. Woodstock, GA 30188. 

MONTANA BIG GAME HUNTING: Now booking 1986 
season. SPECIAL $50.00 per day rate. Licensed outfitter_ 
M.B.K. OUTFITTERS. Box 4155 W. Kootenai Rd., Rexford, 
Montana, 59930. Phone 406·889-3297. 

POLICE EQUIPMENT 

~~i0~~ri~~v;:~~~ Re~~lt:e Mt~~~R1fsri.go+ isle<i!UL 
$249.95. All other Si t models on SPECIAL also! Old "Y" 
model UPGRADES to Y2 SPECIFICATIONS with new 

s~1t"mc:~~r ~~~~Ii~~~· g%~~s~8~~5rf3'N!t ~Plct 8;: 
~!GERS SUPPLY, Dept. (AHi. Box 55. Rapid City, SD 
57709. VISA/MASTERCARD. 605-348-7324. (LAW EN
FORCEMENT ONLY). 

REAL ESTATE 

SOUTHWEST VIRGINIA - FREE CATALOG! Blue 
Ridge Mountain land. farms. homes. Wetherbee Realty. 
Box 84-H. Woolwine, VA 24185. (703)930-2155. 

BUY REPOSSESSED HOMES FROM GOVERNMENT! 
$1.00 plus repairs /taxes. LOCATED NATIONWIDE! 
Details $3.95 (GUARANTEED! to: HOMESTEAD, Box 
909-RM703. Inola. OK 74036. 

GOVER MENT LAND ... FROM $7.50/ACRE! Homesites. 
farming, vacationing, investment! "Land Buyer's Guide" 
plus nationwide listing - $2.00. LANDS. Box 19107-MT. 
Washington, DC 20036. 

SURVIVAL 

PARA-COMMANDO SURVIVAL COURSE! Southern Cali
fornia area. Learn Survival skills in natural and man-made 
hostile environments with comprehensive weapon training. 
(714) 447-3106. 

INTELLIGENCE REPORT - on secret Soviet /Mexican 
preparation for "RED DAWN'" attack upon United States. 

~o~nl~~.~~§e~~~~:~P~Q~iB~~ ~~9.dN$a1v6~~~t~,0~:;~osn7~~l8.ble 
SURVIVAL EQUIPMENT - DISCOUNT PRICES. 
Sportsmen, Hunters. Survivalists. Discount prices on top 
quality, brand name rroducts. Commando and regular ar· 
my surplus, surviva books, weapon accessories, edged 
weapons. binoculars. electronics and more. Request your 
free discount price list. Write: American Wilderness & Sur· 
vival Supply, Box 3161. Oak Brook, IL 60522. 

WANTED TO PURCHASE 

DUCK Hunting Stamps - $1. to $400. Value determined by 
condition of stamp and year. Send stamped envelope for 
price list of cash offer: John Snow. 4539 Bartlett. Shore
wood, WI 53211. 

Inventions, Ideas, new products wanted for presentation to 
industry and exhibition at national innovation exposilion. 
Call toll free 1-800-528-6050. Extension 831. 
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Extended Magazine Re
lease Assembly for Colt .45 
type Autos. Replaces exist
ing release. No drilling and 
tapping. Available as a com
plete unit for $19.95 or just 
the enlarged button and 
screw for $9 .95. Enlarged 
button & screw comes in 
blue or stainless . Replace
ment catch comes in blue. 
Nitex $4.00 extra. 

DEALER 
INQUIRIES INVITED 

Bianchi Holsters: Chapman #50/lnt'I #52 46.00 
B1anch1 B-9 Belt or G. Davis # 114 Belt 26.00 
G. Davis Holster CA Challenger Low Cut #12450-LC . 69.00 
G Davis Holster California Challenger # 12450 . 6 9.00 
G. Davis Holster Usher Low Cut #10450 . . . ........ 74.00 
G Davis Holster Phoenix Special # 11450 . 74.00 
G Davis Double .45 Mag Pouch 23.00 ... Single 14.00 
Blocker Holsters: Matchmaster . 69.95 

(X-Oraw / Strong side t S" or 6" Bbl) (Baskelweave add 10.00) 
Blocker Double 45 Mag Pouch. Slant or Straight . 28.95 
Blocker Bell . . . . . . . . . . . . 28.95 
Blocker Belt or Double Mag Pouches in Basketweave . 35.95 
Rogers/ Plaxco 'World Speed Holster (5" 16" Bbl) . 48 00 
Rogers Hackathorn Comba11Aevolver1Compensator Model 48 00 
Wilson Shok-Butt Kit (Gov't or Commander) 5.50 
Wilson Shok-Butt Washers . 1.00 
Wilson EKtended E1ector 18.95 
Wiison Commander Hammer .... 18.95 
Wilson Trigger . 14.95 
Wilson Beaverta1l Grip Safely (Blue or Starnless) 18 .95 
Wilson/ Rogers or Pachmayr Competition .45 Magazine 21 .00 
Pro Shot ... 185.00 Pro Timer U . 265.00 
Wilson LE·K Compensator Unit. 250.00 
Breskol/lch Advantage Gnp System tor 45 Auto . 45 .00 
John Shaw Speed E·Load Magwell 26.00 
King Drop-in Wide Grip Safety (blue/stainless) 25.00 
-<mg EKtended Combat Safety (blue / stainless) 18.50 
Swenson AmbideKtrous Safety for .45 . . . . . . . . . • . 42.50 

'Swensight " !Of 45 Aulo 29.95 
"Shoot to Win" by John Shaw . 11 .95 
·'You Can't Miss" by John Shaw (2nd Ed1t1on) 8.95 
"Life Without Fear" by Mickey Fowler & Mike Dallon . 9.95 
Magazine Slam Pads. Black checkered neoprene 1.00 
Ou1ckloader Magazine 'Nell . 6.00 
John Shaw's Magazrne Pad ............. 1.75 

4.LL ITE J.AS tN STOCK' 

MASTERCARD / VISA ORDERS ACCEPTED! 
Give number & Exp•r•tion D•te 

Phon• orders Mon -Fri. • -10 PM EST 
Jim 716-672 ..... 218 Mike 716-627-3762 

FREE SHIPPING ON All ORDERS 
NYS Re-s1dents add 1"- S• les T•x 

Send lor FREE CATALOGUE 
COMBAT CORNEA 

DeJ)I AHGAd 11 95T8A1 60 Fr~ NY1l063 

...... -----.., 

Viking 1177-3 SHOULDER HOLSTER, will fit 
both large automatics and medium frame re
volvers 4".Spring loaded,suede lined, with 
wide shoulder strap.We accept Visa, Master 
Charge,Checks,sorry NO COD'S.For FAST, 
ordering credit card holders TOLL FREE 800-
262-6666, CA.(619)429-8050. Viking,lnc.2248-
2 Main St., Chula Vista,CA.92011 
Send $2.00 for COLOR Catalog.Refundable 
with 1st. order. 
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INDUSTRY INSIDER 
JERRY RAKUSAN 

BIANCHI WINS MILITARY CONTRACT; 
SAFARILAND TEAMS UP WITH ROGERS 

T et's start off with some news from the hol
L ster scene. (I'll report these alpha
betically so that I'm not accused of playing 
favorites.) 

Bianchi International has been officially 
awarded the U.S. government contract for the 
armed forces "M-12" standard hip holster. 
The contract award, providing for several 
hundred thousand holsters in the next three 
years, comes after four years of research and 
development funded entirely by John 
Bianchi. How sweet it must be. The selected 
holster is available to the civilian market as 
the UM-84 with accessories that permit the 
wearer to carry the gun 16 different ways. 

Ted Blocker opened his new facility at 
409 West Bonita Avenue, San Dimas, Calif. 
91773 with a bang. At a grand opening cele
bration on August 24th, Ted had Grand Mas
ter Thell Reed, Rodeo celebrity Casey Tibbs, 
and a host of fast draw shooters put on a real 
wild west show. The new facilities will give 
Ted Blocker 3,500 square feet in which to 
expand his line of custom holsters and 
accessories. Watch for his new catalog. 

• • • 
Readers of American Handgunner have 

seen the recent ads from Safariland offering 
their new line of Safari-Laminate holsters. 
The process, which Neal Perkins of Safa
riland says will "form the cornerstone of an 
entire new era in leather manufacture," was 
pioneered by Bill Rogers. And now, with the 
acquisition of Rogers Holster Co. by Safa
riland, the manufacturing and marketing 
expertise of Neale Perkins will join forces 
with the research and development strength 
of Bill Rogers. This should make a most 
interesting combination. 

Neal Perkins 

Bill Rogers of Rogers Holsters . 

There are rumors galore in the handgun 
field, running the gamut from a new big bore 
revolver (and perhaps auto) out of Hartford 
to a brand new-made for IPSC-caliber 
from a West Coast maker (take a number 
from 9 to IO mm). There is also word from 
several custom pistolsmiths of interchange
able barrel mods for S&W and Ruger 
revolvers, ala the Dan Wesson system. 

• • • 
There was an interesting situation which 

came up in the mid-west recently. A gen
tleman contacted one of the well known 
pistolsmiths claiming that he owned the 
patent to the hooked trigger guard. He 
claimed that anyone manufacturing a gun 
with such a design, or altering an existing 
frame, would have to pay him a royalty. We'll 
have more on this later, but we heard most 
recently that our mid-west gunsmith's lawyer 
had this "inventor" running toward Canada 
with his tail between his legs. As I said, we'll 
have some of the details. in a future issue. 

• • • 
There is a report from Sturm Ruger that 

the employees of the Southport plant have 
voted in the Teamsters Union, and that the 
P85, Ruger's double action 9mm auto pistol 
would be in production by the first of the 
year. In Bill Ruger's words, "It is unquestion
ably the finest double action auto pistol ever 
made." 

• • • 
Why are several New York investment 

firms so interested in the handgun market, 
and one big handgun 
maker in particular? ., 
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The Pro-Ta ch Chronograph ... 
just what you'd expect from the makers of Pro Timer II. 
Pro-Yach Chronograph displays not only actual 
velocities from 7 5 to 4000 feet/second, but the 
number of shots and their average velocity. Simply 
set the Pro-Tuch on a table or mount it to a tripod ... 
then tum it on. The battery operated Pro-Tuch (9-volt 
battery, not included) has a large LCD display for easy 
reading from firing position. 

Add to this a 30-day unconditional return policy, a 
one-year warranty from electronic failure and an 
affordable price ... $169.95. 

Pro Timer II, the official timer for major matches is 
reliable and easy to use. The time to each shot, shot 

number, and time between shots is automatically 
recorded and may be reviewed in the shot sensing, 
stop plate and par time modes. 

· Simply clip the lightweight Pro Timer II to your 
belt and tum it on. Includes a 9-volt rechargeable 
battery which can be replaced with a 9·volt alkaline. 
Only $274.95. 

Call Toll Free 1-(800)-222-3845. 
Illinois residents (81 5)·877-3322. Visa, 
MasterCard, and COD accepted. Illinois 
residents add 6% sales tax. Add $4.50 for 
S & H. Certified check or money order by mail. 

I~ 
Competition Electronics, Inc. 

753 Candy Lane, Rockford, IL 61111 



Beretta 92 F. The Ultimate 9mm Sidearm 
is now the Official Sidearm of the U.S. Military. 

When the U.S. Government went looking for a new 
standard issue sidearm, it tested the best pistols in the 
world. But the Beretta 92 F 
9mm Parabellum thorough ly out
classed the competition in every 
government performance trial. 

In accuracy. Safety. Reliability. 
Firepower. In grip, feel, lightness 
and pointability. The Military was 
convinced . Now America's fight
ing men will carry the finest 9mm 
sidearm in the world. 

Consistently superior quality 
and service have also convinced 

Open Slide 
Design. Cut
away slide re
duces weight and 
eliminates jamming and 
stovepiping. Also allows 
reloading from 
the breach, one 
bullet at a time. 

Ambidex
trous 
Safety. Easy 
access 
for all 
shooters. 
Spring 
loaded so 
it's either 
positively on 
or off. 

Disassembling 
Latch. Allows swift 
field stripping, but 
makes accidental 
disassembly im
possible. 

Sure, Firm Grip. 
Grooved grip and 
squared-off, se
rated combat style 
trigger guard in-
sure a consistently 
firm hold . Flared 
grip frame en
hances point-
ability and control. No Glare Finish. Non

reflective matte finish 
on all metal parts. 

law enforcement agencies like the Connecticut and Wyo
ming State Pol ice and the Texas Rangers to switch to 

Beretta. You'll be convinced , too. 
Look at its outstanding features. 

Check out the 92 F and the 
92 SB Compact along with the 
complete line of quality Beretta 
sporting and competition firearms 
at your gun dealer's today. Or 
send $2.00 to Beretta USA for a 
copy of our catalog. Beretta 
U.S.A. Corp., 17601 Indian Head 
Highway, Accokeek, Md. 20607 
(301) 283-2191 

"Quick Read" 
Sighting. Front and 

rear sights allow swift 
location and sighting 

of the target. With 
flourescent dot and 
post for poor light. 

Unique Ultra Safety 
Design. The slide 
safety rotates the 

striker away from the 
hammer face so a 

falling hammer can 
never "break safety" 

and cause accidental 
discharge. 

Blocking Device. 
Prevents firing pin 

from moving 
forward until the 

trigger is actuated. 

Exposed Hammer 
Spur. For single action 

operation. 

Reversible Mag
azine Release 

Button. De
signed for right 
or left-handed 

shooters. Allows 
quick, conve

nient magazine 
exchange. 

Chamber Loaded Indica
tor. User can tell when a 
round is chambered by 
sight or touch. 

15 Round Staggered 
Magazine. Nearly dou
bles conventional 
capacity without added 
length. Easy field strip
ping and cleaning 
without tools. -Beretta U.S.A. 

17601 Indian Head Highway Accokeek, Maryland 20607 Phone (301) 283-2191 1-800-638-1301 
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